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Author's note, 2013
Poverty and social security was published in November 1992 (though the title page states
1993). The rights to publish have reverted to me, and I am making it freely available on
the internet.
The book has dated in some respects, but I have not attempted to update it. Much of
what the book had to say about the idea of poverty, the contribution of social security
and the methods that can be used is still relevant. After I had written the book, I came
to change my views on poverty in particular, under the influence of the multidimensional, multi-faceted views that came to the fore in international organisations.
By the time I came to write The idea of poverty (Policy Press, 2007) I was firmly
committed to a different normative and analytical framework. I would not now even
attempt to combine the treatment of poverty and social security in the same book.
One of the arguments I was taken by when I wrote this book has been translated into
a different framework. When ‘budget standards’ were first tested, they seemed not to
work in the way that I expected - the term came to stand for the kind of normative
budgeting that was associated with Rowntree’s household budgets. Subsequently,
however, the approach - looking at what people actually do, rather than what experts
suppose they might do - has yielded valuable insights into minimum income standards
and the nature of a ‘living wage’. See, e.g., D Hirsch, 2013, a Minimum income standard
for the UK in 2013, York: Joseph Rowntree Foundation.
I have not changed the text in any way.
Paul Spicker

Preface (1992)
This book is concerned with the ways in which poverty can be defined and identified, and
the responses which have been made to the problems of poverty in the development of
financial assistance for people who are poor. The first part of the book is concerned with
the idea of poverty, the way it has been operationalised, and the kinds of responses
which might be made to it. The second part is concerned with social security: its
connection with poor relief, the way in which benefit systems operate, and the extent to
which such systems do effectively relieve poverty.
On the face of it, this seems straightforward enough as a field for a critical study; on
closer examination, though, the focus may seem difficult to justify. The definition of the
subject matter depends crucially on a set of conventional interpretations about the ideas
of 'poverty' and 'social security'. If the idea of 'poverty' was to be examined adequately,
it probably ought to be considered in much wider terms than a consideration of financial
assistance would imply; equally, any proper consideration of income maintenance
touches on many topics beyond the relief of poverty. The justification for a narrower
focus is in large part centred on a particular kind of problem: the discussion of what sort
of benefits should be provided for the relief of poverty, and at what level they should be
provided. This problem has been dominant historically in the development of services,
and continues to be a major concern in the debates about social security now. The
debates around this issue have to a large extent affected the way in which the issues of
poverty and poor relief are discussed.
The purpose of the book is, then, to discuss a set of problems and responses. It does
this principally by considering a range of inter-related concepts. For reasons which I
explain in the text, the book does not offer any authoritative definition of the problems,
an approach which I know might drive some readers to distraction. The method has
more to do with social philosophy than with social science. What it does is to outline
options and ways and thinking about the issues, in the hope that it will help to establish
an understanding of the relationship between poverty and social security, and inform
discussion in the future.
Part of the focus, too, is comparative. My own experience is from Britain. I have
found it useful to draw on that experience for many of the examples, but concentration
on Britain alone is not really adequate to understand either the problems of poverty or
the methods which are available to respond to them. Many of the arguments made about
social security in Britain - like the case for Child Benefit, or arguments against meanstesting - rely on a received wisdom based on a restricted range of policies, and the most
effective way to put them into perspective is to draw on material from other countries.
The book is intended mainly for an academic audience: it should be of interest to
those studying social policy, sociology, politics and public administration, and there are
elements which may be useful to students of economics and philosophy. On the principle
that a better understanding should make for better policy - though I really ought to know
differently by now - it may also be helpful for those who are involved in policy-making
and administration for the poor.
Paul Spicker
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Part 1: Poverty
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Chapter 1
Introduction
These are examples of the circumstances which some people live in. They are fictional,
but they are drawn from life.
Jane is a single parent, aged 25. She married at 18, had two children who are now aged
four and two, but then her husband left her. She now lives in a council flat in a high-rise
block on the outskirts of town. The flat has a full range of amenities, including central
heating, but she cannot afford the heating and it has become damp. She has few
furnishings. There are no shopping facilities nearby; she has no transport and public
transport is expensive, so she goes out very little. She receives benefit but it is reduced
because her husband is supposed to pay her maintenance. He only pays irregularly; if
she is short of money, she manages by skimping on food.
Robert is 47; a skilled boilermaker, he became unemployed two years ago when his
shipyard closed and now he finds that his skills are no longer required in the labour
market. He has undertaken some retraining but finds at his age that no employer is
currently interested in employing him. Elizabeth, his wife, works as a cleaner at a low
wage, but her wages are insufficient to maintain the two of them. They are satisfactorily
housed, and still have a full range of possessions, though their car was sold six months
after Robert became unemployed. They have no savings left and are pessimistic about
their prospects for the future.
Edith is 81. She lives alone in a large house, where she has lived for most of her life. Her
health has been failing, and she is unable to go upstairs, so she has had the bed moved
downstairs and lives solely on the ground floor. She has a pension, and although she
does not have many of the modern amenities that other have, like a refrigerator or a
washing machine, she feels she is quite comfortable. However, the house needs repairs,
which she cannot afford to have done. The fire is too difficult for her to light, and she
uses a one-bar electric fire, sparingly because it is expensive. She is concerned about
break-ins in the area, and locks her door after 5.30 p.m., using several locks and chains.
Peter, a single man aged 55, has been discharged from mental hospital. Initially he lived
in a private flat, but he was evicted when his landlord wished to sell the property, and
subsequently he has been homeless. He receives assistance benefits on a daily basis, for
which he has to spend a part of each day queuing in the Social Security office. He spends
some nights sleeping out, and some nights in a private hostel where he has a dormitory
bed. He washes at a public convenience each morning, but he has no change of clothes,
and cannot wash them effectively. During the day, he prefers to sit in shopping centres
for warmth, but he is usually asked to leave, and so he spends much of the day wandering
from place to place in the town.
Eileen is 18. She left home at sixteen because of the violence of her father since then has
moved from place to place, sometimes staying with acquaintances, sometimes sleeping
out, at times renting when she has been in work. The kinds of work she is able to find,
however, have generally been temporary - waitress, shop assistant, bar staff - and low
paid, because of her age and sex. She has no possessions other than her clothes.
Simon is 43, and suffers from multiple sclerosis. When younger, and for some time after
the initial diagnosis, Simon was working as a teacher, earning a respectable salary. His
physical capacity has gradually deteriorated to the point where he cannot move around,
wash, dress himself or go to the toilet unaided, and Anne, his wife, who was also a
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teacher, has had to give up her work in order to look after him. They have one child, a girl
of thirteen, who is at an age where she is expensive to maintain. They have a wellequipped household, but their income has dropped substantially and their savings have
gradually been exhausted by the requirements of Simon's special needs. They are now
finding it difficult to manage.
Unmesh works in a relative's clothing factory for a low wage. His wife, Surinder, does
home work. Together they receive more than they would receive in benefit but
substantially less than the average wage. Some benefits may be available, but they are
immigrants and restricted in their rights to claim. They live in a two-bedroomed house
which they bought on a private arrangement and have now paid for; the house is cold,
damp and in a state of disrepair.
I am going to refer to people in these kinds of circumstances as 'poor', which some may
find too strong a word, but which at least helps to identify the kinds of problem which
this book is concerned with. At the risk of compounding confusion, the discussion of
poverty has to to begin in the middle of a debate. The idea of 'poverty' has been so much
discussed in academic and political circles that it has become difficult for any readers to
approach the topic without some preconceptions. The first task of anyone who wants to
approach the issue from a new perspective is to disentangle some of the different
strands.
Poverty and ideology
Conventionally, definitions of poverty have been categorised in two main forms:
absolute and relative poverty. Absolute poverty is a minimum subsistence level based
on essentials for survival. It has been characterised in an OECD report as a definition 'in
terms of some absolute level of minimum needs, below which people are regarded as
being poor, for purpose of social and government concern, and which does not change
over time' (1). The example which the OECD give is the poverty line in the United States,
which is based in the cost of a minimum diet determined by the Department of
Agriculture. The academic examples most usually cited, rightly or wrongly, are the early
work of Charles Booth and Seebohm Rowntree. Booth is thought to have specified a
minimum standard of living which was necessary for a person to have basic essentials;
Rowntree, a standard of poverty calculated from minimal norms for subsistence. (Both
characterisations are disputable.) (2)
The alternative is a relative concept, which defines poverty in terms of its relation to
the standards which exist elsewhere in society. This used to be understood primarily in
terms of inequality: Roach and Roach, for example, define relative poverty as a standard
applying to 'the bottom segment of the income distribution' (3), and the Luxembourg
Income Study measures poverty as a proportion of average personal disposable income
per capita (4). Townsend, by contrast, uses the term in quite a different way. He refers
to poverty as a form of 'relative deprivation', 'the absence or inadequacy of those diets,
amenities, standards, services and activities which are common or customary in society.'
(5)
One of the most important assumptions made about the 'absolute' and 'relative'
models of poverty is that they represent, not only concepts of poverty, but specific
political positions. The 'absolute' model is associated with the right wing: the 'relative'
model, with the left. The 'right wing' tends to see poverty as a fairly limited problem, and
the kinds of response demanded by the state will be restricted in scope. The 'left wing'
tends to view poverty as widespread; it is attributed to structural problems in society;
and state interventions need to be extensive in order to redress the disadvantages of
those who are poor.
There are always grounds for suspicion about any attempt to represent politics in two
dimensions, and this kind of analysis should prompt immediate scepticism. Neither 'left'
nor 'right' wing politics can be seen as monolithic positions - the right wing, for example,
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includes examples both of liberal individualism and traditionalist authoritarianism,
whereas the left wing includes both pro-state collectivism and libertarian opposition to
government (6). In describing these ideas of poverty as related to the 'left' or 'right'
wing, I am referring to a commonly occurring constellation of ideas, and it is important
to understand how these ideas relate as a package in order to understand the kinds of
argument which have been raging about poverty.
The connection between ideological positions and concepts of poverty is derived
through two basic models of welfare - the residual and institutional. Residual welfare
sees welfare as a safety net, which is only for those people who need it after they have
failed to meet their needs through their own or their family's resources. Institutional
welfare rests on the view that everyone has needs at some time - everyone is at some
time a child, sick, old, possibly unemployed - and that this is a social responsibility. On
the face of it, both residual and institutional models begin from very similar precepts that the provision of welfare is required to respond to the different kinds of need
experienced by people in certain kinds of contingency - and it might be argued that there
is little direct incompatibility between the two positions; one might believe in
institutional welfare in some respects and residual welfare in others. It is common, for
example, in Britain to find simultaneous support for the institutional health service and
opposition to the institutional aspects of social security, like Child Benefit; the services
are judged by different criteria (conversely, residual benefits like free prescriptions are
viewed in a different light to other benefits delivered on similar terms) (7). Equally,
different criteria might also be applied to different aspects of a service area: a person
might, for example, advocate simultaneously both a generally available health service to
cover institutional needs and supplementary safety-net provisions for exceptional cases
not covered in the normal course of medical care, like special injuries to sportsmen or
musicians; or (as is indeed common in social security provision) a general system of
income support backed up by residual benefits meeting special contingencies.
The residual model has however come to be associated with a particularly restrictive
view of welfare - one which Titmuss referred to as the 'residual burden' model of welfare
(8). If welfare is to be seen primarily as a safety net, a distinction might be made
between those who 'succeed' - in the sense of not requiring welfare - and those who 'fail',
because they do. The implications of requiring welfare are both that people have failed
to manage their affairs in society - whether through bad luck, ill health, ignorance,
inadequacy, incompetence or laziness - and that they then become a burden on others
who have to support them. The residual model is increasingly linked with the idea of
'dependency' and the 'dependency culture', ideas imported from the US which condemn
financial dependency as something which undermines individual responsibility and
competence.
The absolute model is seen as reinforcing the arguments for residual welfare because
a residual model depends on the definition of some cut-off point or level below which a
safety net comes into operation and above which it does not. This requires a justification
for not committing resources above the line. If the aim of services is specifically to
provide for those who are in need because they do not have enough resources, then a
definition is required of what is 'enough'; this is provided by a measure of subsistence.
The relative concept of poverty, by contrast, is associated with institutional welfare
and left-wing policies. In a relative model, people are defined as poor, a condition which
is defined in terms of social expectations, in relation to others in their society who are not
poor. Poverty is, then, a product of social organisation, and in particular of the unequal
structure of society. The association with an institutional approach to welfare is justified
by Titmuss on the basis that conditions of dependency are produced through social
processes and must be accepted as social responsibilities.
The connections between these positions are not self-evident; they reflect, rather, the
political history of the concepts. It might be argued with equal force that an assessment
of subsistence needs can support a radical position: Rowntree's approach was used
specifically to demonstrate the inadequacy of state provision and to press for greater
benefits. This kind of analysis has been duplicated by Piachaud for children (9);
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Townsend himself notes that 'there are many people in the United Kingdom ... who feel
the real pinch of hunger today' (10). Equally, there is no reason to suppose that an
emphasis on relative poverty leads to more generous benefits - the construction placed
on the idea by certain right-wing critics (like John Moore, formerly Secretary of State for
Social Services) has been that if poverty is only relative, it doesn't really matter (11). Sen
argues, in my view quite correctly, that 'a general increase in ill-health due to
widespread expansion of economic hardship, which leaves a person's relative position
unchanged, must still be seen as intensifying that person's poverty' (12). A relative
assessment might undermine the position of the poor in circumstances where there is
a decline in standards throughout a society.
The effect of the political associations of the different models is to create the
immediate concern that any advocacy of an absolute model, or a concept based on
subsistence, provides a foundation for a minimalist response. For Peter Townsend, this
is a major objection to Sen's work on the idea of poverty. Sen had suggested that 'hunger'
was a major issue in the relief of poverty, behind which other values might take lower
priority. Townsend wrote in response:
'The problem about this reiteration of the virtues of an "absolutist core" to the
meaning of poverty is the underestimation of the importance of needs other than for
food ... Without operational specification of the range of needs and resources required
to satisfy those needs Professor Sen's argument carries the dangerous implication
that meagre benefits for the poor in industrial societies are more than enough to meet
their (absolute) needs ...' (13)
Sen's reply (14) was one of bafflement - how could Townsend possibly attribute such a
position to him? He took it, not unreasonably, that Townsend had not understood what
his argument is. But I think there is more involved than a simple misunderstanding.
Townsend has come to think of poverty within the constraints of certain models, which
associate absolute and relative concepts with specific ideological views; and, on the basis
of those models, he takes it that a theory which exhibits some of the features of these
models will be led, willy-nilly, towards their other features. Hence his comment that
Sen's argument 'opens the door to a tough State interpretation of subsistence rations'
(15). In one sense, this may be true; a government of the new right faced with Sen's
argument will doubtless draw on those aspects of the argument which appeal to their
overall perspective and approach and reject those which do not. The same might, of
course, be true of their arguments from a relative position, as Moore's comments
indicate. But, whether or not Townsend is right politically, this is not necessarily a basis
for the rational analysis of the concept of poverty.
The association of concepts of poverty with different ideological positions presents
a set of dilemmas. It may be possible, in theory, to begin with a blank slate, and to try to
work out a coherent, cohesive set of propositions about the nature of poverty; but the
voyage has to be charted through troubled waters, and at any stage, the propositions are
likely to be pulled under by the current of associated concepts. It would be naive to
assume that this book will not in the same way be construed as a contribution to a
political debate, for in one sense it is; and it may be necessary to demonstrate, not only
that alternative approaches to the conceptualisation of poverty can be more coherent,
but that they do not entail pernicious consequences. This point will be returned to later
in the book.
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Chapter 2
The nature of poverty
Defining poverty
Some people are poor. Recognising what something means in practice is often much
easier than defining or analysing it, which is one of the main reasons for having begun
with illustrative examples. When we say that people are poor, deprived, suffering from
hardship, or in need, we usually have a fairly good idea of what we mean; but words like
this may well mean different things to different people, and it is difficult to take this kind
of ordinary language and make it perform the precise functions which are required in
social analysis.
Sometimes, when people define topics, they search for a common characteristic, an
'essential' feature which distinguishes the issue clearly from others. It would be possible,
if this was true, to define people as 'poor' if they met a particular criterion or set of
criteria, and as 'not poor' if they did not. For example, poverty is sometimes related to
a 'poverty line', so that everyone whose income is below a certain level is considered to
be 'poor', and everyone above the line is not. But this kind of approach leads to obvious
problems - because some people do have low income without being thought of as 'poor'.
It might be thought that all it is necessary to do is to add further criteria besides income.
This will refine the definition of poverty, and it will improve the tools which are available
for identifying it, but it will not settle the issue. The problem is not that poverty is not
simply a matter of low income; poverty is not 'simply' a matter of anything. Most
complex ideas, used in everyday language, do not have a single essential meaning which
is subject to definition. They have variations and shades of meaning; the more widely the
idea is used, and the wider the range of conditions to which it refers, the more likely it
is that any definition will include some conditions which should not be included, and
exclude others which should be. Readers who hope to find in this book an authoritative,
'scientific' definition of poverty will be disappointed. The use of the term varies, the
concept is liable to be contested, and the issues cannot be resolved beyond dispute.
'Poverty' does not describe a particular kind of attribute which people have or do not
have; the term is used to describe a range or cluster of conditions. A person starving in
Ethiopia, a discharged psychiatric patient living in a derelict house because there is
nowhere else to go, a Greek hill farmer, a single parent trapped in an isolated council
estate, or a pensioner unable to afford heating, might all be said to be 'poor' in some
sense; but it is not necessary to suppose that they are all poor in exactly the same sense.
The kinds of problems they face, the reasons for those problems, and the sorts of
response which have to be made, may well be different. The examples in chapter 1 may
have some features in common, but it is difficult to point to any unifying factor and say,
'this is what makes these people poor'. That is not to say that the problems are not interrelated: but they are not all alike, either, and conditions found at one edge of the cluster
may appear, on closer examination, to have little directly in common with features found
at the other end. In philosophical writing, this kind of connection between clusters of
inter-related ideas is referred to, after Wittgenstein, as a kind of 'family resemblance'.
It should not be supposed from this, though, that the idea of 'poverty' is used
indiscriminately, or that it does not really mean anything. People may disagree about the
nature of poverty, but there are cases in the Third World - cases where people are
without food, clothing or shelter - where there is hardly any disagreement, and which in
many ways are paradigmatic of poverty. Some commentators would disagree as to
whether these cases bear any resemblance to conditions in industrialised countries (1),
but there are nevertheless some widespread uses of the term in developed countries, and
there is still a high level of consensus that certain types of problem can be described as
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'poverty'. It is not really important whether poverty in one country is the 'same thing'
as in another country; poverty is not a 'thing' at all, but a way of describing people's
conditions.
Poverty is not only a descriptive category; it is also a moral one. The term 'poverty',
Piachaud writes, 'carries with it an implication and moral imperative that something
should be done about it. Its definition is a value judgment and should be clearly seen to
be so ... ' (2) Many of those who deny that people in the kinds of circumstances I have
outlined are 'poor' object to the term, not just because they have a particular idea of how
the word might be used, but because they do not accept the implication that something
must be done about these circumstances. This moral element does not mean that
poverty is impossible to define; but it does indicate that, whatever the definition given,
there is likely to be some room for debate as to the kinds of condition included in it and
the kinds of responses which it is appropriate to make.
The elements of poverty
In order to understand a concept it is necessary to examine how it is used - the kinds of
issue which the idea of 'poverty' refers to. Baratz and Grigsby (3) identify a wide range
of factors 'closely associated' with poverty - which is not to say that these factors define
people as being poor, but only that they are likely to occur in the circumstances where
people are poor. They include the following:
Severe lack of physical comfort
shelter that does not provide adequate protection from elements; is poorly lighted,
ventilated and overcrowded, or filthy
hunger
highly unpleasant neighbourhood (excessive noise, litter, traffic, etc.)
highly unpleasant environment on job (extreme temperatures and odours, limited
working space, etc.)
clothing wardrobe that does not provide adequate protection from elements
Severe lack of health
high probability of short life-span
frequent illness
chronic illness
permanent physical or mental disability
Severe lack of safety and security
unsafe housing
unsafe neighbourhood
lack of protection against major loss of assets
unsafe working environment
unsafe air or water
lack of protection against major decline of real income
Severe lack of welfare values
personally unacceptable ratio of earned to total income
personally stigmatising form of financial dependency
inability to perform a socially valued function (e.g. paid work)
lack of good quality education
non-possession of symbols of medium-high social status
highly unfavourable self-conception
low aspirations for, or hopelessness about, potentiality for upward socio-economic
mobility
severe family instability (e.g. 'broken home')
Severe lack of deference values
severe restrictions on economic and social opportunity and activity (esp.
discrimination)
exclusion from participation in the political process
12

victim of injustice in the law enforcement process
non possession of socially valued skill
lack of good quality education
socially stigmatising form of financial dependency
non possession of symbols of medium-high status.
If it is right to suggest that poverty refers to a cluster of concepts rather than a single
definable problem, it is unlikely that any list of factors could precisely capture the
experience of poverty, and I do not want to imply approval or acceptance of the list of
factors as it stands. There are some items which are vague (like 'unsafe' housing), and
others which seem oddly specific (the references to conditions at work are inappropriate
for large numbers of poor people who have no employment); some problems have been
substantially left out (like dependent old age), while there are others (like those
principally concerned with psychological factors, of which more shortly) which I am not
sure should be there. The value of Baratz and Grigsby's approach is not that it
constitutes an indisputable or authoritative description of poverty, but that it helps to
focus on the kinds of area which people are concerned about when discussing the issue.
I suggested earlier that problems like the lack of food, clothing and shelter are
paradigmatic cases in the concept of poverty. Baratz and Grigsby's schema of poverty
includes these factors, but it extends much more widely; it includes not only problems
which are like them, such as problems with air or water, but many which are not at all
like them, for example low aspirations or lack of skills. Material and social problems are
not wholly distinct, because there is much in the definition of a person's social position
which depends on material factors, like the stigmatising nature of certain kinds of income
and the importance of certain kinds of goods as status symbols, and equally much in the
nature of material goods which has a social meaning, like the relative quality of housing
and the environment. There is besides a substantial level of overlap between the
categories - not only in those factors which are directly repeated, but also in inter-related
problems (like inadequate shelter and unsafe housing). A person who suffers
deprivation in relation to housing, income and health would probably suffer from at least
half of the problems listed here.
The experience of poverty is not one of constant, unvarying deprivation of a specified
kind, but a series of deprivations. Baratz and Grigsby's schema points to a number of
issues - like material deprivation, health, security, social problems, status, and power which are closely bound up with the experience of poverty, and which need to be taken
into account in any adequate discussion of the issues. All the factors can be seen, to a
greater or lesser extent, as potential consequences of being poor, but some might also be
seen as factors which lead to poverty, and others - like hunger, lack of clothing and
inadequate housing - as factors which are virtually descriptive of poverty; that is to say,
they are the kinds of thing by which poverty is identified. In practice these may be
difficult to separate, and there may be a vicious circle. For example, bad housing is often
found in poor neighbourhoods, because this is the housing least to be chosen, and those
with the resources to choose go elsewhere; these neighbourhoods become, by virtue of
their poverty, focuses for certain kinds of social problem, attracting greater attention
from the police and welfare agencies, which reinforces the stigma. Individual poverty
may lead to an unfavourable self-conception, which in turn reinforces lack of opportunity
and helps to keep people in poverty. A thoroughgoing analysis of poverty (which is not
my aim here) would have to distinguish the causes of poverty, aspects of deprivation and
consequences, all of which contribute to the constellation of factors identified with
poverty.
Aspects of deprivation
The idea of deprivation implies that people are lacking welfare - 'welfare' itself being a
wide-ranging term, generally referring to people's well-being. Poverty can largely be
described in terms of deprivations, although the moral content of poverty implies a
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degree of seriousness which is not necessarily the case with deprivation alone. It seems
quite reasonable to think of people as 'deprived' if they are lacking some material goods
or resources - for example, if they do not have access to recreational facilities - but that
is not the same as saying that they are 'poor'. The following argument was put to me,
during research into deprived areas, by the representative of a community organisation
in rural Perthshire:
'Most children have a walk of around half a mile from school to the outskirts ... - their
walk thereafter could be an additional mile. There is no school bus provided even for
the youngest children whose daily walk is partly along a road with no pavement or
verge. ... The youngsters ... have no leisure facilities. ... The village hall ... is poorly
heated ... and ... requires extensive redecoration. ... Compared perhaps to some areas,
(this) is not a deprived area ... However, in terms of facilities it is a deprived area with
relatively little money being spent on it compared to similar communities in the city
areas.' (4)
This is a legitimate use of the term 'deprivation', but it is not normally the kind of
deprivation which is thought of when referring to 'poverty'. The difference appears to
be, not a difference in kind, but rather a value judgment as to the relative importance of
the issues. If any of the people I considered at the outset should not be classified as
'poor', it would not be because they have no problems, but because their problems are
not thought to be as serious as those of others. I know, for that reason, that my
description of them as 'poor' can be disputed; but the debate should really centre on how
serious the problems are and what should be done, rather than what word we use to
describe them.
People experience many different kinds of deprivation: the kinds of problem which
Baratz and Grigsby describe are physical, material, psychological and social. Material
deprivation is perhaps the most important in relation to poverty, not because it is the
only kind which poor people experience, but because the paradigmatic cases of poverty like the lack of food, clothing or shelter - are material.
The lack of physical welfare, or ill-health, has much in common with material
deprivation. The World Health Organisation defines health as 'a state of complete
physical, mental and social well-being' (5), which fails to distinguish health from general
well-being at all; in so far as lack of health indicates a more general lack of welfare, it
could be argued that it can be used in a similar way to poverty. Certainly, aspects of ill
health - like malnutrition, infant mortality, early death, or frequent and chronic disability
- constitute some of the common factors by which poverty is identified, being at the same
time a cause of poverty, an aspect of deprivation, and a potential consequence of poverty.
Psychological forms of deprivation include not only mental health (about which the
arguments relating to physical health also apply), but also aspects of personality and
emotional relationships. Baratz and Grigsby include a number of such factors: the
category of 'welfare values' is explicitly related to the self-appraisal of people who are
poor. Although such problems may follow from poverty, it seems wrong to include selfconception in any description of what poverty is; a person with a suicidally low selfconception would still not become poor on that account, and a person with poor housing,
income and health with a favourable self-conception does not seem to be richer or poorer
than someone else with all these problems and an unfavourable one. (The issue is not
simply a problem of definition; it is important in determining responses to poverty,
because it implies that measures to improve people's self-concept do not in themselves
alleviate poverty.) The same is true, I think, of factors concerning personal relationships.
At the same time, there are related forms of social deprivation - particularly of the
kind which Baratz and Grigsby refer to as 'deference values' - which have to be
considered within an understanding of the problems of poverty. It may be difficult in
practice to distinguish different kinds of deprivation, because people whose welfare is
impaired - for example, people who are disabled, mentally ill, or lacking in education and
status - are liable to suffer from disadvantages in society, and because people who lack
material welfare are vulnerable to other forms of deprivation. People have needs for
relationships, for security, or for personal development; such needs are expressed
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through social structures like family, community, education, the workplace, and the
structure of opportunities. It seems fairly evident that these kinds of deprivations are
very closely associated with the problems of poverty, to the point where poverty has
been expressed as an inability to participate fully in society (6); in the European
Community, the idea of 'poverty' is increasingly identified with 'exclusion' (7).
Some aspects of people's social position are valued in ways which are very similar to
the way they regard material goods; they are referred to as 'positional' goods. The
deprivation of status, reputation, or power can be no less important than the lack of food,
clothing or shelter. One of the tests of important positional goods is that people are
prepared to devote resources to obtaining them, often in preference to material goods.
In Victorian times, among the greatest of fears was entry to the workhouse - in which one
would be fed and nourished often far better than one would outside - and a pauper's
burial. In modern Britain, people might opt to be homeless rather than to accept
accommodation in the worst local authority areas - 'worst' not in the sense of physical
condition (which is in the UK principally the preserve of the private sector), but of social
reputation. Poverty may be primarily material in its nature, but it cannot be seen solely
in material terms.
Needs and resources
'Needs' are those things which are necessary to avoid deprivation. The interpretation
of the things that people 'need' is likely to be contentious, because it is subject to many
competing definitions: definitions from the people in need themselves, from experts and
professionals, and from wider social norms (8). It is debatable, too, how far such items
should be thought of as 'necessary', and how far they are simply important or desirable.
Taken in all, the idea of need is hardly less complex than that of poverty, but in this
context there is one important issue which distinguishes the concept of 'need'; it is that
'needs' are needs for something. If people are hungry, they need food; if they are
homeless, they need housing.
The range of potential needs is enormously wide: examples include food, shelter,
medical care, education, social and environmental services, consumer goods, recreational
opportunities, neighbourhood amenities, and transport facilities, employment
opportunities , clothing, fuel, or personal disposable income (9). 'Welfare' might be
spoiled irretrievably for want of a particular item - which is probably true of lack of food,
shelter, fuel, and certain forms of medical care - but it can also be seen as cumulative,
and the lack of some items may be compensated for by the presence of others (for
example, excellent neighbourhood amenities might make up for inadequate transport
facilities; consumer goods might conceivably make up for other recreational
opportunities; and a combination of factors like a personal disposable income, consumer
goods, recreational facilities and neighbourhood amenities may, for some, be preferred
to employment opportunities). Because of this, there cannot be a definitive list of the
things people need, even if some needs are generally more important than others.
Relating poverty to 'need' helps to focus attention on a significant issue: its
relationship to resources. Poverty is associated with certain kinds of deprivation, but it
is not simply identifable with specific needs, because there are different ways in which
the deprivations could be satisfied. People who are poor are not simply deprived; they
are unable to meet their needs. This implies that they lack the resources - the goods,
benefits and services which a person might have or have access to - necessary to
overcome their deprivation. The kinds of problem I began by describing in terms of
'poverty' were principally the problems of people who lacked adequate resources.
Baratz and Grigsby refer to poverty as 'a severe lack of physical and mental wellbeing, closely associated with inadequate economic resources and consumption' (10).
This suggests, I think rightly, that poverty is not actually defined in terms of inadequate
resources and consumption, but with the lack of welfare which results from them. There
are two problems with their formulation. One is that the term 'closely associated' is too
loose to be helpful: a person whose resources and consumption are adequate would not
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normally be thought of as poor, even if that person suffers some kind of deprivation.
Second, people may have resources which are adequate for some purposes and
inadequate for others. An owner-occupier whose mortgage is foreclosed, someone who
faces huge damages from a legal action, or a businessman who goes bankrupt, have
inadequate resources, and suffer deprivation as a result; but the inadequacy they
experience, and the deprivation which results, affects only part of their lives, and
(although all become vulnerable to poverty) they may well continue to draw on
resources and avoid deprivation in other respects.
If poverty consists in a relationship between resources and the experience of
deprivation, the kinds and patterns of deprivation which a person is likely to experience
are necessarily indeterminate. It becomes virtually impossible to establish an
authoritative list of factors which define people as being poor. It may be possible to
establish some agreement about which forms or patterns of deprivation are particularly
severe - though there is clearly much scope for disagreement - and to define the kinds of
resources which are needed to provide against them. But in any monetary economy,
people are able to choose to some extent what they will spend their money on. When
resources are inadequate, people are unable to pay for some items or some combination
of items. The most common pattern of poverty in developed societies is not that a poor
person lacks every kind of good in every sense - a test of 'destitution' rather than of
poverty - but that people lack some things, in various combinations, for much of the time.
If people are short of food, they may skimp on the electricity bill. When the electricity bill
has to be paid, they might not pay the rent. When the rent has to be paid, they go short
of food. The process consists of a constant juggling with inadequate resources; there are
always options, though the options consist of a number of unpalatable choices between
different kinds of deprivation which at different times are more or less pressing, more
or less serious. Poverty might, then, be linked with inadequate food, fuel, clothing or
shelter, in any combination, but equally it might not include any of these; no single factor,
and no consistent set of factors, can be held to be 'essential' to poverty. Deprivations are
considered as 'poverty' when they are recognised as particularly serious, which is why
deprivations of food, clothing or shelter are so often seen as paradigms of poverty. But
none defines or exhausts the list of factors which might be included under the term.
When resources are considered in more detail, the position becomes still less
determinate. Resources are important because they represent the ability to gain the kind
of things which people lack. This ability might be understood in terms of money or
capital goods, which can be converted into the things one needs; equally, it may refer to
other resources a person is able to draw on. Although I have referred to poverty as
reflecting 'a lack of resources', it might be more accurate to refer to Titmuss's concept of
a 'command over resources'. 'Command' over resources is another way of saying that
people use resources, or are able to use them. This is often judged in terms of income or
wealth, but what someone possesses is not always as important as the kinds of resource
that person is able to draw on. Ownership does not guarantee use. Many people own
rights in pension funds, but cannot draw on them. Conversely, many people use housing
which they do not own; a person who rents a house has the use of it, without owning it.
'Command over resources' also includes the potential to use resources. Some people are
able to borrow resources - like the use of credit cards, mortgages or their spouse's car.
Some people are able to provide for unexpected contingencies by insuring against risks;
they are in a more favourable position than others who cannot.
One implication of relating poverty to 'command' over resources is that the idea is
again referred to its social context. The command over resources of individuals may
differ - which means that, in circumstances where a person is deprived in other ways,
that person's ability to use resources to limit the problems arising from deprivation will
also be limited, and so social disadvantage may add to the problems of poverty. People
in the kinds of circumstances I introduced in chapter 1 - people who are unemployed,
single parents, disabled people, or ex-mental patients - are liable to be socially rejected.
Someone from an ethnic minority may not be able to buy adequate housing. A person
living on a poor estate may not be able to get a taxi to call, to obtain hire purchase, or to
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have milk delivered. Status, power and stigma play a part in determining the command
over resources which people have. In the allocation of council housing, which nominally
does not depend on an economic market, housing officers have graded people according
to their 'type' and 'standards', and offered them housing accordingly (11). In access to
health care, middle class people not only use their doctors more - an issue which might
be taken to reflect amongst other things cultural differences, better transport or
communications, or better knowledge - but are more likely to receive the care for which
doctors are the main gatekeepers (12). If status leads to people acting differently
towards others, it is changing the ability of people of different statuses to affect critical
outcomes. This reinforces the view that the nature of poverty is socially defined.
The social definition of poverty
The concept of deprivation conceals a nest of value judgments. Implicit in the idea of a
'lack' of something is the existence of a condition in which these things are not lacking.
The concept of deprivation implies that there is a standard of sufficiency - an amount of
food, clothing or shelter which is at least 'enough'. To say that someone is 'poor' is to say
that that person does not have enough. But the question 'how much is enough?' can
scarcely be addressed, let alone answered without reference to some values, because the
idea of sufficiency depends on the standard that is being applied - enough perhaps to
survive, to avoid suffering, to maintain physical efficiency, to be comfortable, to live
decently, or whatever.
Much of the debate about the concept of welfare in the UK has focused on the idea of
'subsistence need' - a standard of sufficiency based on the minimum necessary for
physical efficiency. The idea of 'subsistence' is evidently more narrowly defined than the
needs which support a more general sense of well-being; transport, amenities or
personal disposable income may not be requisite to maintain physical efficiency even if
life is worse without them. The selection of subsistence as being of particular importance
clearly depends on a value judgment. Historically, the selection of a standard of
subsistence was based not least on the desire to put certain core issues beyond dispute which was the approach taken by Rowntree.
The nature of subsistence, however, is socially constructed. This proposition is
generally associated with a 'relative' view of poverty; absolute definitions are widely
thought to be incapable of accommodating the idea that needs might be socially
determined, and this is taken to be fatal to any attempt to establish a fixed standard of
subsistence. This is a basic misconception. It may in theory be possible to argue for an
absolute concept that is independent of social criteria - for example, that the elements
of the nutritional value of food are required for subsistence as a fact of human existence,
irrespective of social conditions - but there are very few people to whom this position
could be attributed (and certainly not Booth or Rowntree, who are most often used as
examples). The nearest I know of is George, who writes that, while much of poverty is
relative,
'in all times and in all countries ... there is a core of basic necessities which is
irreducible and which must be satisfied if people are not to be in poverty. Thus
poverty consists of a core of basic necessities as well as a list of other necessities that
change over time and place.' (13)
There are few if any 'basic necessities' which are not subject in some sense to social
definition. In relation to food, it has to be established which foodstuffs will supply basic
requirements, and where they can be obtained. For example, there is some nutritional
value in eating dogs, horses and insects, but the option of doing so is not universally
available. (Conversely, milk, which is a staple part of the diet in the UK, cannot be
digested by many adults in the Third World; when after the second world war the US
shipped dried milk to countries to help prevent starvation, it caused sickness.) Clothing
has to be assessed, not only by the warmth or protection it offers, but also in terms of
decency and convenience. The fuel that is necessary depends on the conditions in which
the fuel is used, and the equipment available for burning it. And the definition of what
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is a 'shelter' equally is different in different societies - a function not only of climate and
materials, but also land tenure and the social organisation of housing. In the Third
World, squatting is a widespread, and arguably a 'normal', form of tenure. But a person
in Britain who is without a home does not have the option of erecting a squatter shack not so much because of the lack of materials, as the limitations of land use and the
restrictions of the law. A person with no accommodation is liable, not just to be moved
on, but to be arrested. There is, then, a clearly defined minimum level, which people are
not supposed to fall below. But it is a socially defined condition, because the way it is
understood, and the circumstances in which it is applied, are social.
This argument owes something to Marx. Marx argued that needs are necessarily
defined in social terms; there may be biological needs, but the way in which needs are
interpreted, and the forms in which demands are made, are social (14). This is the basis
of the concept of poverty in the Soviet Union (15) - which defines an absolute level of
poverty in social terms; the idea of a socially defined 'poverty line' is in consequence
accepted institutionally. It is also, I think, what Sen means to say when he seeks to
distinguish 'capabilities' from 'commodities or characteristics' (16). 'Capabilities' are the
basic needs which everyone has; 'commodities' and 'characteristics' are the means
through which these basic needs are interpreted or operationalised. Sen does his
argument a disservice by describing this as an 'absolute' core within a 'relative' context,
because the terms 'absolute' and 'relative' refer to models of poverty rather than the
constituent concepts; what he is saying is that even if needs are basic and universal, the
processes through which they are recognised and met are necessarily social ones.
'The necessities of life', Townsend writes, 'are not fixed. They are continuously being
adapted and augmented as changes take place in a society and in its products' (17). The
proposition that the meaning of poverty changes over time follows from the fact that
poverty is defined and identified in terms specific to particular societies. But it is not, in
the way that Townsend suggests, primarily a change in expectations and wants. As
societies change, so do the nature and type of goods and resources available. If the
income of a society increases, 'poverty goods' - that is, goods which are primarily bought
by people with limited resources - are less likely to be available, because it is not worth
the while of suppliers to provide them. It can be difficult, even illegal, to obtain cheap
cuts of meat, peat for burning, or cheap distilled liquor like poteen; poor people have to
pay more for higher quality goods along with the rest of us. (This should not be taken as
an argument to lower standards; there are very good reasons why social minima should
be raised. But when social standards are higher, poor people evidently need more to
meet them.)
It is also true that things which are not essential in some societies become essential
in others. Some societies, for example, have few facilities for transport. This means that
other basic resources, like food, have to be obtainable without recourse to transport (and
where they are not, we would reasonably describe them as 'poor societies'). In a modern
industrial society, many basic facilities are not available on these terms, or are available
only at a cost which exceeds the cost of the transport itself. This means, for all intents
and purposes, that access to transport becomes a necessity. As Marx says, the structure
of society creates needs. But these are not necessarily 'false' needs, in the sense of
delusions fostered by a materialist ethic; they are part of the facts of life of specific forms
of social organisation.
This prompts some refections on the applicability of the 'absolute' and 'relative'
models to the kinds of points which I have considered. The idea of poverty necessarily
includes important social elements, both in the understanding of basic needs and in the
nature of the resources with which those needs might be met; this is commonly taken as
a criticism of the 'absolute' model. If there is a principal deficiency in the idea of an
'absolute minimum', it is the failure of the concept to take into account positional goods.
Positional goods are in their very nature determined by a pattern of social relationships,
and not by an interpretation of the need for certain types of core commodities. This
implies that an adequate definition of a social minimum cannot be solely 'absolute', but
must include some criteria which are relative to the society in which it is applied. That
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is not to say that there are no 'absolute' criteria, in the sense of criteria which relate to
a set standard, but only that absolute criteria cannot be enough in themselves.
This does not mean that a simple 'relative' model is any more satisfactory, if by a
relative model one means that people are identified as poor strictly by their relationship
to others who are not poor. The 'relative' concept is sometimes taken as a form of
inequality, and there are clear indications in the argument that some aspects of
inequality - particularly positional goods - have also to be considered as aspects of
poverty. But there is no standard to judge how the distinction should be made between
those who are poor and those who are not; and it is not clear what there is in a 'relative'
model that can make it possible to identify certain needs as particularly important or
essential. In other words, the weakness of the 'absolute' model is that it fails to take into
account issues which can be seen as 'relative'; whereas the 'relative' model fails to
identify the kinds of issues addressed by the 'absolute' approach.
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Chapter 3
Operationalisation of the concept
An adequate conceptualisation of poverty goes only part of the way towards the
identification of the problem. The concept has to be translated into usable terms, or
'operationalised'. Measures have to be selected which will faithfully reflect the concept
of poverty which has been outlined.
It is here that philosophical integrity begins to crumble. The task of finding
appropriate measures is so difficult, and so frustrating, that academics, researchers,
campaigners and politicians have been driven, again and again, to use measures of
poverty which they know to be inadequate, misleading and sometimes even
contradictory to the positions which they which to adopt. One of the best known
examples in the UK is the use of the basic means-tested benefit (currently named Income
Support) as a standard of poverty. It has been referred to, particularly by Townsend, as
the 'state's standard of poverty'; and, because of Townsend's authority, this use has been
widely imitated. This has many disadvantages, not least that if one uses the level of
benefit to define people as poor, any increase in that benefit increases the number of
people defined as poor - and conversely, that a cut in benefit leaves more people defined
as better off. Why, then, is the benefit used in this way? One reason is that it is
convenient. If it is possible to define all people on or below the level of income
prescribed for benefits as 'poor', then it is possible to identify large numbers of people
as poor without having to undertake fundamental research (which has its own flaws).
A second reason is that it is conventional, and as such gives a fairly constant reference
point - it makes it possible to discuss other issues about poverty, like why people are
poor or what sort of people become poor, without having first to go through the
agonising process of defining the problem and identifying the people concerned. The
families of disabled people are likely to fall into a band of income close to the level at
which people claim benefit. This does not tell us exactly how many disabled people are
poor, or what the extent of their deprivation is likely to be, but it is quite sufficient to
identify disabled people as a particularly vulnerable group. Third, it offers a basis to
analyse other issues. If one learns, for example, that housing tenure is strongly
differentiated in terms of income, and that people in receipt of the basic means-tested
benefit are more than twice as likely to rent property as to own it, one has established
an important fact about housing tenure - whatever the defects of the reference point
which is being used.
The same kinds of argument relate to the method used by the Luxembourg Income
Study (1). This study relies on a series of statistics drawn from sources in different
countries, which it attempts to process into a standard format; often, the figures are not
formed on a directly equivalent basis, and there are problems in potential bias in relation
to those groups which are left out of the data. There are discrepancies in the way people
who share incomes, like households or families, are recorded. Poverty is defined, within
the study, on a strictly comparative basis, in terms of 'economic distance'; a poverty
standard is calculated as 50% of median income calculated on an equivalent basis for
each individual. Despite the evident limitations of the material, about which the authors
are explicit, and despite the theoretical problems in presenting this as a definition of
poverty, which I shall return to, the use of this standard provides information of striking
analytical power. It is possible, for example, to identify the relative position of different
kinds of household in different countries, and the extent to which social security benefits
reduce their relative disadvantage. The authors of the LIS wave aside the problems of
definition. 'Although the concept of poverty is controversial, most social scientists agree
that the group with the lowest income can be defined as poor even in affluent societies.'
(2) There are dangers in this position, but there is some reason in it, too. Irrespective
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of whether the issues being addressed might really be said to be the problems of poverty,
for those who are interested in poverty by any definition attention needs to be focussed
on the problems and characteristic of people on the lowest incomes - and this is the type
of information the LIS is dedicated to producing.
The level of Income Support, or the relationship to median income, are being used as
indicators - not a precise measurement of a problem, but a signpost towards a range of
associated problems. The principle of using indicators is widely accepted in social
research, out of necessity rather than conviction. If it is not possible precisely to measure
a particular problem, it may still be possible at least to get some idea about the shape or
size of a problem by using proxies. But this process is fraught with difficulties.
Validity. A valid indicator is one which actually reflects the problem or condition it
is supposed to reflect. There are many difficulties with this, because most indicators are
only approximations of a problem at best. Income statistics, for example, are widely used
as an indicator of poverty - that is, as a guide as to where poverty is likely to occur because income stands as a useful proxy for consumption. However, too close an
identification of poverty with low income would not be very satisfactory. There are
people with very low incomes who are not poor. The income of business entrepreneurs
may be negligible, or even negative, but their consumption may be high; a very high
negative income is a sign of affluence rather than of poverty.
Reliability Indicators are reliable if they consistently report the same thing in the
same way. This means that, even if the indicator is not a very accurate reflection of the
problem being studied, one can at least get some feeling for whether a problem is serious,
and how it is changing. Unfortunately, many of the figures which are widely used are
unreliable. One of the problems with monetary values is that they change, usually
through inflation. It is possible to control for inflation to some degree, but the methods
which are used to do it - in the UK, the Retail Price Index - are concerned with the value
of money overall. The RPI reflects, as faithfully as it can, the 'basket of goods' bought by
the average consumer. This will include, for example, the cost of housing, or petrol for
the car. But most people in the UK buy housing; many poor people cannot afford to buy,
and so are not directly affected by the mortgage rate. Poor people cannot afford cars, so
they probably will not buy any petrol. On the other hand, food and fuel constitute a large
part of the budget of poor people - because the needs for food and heat do not diminish
in proportion with someone's income. The inflation rate calculated from the RPI does
not, then, necessarily reflect the increase in costs faced by people who are poor; it is in
the nature of poverty that the 'basket of goods' which is bought is likely to be different.
(This problem is not, by the way, insuperable; Bradshaw's research on 'budget standards'
(3) identifies the items which poor people actually buy at the cost which they pay, which
accounts for inflation very neatly. The point of this example is not to say that inflation
always makes figures unreliable, but rather that a very widely used figure, which is
reliable for many purposes, is not reliable for the purpose of examining poverty.)
Availability Those indicators which are readily available have usually been designed
for a particular purpose, which may or may not be adequate for an assessment of
poverty. Wealth statistics rely on the Inland Revenue's definitions of goods - an
assessment complicated both by the extent of liability for tax, and by the concern of
potential taxpayers to evade or avoid liability.
Effectively, any analysis relies on some heroic approximations using available figures
as proxies for other facts one would really wish to have. But even remote proxies may
be hard to find. To take one minor example, in attempting to establish the spatial
distribution of poverty for some locally based research, I hoped to draw on information
about the distribution of the ownership of goods in different areas; but I found no
adequate source of local data. Information on telephone ownership is not made available
as it is now considered to be 'commercially sensitive'. Information on TV licenses, as a
very crude approximation of TV ownership, is not held in a form which allows analysis.
Information on car ownership is confused by the level of registration in the names of
firms. Probably the best indicator is the level of owner-occupation - but that is not
particularly accurate, because it depends largely on estimates initially based on the
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census, which rusts over time, and there is no reliable way to take account of subsequent
vacancies or transfers from and to private rented housing. Examinations of poverty at
a local level tend, as a result, to rely on data drawn from much larger administrative
units, which limits their application to small areas.
Plausibility It is not essential for their use, but it is at least desirable than any
indicators used should make sense. Much work that has been done on the measurement
of poverty has produced some fairly implausible results. Townsend's 1979 work on
poverty, for example, which will be considered in more detail shortly, is based on a
description on the lifestyles of poor people. He shows that poor people are likely not to
get three meals a day, and poor children cannot have a birthday party. This may be true,
but it is difficult to see factors like these as constituting poverty in themselves. The
results appeared because Townsend used a statistical analysis to select the items which
best indicated poverty, rather than relying on an explanatory model. The effect may be
scientifically valid, but it may be repugnant to 'common sense', and as such it is debatable
whether it can subsequently provide a sound and secure basis for policy.
Usefulness and application Last, but not least, any indicators have to be useful - that
is, they have to be applied to the problem they are being used to analyse. Research into
poverty does not take place in a political or administrative vacuum, and it is often
undertaken for specific purposes. For example, a discussion of the distributive
implications of policies can comfortably settle for figures based on income distribution,
on the basis that the lower end of the income distribution, even if it is not equivalent to
poverty, will pick up most cases of poverty on the way. Research into the spatial
distribution of resources, which has been important for resources allocation, tends to
rely on different sorts of indicators, such as the types of problem associated with poverty,
because these are locally available. And research intended to reflect on the benefits
system requires some identification of the recipient unit - usually the household, though
in some cases (for example the attempt to identify the poverty of women within
households) individuals. The point here is not to claim that some kinds of figure are
better than others for these purposes, which may or may not be true, but rather that the
types of indicators which are used may be quite different according to the purpose of the
research.
Identifying poverty
Poverty can primarily be identified through two main aspects: the presence of
deprivation, and the lack of command over resources. It follows from what has been said
that, although these factors are both important within the definition of poverty, neither
is requisite in order to identify the problem: deprivation can be taken as an indicator of
lack of resources, and the lack of resources is likely to generate deprivation.
The identification of deprivation might be undertaken directly or indirectly. Direct
identification can be undertaken by classifying certain types of problem as being serious
impairments of welfare of the type associated with poverty and measuring those directly.
Indirect identification relies on the association of poverty with a range of factors, causes
and consequences - like unemployment, ill health, or low educational attainment. This
approach has mainly been undertaken in studies of area deprivation (4), but in principle
it could also be extended to studies of individuals or households. (It is also the basis for
a distinct strategy in response to poverty, 'indicator targetting', which is outlined in
chapter 7.)
It is difficult to say with confidence that direct identification is superior to indirect.
Both rely of necessity on the use of indicators rather than precise measures; both point
to factors which are important in their own right. The primary justification for using one
approach rather than another is that it better serves the purpose for which the research
is intended.
Command over resources is perhaps more difficult to identify directly; in its nature,
it refers to a potential set of circumstances as well as the actual situation. In practice,
actual resources have to stand as an indicator for potential ones. Resources include
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income, which is a flow of resources, and wealth, which is a stock. Income is widely used
as an indicator of poverty - that is, as a guide as to where poverty is likely to occur - but
too close an identification of poverty with low income would not be very satisfactory.
The French team contributing to the European Poverty Programme made a number of
objections. One was that it was a 'one-dimensional' approach. Poverty is multidimensional and cannot be described through low income alone. A second is that the
amount of income is less important as an indicator than its regularity and stability.
Third, it invites inclusion of many people within the definition who would not be
described as poor. Fourth, it is difficult to measure in any accurate, trustworthy way. (5).
Wealth, equally, proves to be not very convincing as a measure of poverty. Wealth
is usually measured in money terms, but money is important for what it will buy; the
clothes a person wears may be almost worthless in money terms, because their only
marketable value is second-hand, but the lack of a stock of clothing is very important for
poor people. Despite their defects, income statistics are often a better guide to poverty
than wealth statistics. Income is important because it marks, for most people, the level
of their consumption - what they are able to use. Income statistics may not reflect the
consumption of any individual or family, but when people are taken in the aggregate,
many of the differences between individuals cancel out.
An alternative to the use of either income or wealth is the use of consumption, as a
truer measure of command over resources. Unfortunately, consumption figures are not
easily available, because for individuals or families they require that a record is kept; this
has been the focus of much empirical research. However, they are still vulnerable to
many of the objections made to the use of income as a measure.
The apparent impossibility of measuring poverty practically in any objective, reliable,
indisputable way might be seen as reason to despair. The French report to the European
Community suggested that
'while it is impossible to quantify poverty in France, it also appears an unnecessary
step. The fact that one does not have a total (fictitious) number of the poor does not
prevent one from devising policies in favour of the most deprived, from determining
measures to be taken or from working them out carefully.' (6)
I have some sympathy with this position. While I was writing this section, a presenter
on the radio happened to ask: how would you feel if you had a six-foot alligator in your
garden? and the question struck a chord. I think I would have difficulty describing it to
the appropriate authorities, especially if they did not want to believe me. I doubt I could
tell it apart from a crocodile. It hardly seems important to know whether it is three feet,
six feet or nine feet long. But I do know I would want someone to take it away.
Unfortunately, it will not do as an approach to poverty. The first obstacle is that many
people do not believe poverty exists, at least not in their country; one of the most basic
reasons for social research has been to provide hard evidence about it in order to
persuade governments to action. Second, the problems of poverty are varied, and
diffused throughout society; policies which focus only on the most obvious problems
(like poor areas) are likely to miss large numbers of people. Third, governments (and
others involved in the subject) want to know what is involved in the effort, how much it
will cost, and what they can expect to achieve. None of this can be measured precisely,
but it can be measured; the use of indicators is, at least, a way forward.
Operational definitions
Research into poverty has come to rely on a range of assumptions and on definitions of
issues which are intended to translate the concept of poverty into practice - and to make
it manageable. It is difficult to make sense of a discussion of the issues without first
introducing some of the substantive work which has been done in this area. Writers and
researchers on poverty have not confined themselves to discrete observations about the
topic; they have produced packages of material, primarily in order to operationalise the
concept of poverty, but often, it has to be said, with the intention of arguing for a
particular political outcome.
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Booth: the qualitative description of poverty
For most purposes, the modern study of poverty begins with Booth. Booth's mammoth
work Life and labour of the people in London, begun in 1886 and finished in 1903,
represented at the time the most thorough analysis of poverty ever undertaken. Booth's
methods were distinguished from his predecessors' in three main respects. First, he
attempted to establish 'the facts'; as a positivist, he attempted to discover as much as he
could of the problems of poverty without prejudging. Second, he attempted to use
empirical evidence to quantify the extent of the problem. Third, he used a variety of
methods by which to identify the problems, believing that this would reinforce the
description of poverty (7).
Despite widespread misconceptions to the contrary, Booth did not attempt to define
poverty according to any prescriptive standard. He sought rather to describe the
condition of poor people; such attempts as there are to define poverty emerge from the
description. Booth based his analysis of poverty on an division between eight classes:
'A. The lowest class of occasional labourers, loafers and semi-criminals.
B. Casual earnings - 'very poor' } together
C. Intermittent earnings
} 'the poor'
D. Small regular earnings.
E. Regular standard earnings.
F. Higher class labour.
G. Lower middle class.
H. Upper middle class.' (8)
The basis of this classification is not immediately clear. It looks, at first sight, as if people
are grouped according to their incomes; this is certainly what distinguishes classes D and
E. But Booth includes at least four groups, classes A, F, G and H, which are identified by
their status in society rather than by their income. More importantly, classes B, C and D
are distinguished by the frequency of their income. This suggests that Booth was trying
to distinguish people by their class, in the sense of groups defined by their economic
relationships, rather than by their income.
Williams suggests that the classes were identified on three criteria - relationships to
the labour market, the domestic economy of households, and their moral character (9).
These elements certainly occur within the discussion of the classes, but it is going too far
to conclude, as Williams does, that the classification is a moralistic one. Booth did not
attempt to apply either clear discriminating principles or an explicit explanatory model;
this was not his purpose. The primary basis for the distinction between classes is
observation rather than theory. Life and Labour describes a range of social conditions
in which it seemed that people are likely to be poor or on the margins of poverty. The
classes represent groups which seemed to experience significant differences in their
lifestyle.
The aspect of Booth's description of poverty which was to attract most attention was
his use of a 'poverty line', which distinguished poor people from others. He set this at
18s to 21s a week. He did not directly justify the selection of this range of income in
terms of needs, a point which has been taken to indicate a degree of imprecision in his
research (10). But the poverty line was nothing more than an estimate of the levels of
income at which people were likely to become poor. He explained the way in which he
identified this range of income in the final volume of the second series.
'I take 21s as the bottom level for male adult labour in London. The employments in
which less than 21s a week (or 3s 6d a day) is paid are exceptional in character.
When the rate is 18s or 20s the work is not only characterised by great regularity and
constancy with no slack seasons or lost days, but is generally such as a quite young
or old man could perform - men who preferably have only themselves to keep." (11)
In other words, the poverty line was identified as the lowest part of the range of regular
earnings. The Simeys argue that
'Booth's poverty line must be regarded as being drawn so as to coincide with popular
opinion. ... it was not his fault if his endeavour to translate this into shillings and
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pence for illustrative purposes was regarded by others as the main factor in his
evaluation.' (12)
Booth made no attempt to explain how people should spend their money, and he was
criticised at the time for not doing so. He responded by constructing a number of
indicative household budgets, to give some idea of the lifestyle of people on very low
incomes. The poverty line was an indication of the sort of incomes over which people are
likely to become poor; the household budgets represented the behaviour of people in the
condition of poverty.
The idea of the poverty line, reinforced by Rowntree's attempts to identify minimum
levels of income, were to take the debate in a different direction. But the attempt to
discover poverty by describing conditions, rather than defining them, has recently been
revived; a paper by Bradshaw and Holmes (13) considers the experience of unemployed
families by identifying their pattern of expenditure budgets, diets and financial
circumstances. This returns, in effect, to the kind of work pioneered by Booth's
household budgets. The emphasis is firmly on the qualitative appraisal of the experience
of poverty. If Bradshaw and Holmes' work deserves particular mention, it is not so much
for its originality as for its fusion of a range of different types of qualitative method. It
combines studies of household budgets and expenditure with interview reports,
observation and analysis. The results are intended, not to present the characteristics of
every poor person in miniature, but to reflect a particular kind of experience in depth.
As such, it provides an insight into poverty which cannot be achieved through
quantitative appraisals. In describing the 'circumstances and conditions of life' of
unemployed people, Bradshaw and Holmes identify a series of issues. These included a
restricted diet; an inadequate stock of clothing; limited stock of consumer durables, with
those which were possessed being in poor condition; limited access to transport; and a
high proportion of time spent at home watching television. The problems did not,
perhaps surprisingly, include bad housing - which may indicate that the families were not
as 'poor' as some others, or may reflect the relatively high standard of housing in the UK.
The main gap in the research is that there is little account of people's positional status for example the impact of stigma, or of living in undesirable areas.
Rowntree and the 'biological approach'
Rowntree's definition of a poverty line was certainly strongly influenced by the debates
about Booth's work. One of the objections raised against Booth was that he had failed
to distinguish the circumstances of people according to their behaviour. C.S. Loch
objected to Booth's work
'that poverty is so entirely relative to use and habit and potential ability of all kinds,
that it can never serve as a satisfactory basis of social investigations or social
reconstruction. It is not the greater or lesser of command of means that makes the
material difference in the contentment and efficiency of social life, but the use of
means relative to station in life and its possibilities.' (14)
Bosanquet, similarly, was prepared to assert that
'there are comparatively few families in London through whose hands there had not
passed in the course of the year sufficient money and money's worth to have made
a life free at any rate from hunger and cold, and with much in it of good.' (15)
Rowntree's distinction of 'primary' and 'secondary' poverty (16) was a direct refutation
of this kind of criticism. People were described as being in primary poverty when they
had inadequate income to meet minimum subsistence requirements; secondary poverty
arose when, even though the incomes of people were nominally adequate to meet these
minimum requirements, their patterns of behaviour or expenditure brought their
available resources below the level at which the minimum standards could be met.
The distinction between 'primary' and 'secondary' poverty has been controversial,
because of the implication that people in secondary poverty might be condemned for
their poverty. But this would be to misinterpret the thrust of Rowntree's argument. The
standards he devised for 'primary poverty' were deliberately set at a level so strict as to
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be beyond controversy; the minimum requirements were calculated on the most
restrictive standard Rowntree could devise. Allowance was made for food, assessed on
the basis of providing a minimally adequate diet with the greatest possible economy;
house rent and rates; and household sundries, including clothing, light and fuel.
Rowntree made the point quite explicitly that not only was there no room for
improvidence or inefficiency, but there was also no allowance for the slightest deviation
from the standard.
'... let us clearly understand what "merely physical efficiency" means. A family living
on the scale allowed for in this estimate must never spend a penny on railway fare or
omnibus. They must never go into the country unless they walk. They must never
purchase a halfpenny newspaper or spend a penny to buy a ticket for a popular
concert. They must write no letters to absent children, for they cannot afford to pay
the postage. They must never contribute anything to their church or chapel, or give
any help to a neighbour which costs them money. They cannot save, nor can they join
sick club or Trade Union, because they cannot pay the necessary subscriptions. The
children must have no pocket money for dolls, marbles or sweets. The father must
smoke no tobacco, and must drink no beer. The mother must never buy any pretty
clothes for herself or for her children ... Should a child fall ill, it must be attended by
the parish doctor; should it die, it must be buried by the parish. Finally, the wageearner must never be absent from his work for a single day. If any of these conditions
are broken, the extra expenditure involved is met, and can only be met, by limiting the
diet ...' (17)
On this basis, his initial research found that nearly 10% of everyone he surveyed was in
primary poverty; a further 3% were within two shillings of the line, and 8½% more
within six shillings of it. Rowntree established, by this process, not only that a
substantial number of people were on incomes so low that they must inevitably be poor,
but that a high proportion of others were so close to the line that they must be expected
to be affected by similar restrictions. These people were described as being in
'secondary poverty'. There is not one 'poverty line' in Rowntree: like Booth, he was
concerned with a range of income in which people might be considered vulnerable to
poverty.
Rowntree might be considered, in the idea of 'secondary poverty', to have offered
hostages to fortune. He discussed the influence of drink and gambling on expenditure,
for example, concluding that much secondary poverty might be attributed to these vices;
and part of Poverty is directly concerned with drink and its effects, though Rowntree does
suggest that people's lives were so miserable that it is hardly surprising if they sought
some social life and entertainments. Equally, though, there are other sections which
reflect on the problems of secondary poverty. Rowntree points out that poor people are
likely to pay more for their food, that people who spent their money inefficiently
invariably went without food to pay for it, and that before condemning their inefficiency
it may be appropriate to compare their diets with those of the well-to-do. There is much
in Rowntree's work which reflects the dominant attitudes of the epoch when he was
writing - but if he had failed to take account of those attitudes, he could not have hoped
for his work to have a major impact.
Rowntree's use of the idea of 'primary' poverty meets several of important tests for
indicators; it has widely been interpreted to refer to a biological minimum necessary for
subsistence (18). Rowntree himself invited the comment by referring to the standard as
what was required for 'merely physical efficiency'. He wrote: 'my primary poverty line
represented the minimum sum on which physical efficiency could be maintained. It was
a bare standard of subsistence ...' (19) Veit-Wilson has convincingly argued against the
view that Rowntree's work excludes social conditions, but the idea of the 'biological
approach' has persisted, both in critiques of absolute measures and more recently in an
academic reconsideration of the value of defining an absolute minimum. Sen, for
example, writes:
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'The much maligned biological approach, which deserves substantial reformulation
but not rejection, relates to this irreducible core of absolute deprivation, keeping
issues of starvation and hunger at the centre of the concept of poverty' (20).
What a biological minimum identifies is a point which people cannot live below, no
matter what they do - a level of 'primary poverty'. The basket of goods approach used
by Rowntree actually goes somewhat beyond the 'biological' needs represented by a
particular calorific intake (as do the determinations of social assistance rates in Germany
or the Soviet Union, which use fairly restrictive normative budgets) (21), because there
is generally more in such a basket than is required for biological subsistence alone; but
there are measures which use food intake as the central guide, like the United States
Department of Agriculture which assumes that food intake constitutes one-third of total
expenditure (22) or the Indian government, which defines the poverty line in terms of
the income of those who have a basic minimum calorie intake each day (23).
There are two main objections to this kind of approach. One is that a measure which
is based primarily on people's food intake (and perhaps not even on all aspects of their
nutritional requirements) could in certain circumstances fall far short of meeting their
other needs, and it would be fairly extraordinary to suggest that a family is not poor if
they have enough to eat but cannot afford adequate fuel, clothing or shelter. The second
is that a measure of biological subsistence does not reflect the way that people actually
live, and a standard of 'primary poverty' can be used as a basis to judge the poor for
misusing their resources. The purpose of defining the diets necessary for biological
subsistence should not be to suggest that poor people must eat according to a particular
regime, but at times (e.g. in the menus published by the US Department of Agriculture)
it can seem that way. Poor people do not necessarily buy 'healthy' food when they are
short of money; they have good reasons for not doing so. Recent research in Britain
suggests both that healthy food costs more, and that where there is not enough food
people need to supplement their energy intake with high-calorie foods, such as sweets
and biscuits. This is particularly true where there are children (24).
Although these are strong objections, they should not be taken to invalidate the use
of biological measures as an indicator. On this most restrictive basis, one-seventh of the
population of the USA, which is one of the richest countries in the world, still emerges as
poor (25).
Abel-Smith and Townsend: using benefit levels
Although the description of poverty in The poor and the poorest is not of the same kind
as that undertaken by Booth or Rowntree, it ranks as a major work which has had a
significant impact on the conceptualisation and analysis of poverty. The argument is
based on a secondary analysis of statistics obtained from the Family Expenditure Survey,
a government survey describing in detail the income and consumption patterns of a wide
range of families. 'Poverty' was taken to be equivalent to the level of benefit offered by
National Assistance: the authors defend this by saying that
'Whatever may be said about the adequacy of the National Assistance Board level of
living as a just or publicly approved measure of "poverty", it has at least the
advantage of being in a sense the "official" operational definition of the minimum
level of living at any particular time.' (26)
The authors sought to identify not only the numbers of people on the basic rates, but also
those with 20% or 40% more. The reasons for doing this were partly to take into account
extra needs not allowed for in the basic rates, and partly to bring in those on the margins
of poverty, whose life style would not necessarily be very different from those with a
small amount less. The justification for the title of the paper is that their approach
distinguishes different levels at which people might be considered poor.
This work was to prove enormously influential: it is largely credited with the
'rediscovery of poverty' in academic literature in the UK (though it is perhaps important
to note that at the same period 'poverty' was being identified, in the United States, within
a very different conceptual framework) (27). The measure of poverty as equivalent to
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National Assistance rates, or 140% of those rates, became widely accepted: it is the basis,
for example, of the measurement of poverty in the papers of the Royal Commission on
the Distribution of Income and Wealth (28).
The rates of National Assistance, even at the time of this pamphlet, had little to do
with the definition of poverty. The National Assistance rates introduced in 1948 were
nominally based on Rowntree's surveys, but Beveridge used lower figures than
Rowntree; the figures were based on 1938, and no allowance was made for inflation; and
the government made adjustments, because of free school meals, which cut the rates for
children. Abel Smith and Townsend calculated that, at 1953 rates, the benefit levels
would fall below Rowntree's poverty line (29).
Subsequent amendments of the benefit levels have had a still greater impact on the
relationship between the benefits and Rowntree's estimates. Through the 1970's,
benefits for long-term claimants increased by prices or wages, whichever was greater leading to a ratchet upwards of pensions, though tending to leave unemployed people
behind. Inflation was measured by the general increase in the retail price index, not the
items used by Rowntree. No account has been taken of the continued availability or nonavailability of 'poverty goods' - second hand items, cheap foodstuffs, etc. The allowances
for dependants were altered in 1980, and the rates were substantially restructured again
in 1988.
The effect of this is to confound any links which might be made between benefit rates
and poverty. Benefit rates are not based in any measure of basic needs. If anything,
Income Support is below subsistence levels for large numbers of people. Piachaud has
used a technique similar to Rowntree's to show that benefit rates were inadequate to
meet the subsistence of a child (30). Mack and Lansley argue that serious deprivations
began, for most people, when incomes fell below 150% of the Supplementary Benefit
level (31). And research by the Policy Studies Institute shows that more than half all the
families with children on SB were in debt, had had serious anxieties about money while
on benefit, and ran out of money most weeks (32). The Income Support rates are
effectively lower than SB was for many households.
Townsend: poverty as 'relative deprivation'
Peter Townsend's Poverty in the United Kingdom (33) is certainly the most important
study of poverty after Rowntree. Townsend explains his research in terms of a
developed conceptual analysis of poverty, which I have already addressed in part, and
shall consider further in the following chapter; poverty is described in terms of the
normal activities and amenities which are avilable to others in society. In order to
establish who was poor, Townsend consequently contrasted those who underwent a
series of deprivations from those who did not, a condition he refers to as 'relative
deprivation'.
Townsend's approach relies on the analysis of observed circumstances and
behaviour. The importance of this approach is that unlike studies which concentrate on
income or a 'poverty line', Townsend's work has been able to describe in great detail the
experience of poverty among a wide range of people, and to offer a quantitative basis for
comparison. In many ways, his theoretical analysis, and the detailed consideration of
people in various types of circumstances, is of greater interest than the process he
ultimately uses to summarise the primary circumstances of people who are poor, but in
so far as this chapter is concerned with the ways in which poverty has been described,
it is important to outline it here. Townsend begins with sixty factors which may be
associated with poverty, and then uses a statistical analysis in order to select twelve
which seem most strongly associated with low income. The selected items are as follows:
1. Has not had week's holiday away from home in last 12 months
2. Adults only Has not had a relative or friend to the home for a meal or a snack in
the last 4 weeks
3. Adults only Has not been out in the last 4 weeks to a relative or friend for a meal
or a snack.
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4. Children only. Has not had a friend to play or to tea in the last 4 weeks.
5. Children only. Did not have party on last birthday.
6. Has not had an afternoon or evening out for entertainment in the last two weeks.
7. Does not have fresh meat (including meals out) as many as four days a week.
8. Has gone through one or more days in the past fortnight without a cooked meal.
9. Has not had a cooked breakfast most days of the week.
10. Household does not have a refrigerator.
11. Household does not usually have a Sunday joint (3 in 4 times).
12. Household does not have a sole use of four amenities indoors (flush w.c.; sink or
washbasin and cold water tap; fixed bath or shower; and gas or electric cooker.)
The index looks odd, because the statistical analysis has some important effects on the
form which the index takes. In the first place, the factors which are selected are not
necessarily those which are most strongly associated with poverty, but those which best
help to identify the issue. The reason for this is that some factors which are strongly
associated with poverty are frequently found together with others which are also
strongly associated, and the inclusion of both does not do any extra work in identifying
who is poor and who is not. Each item in the index, then, stands for a number of other
associated factors. Second, the factors which are selected are not necessarily appealing
to 'common sense'; items which seem plausibly to be associated with poverty, like
overcrowding or shortages of fuel, were eliminated in favour of others which are less
apparently important, like whether children had a birthday party. Third, and perhaps
most important, associations which are established in this way may be conditional on the
circumstances in which the survey was undertaken; it would be dangerous to generalise
too far from the index, as Townsend himself would undoubtedly stress. The basic
research was done in the late 1960s, when the consumption of meat (which has since
substantially fallen) probably meant something different in social terms. The techniques
that Townsend used may be generalisable; the precise results are not.
More recently, Townsend has extended the basic principle to consider other factors.
In particular, he has sought to distinguish 'subjective' factors, reated to public views
about essential items, and 'objective' factor, which are indicators of deprivation.
Whatever the test, the results indicate that benefit levels are substantially too low. (34)
Bradshaw: budget standards
Jonathan Bradshaw's work has been eclectic, being generally more concerned to identify
the problems of poverty than to offer an authoritative definition (35). The idea of
'budget standards' has been based on insights from a number of writers - including
Rowntree, Piachaud and Townsend, and sources from the US - with the aim being to
establish the minimum levels of income on which people can reasonably subsist.
The definition of 'budget standards' is not directly equivalent to the definition of a
subsistence standard. Rowntree's definitions of subsistence made some fairly sweeping
normative assumptions about the kinds of thing which people needed to live on a a
minimum. But there are major problems in trying to specify such budgets without
imposing standards inappropriately, because people's pattern of expenditure changes
as their income increases. Where people are short or resources, they have to spend
proportionately more on certain items - like food; they have to balance competing claims
on their spending; and they buy different kinds of goods. The use of a normative budget
overrides this kind of consideration; it may be useful as an indicator, but it does not give
much indication of the way in which poor people live, nor of what kind of income would
genuinely be adequate.
The Watts committee (36) suggested that it should be possible to work out the
patterns of expenditure which people actually made, avoiding many of the normative
judgments associated with the method. Bradshaw and his colleagues take this suggestion
further, by examining the proportions people on low incomes actually spend on different
heads of expenditure. This is judged by comparing budgets for items like food, clothing
or fuel, and then working out the cost of a family budget from that.
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The authors are modest about the potential of budget standards research, for two
main reasons. In the first place, what people spend money on is not everything which
goes to make up their material welfare, let alone their quality of life. Second, there is still
a normative element in the selection of the commodities which are accounted for. But
the approach differs from Rowntree, and from the general tradition of normative
budgets, in its careful avoidance of any prescription about what people ought to spend
on particular items. The amount people actually spend represents both what it is
reasonable to spend and what people might expect to spend; the measure takes account,
then, of people's behaviour, the costs of meeting basic needs, and probably of dominant
social norms. It differs from Townsend in considering, not what people actually do, but
what they can afford to do - defining, therefore, a 'poverty line' based on common
patterns of behaviour at different levels of income. If there is a way to identify patterns
of deprivation as a matter of fact with levels of income, this seems to be it.
Mack and Lansley: consensual standards
The next major development to consider in the progress of empirical research is the
'consensual' standard of poverty - a piece of research undertaken, remarkably, for a
television programme, 'Breadline Britain'. The central problem of most methods which
rely on the social definition of poverty is the difficulty in establishing what norms are
being applied. The way people live does not necessarily establish what they believe
about lifestyle. Mack and Lansley attempted to establish norms, not by examining
behaviour, but by asking people what they consider 'essential'. The replies are outlined
in table 3.1; they include all the items considered necessary by more than two-thirds of
those asked.
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Table 3.1: An index of deprivation
% describing as necessary
1983

1990

% lacking
1983

1990

Housing
Heating

97

97

5

3

Indoor toilet

96

97

2

0

Damp free home

96

98

7

2

Bath

94

95

2

0

Decent state of home
decoration

-

92

-

15

Enough bedrooms for
children

77

82

3

7

Self-contained
accommodation

79

-

3

-

Two meals a day for adults

64

90

3

1

3 meals a day for children

82

90

2

0

Fresh fruit and veg. daily

-

88

-

6

Meat, fish or equivalent veg.
every other day

63

77

8

4

Warm waterproof coat

87

91

7

4

2 pairs of all-weather shoes

78

74

9

5

Beds for everyone

94

95

1

1

Refrigerator

77

92

2

1

Carpets

70

78

2

2

Washing machine

67

73

6

4

Insurance

-

88

-

10

Savings of £10 per month

-

68

-
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Public transport

88

-

3

-

Toys for children

71

84

2

2

Food

Clothing

Household goods

Financial security

Quality of life
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Table 3.1: An index of deprivation
Celebrations on special
occasions like Xmas

69

74

4

4

Presents once a year

63

69

5

5

Out of school activities

-

69

-

10

Hobby or leisure activity

64

67

7

7

Source: from J Mack, S Lansley, Poor Britain, London: Allen and Unwin, 1985; and H
Frayman, Breadline Britain 1990s, London: Domino Films/London Weekend Television.
This work attempts to address the controversy over which standards which should
be applied by appealing to public opinion; this has the advantage both of identifying
dominant social norms and of establishing an external standard which can then be
applied to the examination of the circumstances of poor people. The list of factors
emphasises the social nature of the definition of poverty. Some preferences are clearly
cultural, like the descriptions of carpets and hobbies as 'necessary'. Others reflect
changing standards: it is intriguing, for example, to see indoor toilets described as
'essential' when they were not even particularly commonplace sixty years before; I have
heard anecdotes from housing officers suggesting that people were initially reluctant to
accept houses with inside w.c.'s because they feared they would be unhygienic, which
does not seem unreasonable. The differences in results in the course of seven years are
remarkable, too; some part of this change is probably explicable in terms of a
liberalisation of attitudes to the poor, because what one considers 'necessary' for others
depends in part on the circumstances which they are believed to be in.
The importance of Mack and Lansley's work rests in its attempt to frame a standard
of poverty which reflects the process of social definition. It is uncertain whether public
opinion, as expressed in a social survey, is equivalent to an expression of social norms.
What it does express, however, is the way in which people are likely to use words which, in the terms of the kind of philosophical analysis I have tried to apply to the
concept of poverty, is as good as a description of the word's meaning. Bradshaw and
Morgan's method helps to establish what the relationship is between a lack of resources
and deprivation; Mack and Lansley's approach helps to identify whether people in such
circumstances can or should be identified as 'poor'.
Conclusion
On the face of the matter, the operationalisation of a concept develops as a reflection of
a theoretical position. However, the examples which I have considered suggest that this
is not a very good description of the process which is involved. The differences in theory
are important, and they will be examined further in the following chapter. But even
where there are theoretical differences, the approaches implied by different methods
may be complementary; Booth, Townsend and Bradshaw have used not one method, but
several. It is possible to 'triangulate', to use several different methods as a means of
identifying the cluster of problems at the centre.
The effect of the overlap between methods means that some important similarities
can be identified between the approaches. Some aspects of the concept of poverty seem
to be fairly universally incorporated. All of them recognise, to some degree, that poverty
is socially defined - not least because all of them have to translate the definition of
poverty into terms which are current in the society to which they are applied. The
process is not simply, then, one in which conceptualisation defines the possible field of
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operational applications; it is a two-way process, in which the process of
operationalisation shapes the kind of concept which is adopted.
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Chapter 4
Concepts of poverty
The dichotomy between 'absolute' and 'relative' poverty is built on a false, or at least an
inadequate, interpretation of the kinds of position which people have adopted. The
absolute model is supposed to be fixed over time, and conceived without reference to
social circumstances. I have yet to encounter a work which considers 'absolute' poverty
in these terms: even the classic texts by Booth and Rowntree, which are most commonly
cited as examples of the 'absolute' model, show a clear awareness of the social nature of
poverty. Booth is particularly misrepresented; what he actually wrote about poverty was
that
'The 'poor' are those whose means may be sufficient, but are barely sufficient, for
decent independent life; the 'very poor' those whose means are insufficient for this
according to the usual standard of life in this country.' (1)
The reference to the 'usual standard of life in this country' is virtually equivalent to
Townsend's phrase 'common or customary in society'. Rowntree's model comes nearer
to an absolute standard, a standard adopted to prove a case - that poor people did not
have enough to live on, even if the most stringent standards are used. However,
Rowntree did clearly accept, even within this, that standards altered over time (2).
Ringen suggests: 'There never was such a thing as an absolute concept of poverty and
no one has argued that there should be. The absolute concept ... is a straw man ...' (3)
The 'relative' concept of poverty is equally liable to be misinterpreted. It is
sometimes taken as a form of inequality - which, if the Roaches' definition is used, it is.
But Townsend writes:
'Inequality ... is not poverty. Even if inequalities in the distribution of resources are
successfully identified and measured, those in the lowest 20 per cent or 10 per cent,
say, are not necessarily poor. ... Some criterion of deprivation is required by which
a poverty line may be drawn ...' (4)
There is something wrong here; there seems to be a basic inconsistency between the way
the models are initially presented and what the supposed advocates actually say about
them. There are real differences in the positions that people hold, but they cannot simply
be identified as 'absolute' or 'relative'. For the most part, when authors have addressed
poverty in conceptual terms, they have sought of necessity to modify or qualify the terms
in which the problems are addressed. In effect, there is not one 'absolute' or 'relative'
model, but a diversity of different approaches, often with a different theoretical basis.
Comparative standards
The idea that poverty is relative is rooted in the view that poverty can be identified by
comparison with the conditions that other people are living in, either with members of
the same society or with others in other societies. This confounds two important, but
separable, issues. One is the social definition of poverty; the other is the process by
which people are compared to establish who is poor and who is not. The distinction may
seem at first difficult to sustain, but it is an important one, and it is worth examining in
greater depth.
The reason why the two ideas are so often confused is that they both depend on a
form of comparison. However, the comparisons which are made are of different kinds.
In one sense, almost all words are defined to some extent by comparison: for example,
I know that I am sitting on a chair because I compare it to other objects of a similar type
and function which I also call 'chairs'. Poverty is identifiable because it represents a set
or cluster of conditions similar to other circumstances which we also refer to as 'poverty'
- and that is a crucial point, because it means that new circumstances, or circumstances
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which come newly to our attention, can be identified as 'poverty' when the effects they
produce are like those we associate with poverty. It may not have been obvious in the
early 1900s that the impediments to development suffered by many children should be
specifically considered as a form of impoverishment, because the main impediments at
that time were often the same problems - bad housing, poor standards of hygiene, limited
nutrition - which were identifiable as aspects of poverty on other grounds.
Improvements in many of these circumstances, however, reveal that there are other
outstanding impediments - like the lack of toys, play space, or room to study, when
parents are unable to afford them - which still present problems for a child's
development. That is not necessarily a sign that the meaning of poverty has changed, but
it does indicate that the application of the concept is likely to alter as social conditions
change. Social definitions of poverty depend on a comparison of poverty with the things
it is like.
By contrast, when poverty is identified by contrasting the circumstances of poor
people with others who are not poor, it is being compared to things which it is not like.
When Bradshaw refers to 'comparative need', for example, the comparison which is
made is based on a strict inequality between the people being compared. 'Deprivation'
is certainly a term which implies a contrast between those who have and those who have
not; if poverty is rightly described in terms of deprivation, then poverty is defined
primarily in terms of the things which one does not have.
This can in turn be taken to mean that poverty can be identified by a contrast with the
condition of others who are not poor, but that is not obvious. Deprivation may involve
comparison with those who are not deprived, but equally it may involve comparison with
some kind of standard or norm. To justify a comparison with other people who are not
deprived, one has to establish on what criteria they might be considered to be different which would imply that there is some pre-existing condition being applied, or a norm of
some kind. If deprivation or poverty is to be identified by a process of comparing
people's relative positions, it seems to be based in one of two propositions: either this
type of comparison helps to reveal the norms which underlie the distinction, or poverty
is to be defined in terms of the differences which are identified by the process.
These are very different kinds of argument, and it might be helpful to give them
different names. The definition of poverty in terms of differences in circumstances is a
'comparative standard of poverty'. The process of comparing people is a 'comparative
method', which can be used to support either an attempt to discover social norms or to
contrast differences in circumstances.
Comparative standards are being used with increasing frequency, not least because
of their convenience and analytical power. The Roaches, for example, define poverty as
the condition of a certain proportion of the population, a use also adopted by the
National Children's Bureau (5). This is particularly crude - it has the effect of always
defining a proportion of people as poor, irrespective of any changes made in their
circumstances - and little used, except as a convenience (because it is evident that if there
are poor people, they are likely to be found in the lowest income groups). Much more
common is the relationship of low incomes to the average income in a country - a
measure which also treats poverty as a form of inequality, but by which increases or falls
in relative income can have a clear effect on someone's status. The Leyden study, for the
European Commission, experimented with various definitions of poverty as a
relationship to median income and family size (6). Other work for the European
Community has experimented with levels at 40%, 50% or 60% of average income (7).
Walker and Lawson refer to a standard of poverty set at 60% of average disposable
incomes (8). UK statistics now refer to 'households below average income', again across
a range of levels (9). The Luxembourg Income Study, which promises because of the
quality of its data to provide the standard measure, refers to people as poor when they
have incomes of less than 50% of the median equivalent income (10). Each of these
approaches treats poverty in terms of relative disadvantage; there are no supplementary
criteria in terms of possession of goods, availability of essential items or social
capabilities.
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In the review of research outlined in the previous chapter, there were three examples
of the use of comparative methods - that is, cases in which poverty was identified in
terms of a contrast between the circumstances of those who were poor and those who
were not. These are Booth's identification of classes, which seems to me to rely on some
implicit normative judgments; Townsend's construction of an index of deprivation; and
Bradshaw's attempt to classify 'budget' standards, which seeks to identify dominant
norms through concentration on observed behaviour. This approach has some
attractions. Because the comparison takes place within a social context, the difficulty of
coping with shifting social definitions of poverty is largely removed. The comparative
method can be adapted to many different kinds of circumstance and condition, without
necessarily understanding the dominant social norms. At the same time, social norms
are often defined in the light of prevailing conditions, and a comparative measure
provides an indicator of normal behaviour; Townsend's measure comes close to doing
so, and Bradshaw's closer still.
The process of comparison is a useful one; whatever the conceptual difficulties of
treating a comparison as the basis for a description of poverty, it is still likely to be true
that poor people are likely to be found among those who are relatively disadvantaged in
a society. But the comparative methods are still subject to certain difficulties. As Sen
points out, it may happen through social changes that a person may suffer greater
hardship and be considered less poor - a point which undermines the rationale for
provision which might relieve poverty. Equally, it suggests that people may become
poorer even though their material circumstances are improving in real terms, which
makes it an easy target.
Second, a comparative method limits the kinds of cases in which people might be
thought to be poor to cases where they are also in a particular relative position. The
implication of a measure based on the lowest 10% or 20% of the population is that the
remaining 90 or 80% are not poor. The use of the median as a point of reference in a
range of studies means that poverty is necessarily confined in all circumstances to the
lowest 50% of the population; by definition, it becomes impossible for the majority of the
population to be poor. There is evidently something seriously wrong with this
proposition, particularly when one moves to consideration of the least developed third
world countries; it is suspect even when applied to a country like Portugal (11). The
point does not undermine the usefulness of this kind of measure as an indicator, but it
is a salutory reminder that the issue under discussion is not that of 'poverty'.
Third, the process of comparison does not necessarily reflect the way in which many
people use the word 'poverty'. This is the substance of Joseph and Sumption's obvious
objection: 'A family is poor if it cannot afford to eat. It is not poor if it cannot afford
endless smokes and it does not become poor by the mere fact that other people can
afford them.' (12) The central problem with a simple comparison of poor people with
others is that it cannot identify the kinds of value which determine at what point items
are considered to be 'essential'. There is then no evident criterion on which to judge that
people are poor. This relationship depends on some other kinds of consideration about
the relationship between poverty and social norms. The central justification for the use
of a comparative standard - as opposed to a comparative method - is that there is
something within the process of comparison which reflects the social processes through
whe become poor.
Townsend argues for an assessment based on 'relative deprivation', which he
attempts to assess by examining the objective conditions of poor people. He identifies
poverty in relation to 'ordinary living patterns, customs and activities' - a term which
includes both norms and patterns of behaviour - but his process of measurement
depends on observation of behaviour, or a comparative standard, rather than
establishment of dominant norms. There is nothing within the method to identify what
is a norm and what is not, and both Townsend's definition of poverty and his selection
of the criteria by which people might be thought poor are based wholly on the differences
between the circumstances of the poor and those of others. This is not simply a
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comparative method; it conceals the use of a comparative standard, albeit a standard
which is more complex than others.
A comparison of this sort is related to social norms, but it is not equivalent. Not all
comparisons reflect expectations. The use of the kind of definition which identifies
poverty in terms of inequality (13) implies that poverty changes directly and
immediately in response to changes in social conditions. Social expectations may
ultimately reflect such differences over time, but they are unlikely to do so in the short
term - and perhaps not even in the medium term. Table 4.1 shows the possession of
durable goods by income. If people are judged by what other people have, they might
reasonably be identified as poor if they lack a telephone or a deep freeze. Perhaps more
surprisingly, the same might be said of a tumble drier - owned by only 37% of
households, but by nearly two thirds of all families with children. This is scarcely
something that one 'expects' to find - on the contrary, it is initially a surprising figure in
a society where poverty is all too apparent. Similarly, not all comparisons which do meet
expectations are enforced as social rules; the widespread ownership of deep freezes,
telephones and colour televisions is not (as far as I know) accompanied by any obvious
expectations or rule of behaviour. It might, I think, be true that these items will become
necessary as time goes on - food preservation, communications and leisure are all
extremely important in modern life - and it may legitimately be argued that social norms
are likely ultimately to come into line with social circumstances - but the way that people
live is not necessarily immediately reflected in what they believe.

Table 4.1: Possession of durable goods by weekly income, 1988
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Source: adapted from Office of Population Censuses and Surveys, 1990, General
Household Survey 1988, London: HMSO.
Comparisons do not, then, yield information directly about social norms (though a
comparative method might still be used as an indicator of norms). A comparative
standard assumes, rather, that poverty is a form of inequality. This identification is made
explicitly by O'Higgins and Jenkins:
'Virtually all definitions of the poverty threshold used in developed economies in the
last half-century or so have been concerned with establishing the level of income
necssary to allow access to the minimum standards of living considered acceptable
in that society at that time. In consequence, there is an inescapable connection
between poverty and inequality: certain degrees or dimensions of inequality ... will
lead to people being below the minimum standards acceptable in that society. It is
this "economic distance" aspect of inequality that is poverty. This does not mean that
there will always be poverty when there is inequality: only if the inequality implies
an economic distance beyond the critical level.' (14)
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Poverty and inequality are clearly closely linked. The term 'inequality' does not refer
to 'differences' between people; people are 'unequal' if one of them has a relative
advantage over the other. The idea of 'inequality' generally refers to disadvantage in a
social context. Command over resources is one of the main ways in which advantage or
disadvantage in society may be assessed; if a person is poor, that person is disadvantaged
in comparison with someone who is not poor. But a comparative standard goes much
further than this, by defining poverty in terms of inequality. This follows from the
propositions that poverty is socially defined, and that it is based in a comparative
concept. The reference to the social definition of poverty supplies the context; the
element of comparison identifies the nature of the disadvantage. The conclusion that
poverty is of the same nature as inequality is true by definition.
If poverty is defined as a form of disadvantage in a social context, and
Inequality is the name given to disadvantage in a social context, then
Poverty is defined as a form of inequality.
If the initial propositions are accepted, I do not see how the conclusion can be resisted though Townsend attempts to do so. If there is some confusion between Townsend's
view of poverty and the concept of inequality, it is because he is inconsistent in
recognising the importance of social norms while attempting to identify poverty through
the use of a comparative standard.
Normative standards
Deprivation may involve comparison with those who are not deprived, but equally it may
involve comparison with some kind of standard or norm. The concept of deprivation
necessarily implies a concept of sufficiency; and if poverty is a form of deprivation, then
equally it demands some consideration of sufficiency. (It does not, I should note, require
any concept or definition of riches, though from a concept of sufficiency one may be able
to move towards a concept of luxury (or superfluity), which may fall short of riches.) To
move from this position to the view that the term can be arrived from a comparison with
other people, a supplementary argument is required: that the others with whom the
comparison is being made are not deprived. This might seem like a very minor condition,
but it is nevertheless important. They may not be deprived, but how can you tell? It
implies that there is some pre-existing condition being applied - a norm of some kind.
Deprivation is a comparative term, but there is no intrinsic reason why a standard of
deprivation, or its associated concept of sufficiency, should have to be derived from a
comparison with the conditions of other people. If I discover that a person in Britain is
short of food, I may need to know more in order to explain why this happens in an
apparently affluent society; but the norm that I am using for the comparison may be a
nutritional norm, rather than a comparison with the dominant social standard. Equally,
if I discover a society in which everyone is short of food - by whatever social definition I can see no difficulty in describing them as members of a poor society. The 'absolute
core' of need which Sen refers to is not necessarily an objective measure of poverty, but
it is a normative one - that is, a standard which applies a norm.
Normative standards are of two main kinds. There are, first, norms identified by
experts, which relate to the capacity of people to function in society. These might be
described as prescriptive standards of poverty. Rowntree's or Piachaud's measurement
of minimum standards are attempts, not to impose arbitrary personal definitions, but to
describe a minimum necessary to social functioning. Their position is complicated by
their political purpose. Rowntree's standards were deliberately selected to be more
restrictive than dominant social norms, because by doing so the authors were able to
demonstrate that people were poor beyond question. The purpose of Rowntree's
distinction between primary and secondary poverty was not to impose judgments on the
poor, but to demonstrate to those who did impose such judgments that even if one
applied the strictest imaginable standard, people would still be poor. As such, Rowntree
provided a powerful political argument. Piachaud used a similar approach as a direct,
and most effective, criticism of the adequacy of benefit rates. (15)
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Second, there are socially established norms, a commonly held set of expectations and
values. The derivation of 'consensual' standards is based in such norms. This currently
falls within the remit of the 'relative' model, but it is 'relative' in a very different sense
from comparative standards. Runciman (16) argues for a concept of 'relative
deprivation', not to be confused with Townsend's later use of the term. People determine
the standards which are appropriate by a comparison of their circumstances with the
circumstances of other people. When they do not have things which they can reasonably
expect to have, they may consider themselves deprived. Runciman's arguments seem,
at first sight, to be based in subjective impressions, but that is a misleading impression;
the views which are formed are inter-subjective, formed through an interactive process
rather than by individuals in isolation (17). In consequence, it produces social norms
of what constitutes poverty and what does not. Norms are a form of expectation which
acquire, through familiarity and usage, the force of a rule. (This implies that a social
definition of poverty can also have the force of a rule.) The attempt to define poverty in
accordance with public opinion - like Mack and Lansley's work - can be seen in part as
an attempt to identify the norms which are effective at a particular time. Appeals to
'common sense' - like Joseph and Sumption's rejection of Townsend - are not, simply, the
reaction of individuals; they appeal to what the authors believe is the dominant social
expectation.
In talking about poverty, people do seem to be applying a variety of normative
standards - which leads people to talk about hunger, destitution and so on as if these
were 'absolute' concepts. The concept of normative standards is more difficult to
operationalise, but probably a more accurate description of the way in which poverty is
conceived.
Establishing a minimum: the poverty line
On the face of it, a 'poverty line' is a crude concept. Poverty lines define thresholds, in
terms of income or wealth, below which people may be considered as 'poor'. The
weakness of all the approaches which define one or more 'poverty lines' is that they rest
in a view of poverty as a simple function of the relationship between resources and
consumption. There are, in practice, many other norms which are also used - norms
reflected not only in words like want, need, or destitution, but in other concepts like
homelessness or hunger. Poverty is associated with income and wealth, but it is not the
same thing.
The idea was used first by Charles Booth - the Simeys describe it as 'perhaps his most
striking single contribution to the social sciences' (18). Booth was not, as I have
explained, attempting to define a subsistence income, even if it looks that way
superficially; he was, rather, stating the range of income over which people seemed to
become poor; the figure was based on a lengthy series of observations rather than any
prescriptive standard. The concept of the poverty line was later substantially changed
by Rowntree, to become more a definition of poverty than a descriptive indicator though it is far from clear that this is what Rowntree intended; his descriptions of
'secondary poverty' are based on a 'feel' for the circumstances in which people are poor,
and not on any precise system of measurement (19). Bowley, writing in 1915, was to
comment:
'I have ... still to be convinced that the scale of diet made familiar by Mr Rowntree has
that definiteness which is so often assumed by people who quote his reults. I rather
regard it as a useful arbitrary measurement of a low scale of living, by the help of
which we can compare populations in respect of the adequacy of their wages; it
makes a useful and intelligible line, even if it is not possible to accept it as the Poverty
Line, which divides the poor from those who have a competence. There is not, and
cannot be, any such division except an arbitrary one, for every quantity involved
varies continuously from grade to grade.' (20)
It is important, then, not to take the original idea of the 'poverty line' as indicating too
literal or mechanistic a relationship between needs and income.
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The first point of controversy, one which is pointed to by Bowley, is whether there
can be said to be a 'line' at all. All poverty lines require a distinction to be made
somewhere. Veit Wilson classifies poverty lines on the basis that whereas some use
prescriptive criteria, others try to establish where the line falls empirically. Among the
first, he gives examples which include Booth, Rowntree, and the statistical measurement
of inequality; among the second, he includes Townsend and Mack and Lansley (21).
Whether the concept of poverty is normative or comparative, there are conceptual
problems in accepting the idea that poverty affects people according to whether they fall
above or below a 'line'. If poverty is normative, and defined in terms of a line, then on the
face of it a person either is or is not poor. But this is not the way we use the term. People
are not simply said to be 'poor' or 'not poor'; they may be 'hard up', deprived, poor,
destitute. Within these categories, there are further gradations - like 'very poor', 'poor',
'fairly' poor. Booth distinguished 'poverty' from terms like 'want' and 'distress' (22) want and distress being, in his view, aggravated forms of poverty. These are not precise
terms with a universally agreed meaning, and they may overlap with the other
categories; there is no clear distinction, for example, between the circumstances in which
one would use 'fairly poor' and those in which one would use 'deprived'.
Within an normative standard of poverty, there are two ways in which gradations of
poverty can be accommodated. One could be based on a calculus, in which a person's
poverty is graded according to the extent to which it falls below a line or an established
norm. This approach has an appealing simplicity, but there is a major conceptual
problem arising from it. The very idea of a calculus implies that there is some basis for
comparison, on a strictly relative basis. The attempt to grade poverty below the
normative level becomes, therefore, a comparative exercise. It is possible, of course, to
argue that poverty is a mixture of normative and comparative elements; but it is difficult
to see why, if a comparative standard of poverty should be accepted below a normative
line, the principle should be rejected in its entirety above the normative line. There is no
evident reason to accept that 'poverty' must be seen in normative terms but that
'destitution' or 'want' have to be seen as comparative.
The second way in which the idea could be incorporated, and one which I think better
reflects the use of the terms, is not through one, but through several, different norms the approach favoured by Booth. People in general need food to live, and to be healthy;
they may have enough food to preserve life but not health. A person without any food
at all is more 'in need' than someone who does not have food which is adequately
nutritious, but it makes perfectly good sense to talk about both people as being 'poor'.
What is happening here is that at least two standards are being applied; 'poverty' is a
general term used to indicate serious deprivation on either basis.
The use of a comparative standard of poverty poses a different set of problems. There
is little difficulty in coming to terms with gradations in the concept of poverty. A concept
of poverty based on relative principles is necessarily transitive, which means that if A is
judged to be poor compared to B, and B is poor when compared to C on the same criteria,
then A has the greatest degree of poverty and C the least. (This may seem so obvious that
it is not worth mentioning, but it contrasts with a normative approach; A, B and C might
all fall into the category of 'people in poverty', with the result that the distinctions
between them become irrelevant.) The main difficulty is in using the idea of a line or
threshold below which people can be said to be 'poor'. The justification for a 'line' rests
in large part on the existence of some discontinuity in the distribution of resources.
Booth, who based his description of a poverty line on a division between classes,
suggested that the line came at the level of the band of income which distinguished
people in regular work from those who were casually or intermittently employed (23).
Desai suggests, on the basis of Mack and Lansley's figures, that there is a threshold
beyond which people are likely to become poor in the terms of the consensual measure
of poverty (24); but it is uncertain whether this can be justified in these terms. Piachaud
argues that the apparent 'threshold' in these figures is a statistical artefact (25).
The central problems with poverty lines are not so much that they are liable to be
arbitrary - that is virtually inherent in the use of indicators of this sort - as that they are
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subject to systematic biases in application and interpretation. An illustrative problem
is that of equivalence. The concept of poverty depends on a relationship between needs
and resources, and if a poverty line is to reflect the relationship in any meaningful way,
it seems impossible to avoid some kind of adjustment for needs. The needs of a single
person are very different from those of a family with six children, and in turn those of a
family with six children are not the same as those of eight single adults each maintaining
an independent household. This kind of adjustment is usually referred to in terms of
'equivalence scales' - translating the circumstances of different members of a household
into equivalent terms (26). It is still necessary to generalise to some degree. The usual
justification for generalisation is that differences between individuals tend to cancel out;
for everyone whose needs are greater than average, there is someone else whose needs
are less. But 'poverty' is a diffuse and diverse concept, which covers a wide range of
contingencies; the main objection to such generalisations is that they can conceal issues
in which systematic disadvantages arise. One example is the position of women within
households, who because they may not have a proportionate share of resources may be
below the standards of others, particularly when those others are at the margins of
poverty (27). This is not an insuperable obstacle - it implies that descriptions of poverty
which ignore the disadvantaged position of women have been liable to set the poverty
line too low, and that can be countered with an appropriate equivalence scale. Another
example is that of disabled people, who have higher costs than others to face, and so are
likely to suffer the deprivations associated with poverty at higher levels of income; this
means that the application of a general poverty line will fail to identify their needs
adequately (28), which in turn implies that an adjustment is necessary. The problem
which emerges is not that such adjustments are impossible, but that as different
circumstances are progressively taken into account - like the needs of single parents, of
old people, of positions in the life cycle, and so forth - the whole process ultimately
becomes so complex as to be almost unworkable.
The objections to the use of a 'poverty line' are considerable. But - as in much of this
field - it is necessary to make compromises in order to achieve practical results. The
main value of the idea of the 'poverty line' is in its use in relation to policy. If it is
possible to show that certain levels of income are clearly related to the conditions of
poverty, an increase in income can substantially alleviate many of the problems. The
poverty line is a means of operationalising this concept.
Booth set his poverty line well above the level of benefits he recommended. The
principle behind this was, first, to allow for people on benefits to use other resources to
supplement their lifestyle; and second, to develop benefits at a level which might be
acceptable politically. If benefits are specifically set at a point much lower than the
threshold of poverty, it is difficult for those opposed to benefits to argue that the benefits
are too generous, offer disincentives to work or are wasteful in their expenditure.
Conversely, there may be a case for setting a poverty line below the level of benefits.
If benefits are intended to offer social protection, or a minimum level of income which
allows for relative ease rather than basic sufficiency, then it seems unduly limiting to
confine the level of benefits to the level of poverty. This seems to be the current
argument of the UK Conservative government, which denies that people who are in
receipt of benefit are in 'poverty'. Without being very clear as to what this implies, or
where the line of poverty falls, it must mean that if there is a level or range of income
associated with poverty, it comes somewhere below the level allowed for in benefit.
The critiques developed of subsistence measures of poverty in the 1960s and 1970s
were based in the view that such measures justified a minimal response to the problems
of the poor. In the 1980s, when it became clear that benefit rates in the UK were
inadequate to meet people's needs, a number of authors began to argue again for the
definition of a 'basket of goods' of the type used in Germany (29). Others (like Mack and
Lansley, Bradshaw, and Townsend) developed different techniques for establishing a
minimum income. The advantage of such approaches is that it becomes possible to
measure the success or failure of benefit transfers in redistributing income against an
independent criterion. All of them recognise a risk of some arbitrariness, but the political
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importance of defining some kind of standard by which poverty can be judged is evident.
There is little immediate risk that the definition of minimum standards will lead to
a restrictive allowance on benefit. The indications from all of these methods is that
benefit rates in the UK are too low for people to live without experiencing serious
deprivations. In the long term, however, it is possible to envisage circumstances in which
a standard which has been applied for a number of years might fail to meet developing
needs, or to allow for fuller participation in society. The Leyden study or the
Luxembourg Income Study (30) avoid the problem by using a measure - derived from
average incomes - which defines poverty fairly directly in terms of inequality.
Poverty and inequality
If poverty is seen as normative rather than comparative, this would imply that one
cannot validly infer that poverty is defined in terms of inequality. This is not, I should
emphasise, the same as saying that poverty is not caused by inequality or does not result
from it. There are many things which could be seen as resulting from social inequality,
and others which reinforce inequality, which are not defined in terms of it (in a Marxian
analysis, almost all social relationships are treated as arising from inequality). Sen
argues, for example, that a person with less money will have less command over
resources than someone with more - and command over resources is crucial to the
concept of poverty.
It is true that if poverty is socially defined, and poverty is identified by comparison
with those who are not poor, then poverty is defined in terms of inequality. It does not
follow that if poverty is socially defined and poverty is the result of inequality that
poverty has to be defined by comparison with others. If I did sufficient violence to the
words, I could probably demonstrate this in terms of purely formal mathematical logic [(A & B) ? C] does not imply that [(A & C) ? B], because B may be contingent on other
factors entirely - but the point should be obvious enough as a matter of common sense.
The way in which poverty is defined does not have to depend on inequality at all.
This discussion may all seem rather abstract. But the arguments are not simply
concerned with philosophical niceties; these definitions have clear implications for
policy. If poverty is defined in terms of comparative rather than normative standards,
it is the attack on inequality, rather than poor conditions, which becomes the central
focus of policy to alleviate the problems; and the approach to inequality does not demand
the same kind of measures that an approach to poverty does.
In his discussion of Equalities, Rae outlines a number of strategies for redistribution:
raising the minimum someone might have, reducing the ceiling of incomes, reducing the
range of inequality or changing the ratio between rich and poor (31). Each amounts to
the same when taken to an extreme; but there are crucial practical differences from the
point of view of the poor. Raising the minimum has the most direct effect, because it
directly increases the resources of those who are poorest. Imposing a ceiling has the
least, because the resources which are redistributed are not necessarily made available
to those who are poorest. Changing the ratio, or reducing the range of inequality, should
in most cases improve the basic resources available to the poor and have the added
advantage that they address not only the problem of resources, but also the relative
purchasing power of those resources; as such, they also begin to address the problem of
positional goods, which constitutes the main link between poverty and inequality.
Poverty can be dealt with, then, at the same time that inequality can be dealt with; but
there are strategies for dealing with inequality, particularly levelling down, that are
ineffective for dealing with poverty. This is why replacing the idea of 'poverty' with that
of 'inequality' will not do.
The identification of poverty with aspects of inequality means that significant
improvements might be made in housing, health, education, and personal resources
which are held to have no effect on poverty if the relative position of poor people is not
improved in the process; conversely, a society in which resources were desperately short
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but the range of inequality was limited (like Sri Lanka) is not to be considered as having
a serious problem of poverty. I suggested in the first chapter that any concept of poverty
was liable to be judged by its political consequences. By that test, there are much greater
problems with comparative standards than there are with normative ones. The
identification of poverty and inequality serves to undermine much of the rationale for the
redistribution of resources to the poor. Whether or not inequality remains, it is better
to be disadvantaged in a warm dry house than a cold damp one. In attempting to avoid
an 'absolutist' concept of poverty, many 'relativists' have lost sight of the kinds of
problem which make the persistence of poverty an offence against the values of a
civilised society.
The approach I am advocating will not, of course, deal with the root causes of poverty.
Hospitals cannot deal with the root causes of car accidents, and there is no question that
preventative action should be taken to stop the accidents happening in the first place, but
that is no argument for doing nothing when people are injured. A stance based mainly
on comparison lacks a sufficient sense of outrage against poverty - at the conditions that
people live in. The kinds of problems I began by describing are problems which ought
to be tackled. People should have enough to eat. They should not have to sleep rough.
The conditions can be improved, and they should be. That is a moral position, and it can
only be sustained on a normative basis.
International comparisons
If poverty is socially defined, there is an evident problem in trying to make comparisons
between societies. By definition, different societies will refer to different concepts of
poverty. This can make it difficult to draw any meaningful comparison between societies
- which is an important limitation in view of the growing number of interventions
developed on an international basis. The problem is not insoluble, but any of the
potential solutions demands some kind of compromise.
One option is to judge each country by the internal standards accepted within that
country. This is usually done between countries of a broadly similar rank and industrial
framework - for example, the countries of the European Community - though even there,
there may be large disparities in the criteria applied between the richer and poorer
countries. When this method is extended further - for example, between industrialised
countries and those of the Third World, or even between the US and the USSR - it implies
massive disparities in the criteria which are being applied. Despite these reservations,
the method is not without its advantages and its applications, provided it is used with
caution. The first main advantage is that the insights gained into the particular
distribution of resources, powers and opportunities within a country are often most
clearly seen by close observers within that country. In other words, many of the more
subtle, intangible elements associated with poverty can more clearly be identified; it
makes it possible for those conditions to be researched where they occur, retaining a
qualitative element. Second, it enables issues to be adapted to the conditions which
obtain within different countries. Third, if the aim of such comparisons is to provide a
basis for policies which are decided at a national level, then a comparison of this kind
may be more relevant to the particular countries than one which uses international
criteria.
There are measures which apply a formula to different countries. The welfare
function identified by Leyden group or the standard used by the Luxembourg Income
Study apply definitions which are relative to those countries - which means that a
different standard is being applied to each country. This does not have the advantages
of close qualitative research, but the results which it yields are still potentially useful;
poorer countries tend to have greater numbers of people falling below this level. The
definition of poverty does not consist solely of a lack of material goods. It includes
positional goods, which can be identified by reference to indicators of class, status and
power within the different societies.
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The main objection to this method is that it substitutes consideration of inequality
for consideration of poverty. Even within the industrialised countries, there are
important differences not only in inequality, but in absolute income, in the amount which
those countries spend on social services - which helps to provide the residents of
countries with a basic level of resources - and in the minimum levels of benefits which
are provided. Irrespective of the distribution of income, one would expect on this basis
to find more severe problems of poverty in Italy or Ireland than in Denmark or West
Germany, and this seems to be the case (32). If the principle of comparison is extended
outside the OECD, then the startling inequalities of most of the South American countries
would yield greater proportions in poverty than many deeply impoverished Third World
countries. (The observation is still important as an indication of poverty, because such
inequalities are also experienced as a lack of positional goods.)
If, however, the aim is to make it possible to draw comparisons across societies, for
example in order to inform the redistribution of resources between nations, a method
based in the standards of each country may lead to inequities; Teekens and Zaidi object
that if this approach was to be applied within the European Community it would favour
people in richer countries who would not be classified as poor on a common standard,
to the disadvantage of others who would be so classified (33). To avoid this, it is
necessary to find some common standard which can be used across different societies.
The first option is to use a normative approach to apply to every country. For example,
a minimum level of income, a minimum amount of food (or even foods with basic
nutritional values), standards of health, housing and education, can provide basic criteria
against which countries, or parts of countries, can be measured. The World Bank, while
recognising the arbitrariness of the definition, treats people as extremely poor if they
have a purchasing power of less that $275 a year, and poor if they have less than $370
a year (34). This is useful as a rule of thumb; they supplement the material with other
information about public services, health, education and so forth, because the availability
of such services affects the basic standard of living for people who are poorest. Teekins
and Zaidi attempt a more ambitious normative comparison across EC countries, by
determining the prices of an equivalent basket of food and taking this, on the same
principle as the US poverty line, to constitute a proportion of the poverty line (35). A
related but different approach might be justified in terms of 'Engel coefficients' (36).
Engel posited that people generally spend less on food proportionately as their income
increases; in that case, the numbers of poor can be determined as the numbers within
each country who spend more than a set percentage of their incomes on food, or perhaps
other necessities (37). Clearly, the more sophisticated the measure, the more likely it is
to be sensitive to differences in behaviour, differences in circumstances (like the effect
of the provision of basic resources in kind), and the problems of recording information
consistently in different countries.
It may be possible to compare each country by reference to standards established in
a group of countries (like the EC or the OECD). Atkinson notes a peculiarity of the
implications of this approach within the EC; as the composition of the EC changes, the
accession of a poorer country brings the poverty line for the bloc down (38). This is
probably best avoided by applying the standards of one country or the other. This means
that one can identify the problems of poverty within a rich society, like the US or Britain,
and then extend the same criteria to poorer countries, like Nepal or Sierra Leone.
Conversely, one can apply the standards of Sierra Leone or Nepal to the US or UK; the
problem with this is that the problems of poverty in the US and UK seem very limited by
comparison. This is not outrageously inappropriate - the appalling prevalence of major
problems in the poorer countries tends to dwarf the issues in the richer countries, but
equally those problems tend to dominate consideration of other latent problems within
the poorer countries themselves. The use of the norms obtaining within the richer
country tends to imply a more detailed consideration of various kinds of issue which may
be overlooked from the perspective of the poorer country. Equally, a concentration on
the standards of richer countries may mislead. If issues relating to water supply,
malnutrition or deaths during childbirth rarely feature in consideration of poverty in the
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richest countries, it is because these problems have largely (though not completely) been
overcome. It is only from applying the standards of the poorer country that the
importance of these issues may be highlighted. This argues, in many ways, for a
combination of several standards - the norms of both richer and poorer countries.
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Chapter 5
Understanding poverty: describing the circumstances
of poor people
Poverty is not one kind of experience, but a whole range of experiences. It is expressed
differently, not only between societies, but within societies; the term is used for people
in very different kinds of situation. In the United Kingdom, the term might be used to
describe a pensioner wrapped in blankets who stays in bed because she is unable to
afford any heat in the house; a youth sleeping in a cardboard box on the street; an
unemployed family with no disposable income, in debt to the landlord and the electricity
company; a single parent isolated in a flat on a peripheral estate. It is not only the
experience and nature of poverty which vary, but the circumstances and characteristics
of the people who experience it. It is difficult to convey much of a sense of what 'poverty'
is 'really' like, because these are not circumstances in which people necessarily have
anything directly in common other than the lack of resources to meet their needs.
Because poverty is complex, it is not really possible to give a comprehensive account
of the circumstances in which people become poor; but certain categories and groups of
people are clearly much more vulnerable to poverty than others, in so far as they lack
material resources, and - no less important for an understanding of policy - they are
commonly identified in these terms. Low income is experienced more by people in
particular types of household, but for many - particularly those who are in two parent
families and others in households without dependent children - it may be a temporary
experience, because the type of household reflects a stage of the life cycle. This tends to
present problems in describing people with low income as 'poor'. If poverty is concerned
not only with resources but also with issues like opportunities, powers and life style,
there is little reason to suppose that many of the people at the lowest end of the income
distribution necessarily suffer from poverty. At the same time, people within these
categories are likely to be vulnerable to poverty (because a protracted period on low
income implies a limited command over resources) and it is within these groups that
poverty is most likely to be identified.
Although it does not show that people are poor, the proportion of each group who are
likely to find themselves in the lowest part of the income distribution helps to illustrate
the vulnerability of different categories to poverty. Table 5.1, drawn from the
Luxembourg Income Study (1), shows how many people in each group are likely to be in
the bottom quintile of the income distribution, and how many of those are in 'poverty',
or at least on low incomes (understood as 50% of median income). Whatever the
reservations one may have about identifying these circumstances too closely with
poverty, there are clearly some interesting implications to be drawn from these figures.
It is evident, for example, that the level of income which pensioners enjoy in Sweden is
relatively far greater than in other countries, whereas single parents in the US have a
notably lower relative income; these figures draw attention to features of the benefit
systems in those countries. Elderly people in the UK are much more likely than in the
other countries to find themselves in the lowest fifth of the population, despite a
substantial improvement in the situation of this group in the previous ten years.
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Table 5.1: Post tax and transfer position of persons relative to
average incomes
Percentage of persons in:
Elderly
families

Single parent
families

Two-parent
families

Other families

Bottom 5th

24

31

22

14

'Poverty'

-

9

5

7

Bottom 5th

48

45

15

8

'Poverty'

18

29

7

4

Bottom 5th

29

22

15

8

'Poverty'

24

12

15

6

Bottom 5th

25

56

16

11

'Poverty'

21

52

13

10

Bottom 5th

28

33

22

11

'Poverty'

9

18

4

5

Sweden

UK

Israel

United States

West Germany

Source: from T Smeeding, M O'Higgins, L Rainwater (eds), 1990, Poverty, inequality and
income distribution in comparative perspective , New York: Harvester Wheatsheaf, p.65.
The LIS is still in its infancy, and at this stage the broad figures disguise certain
elements of poverty, too. The UK figures for 'households below average incomes', which
are calculated on a different basis, point to some other important factors. The greatest
risk of low income is for single parents and unemployed people; and those who are sick
and disabled are at greater risk than pensioners (2). The figures fail, too, to take
appropriate account of a number of important groups, including women, ethnic
minorities and people in part-time work, people living in institutions, and homeless
people (3). The latter categories point to further problems, because there are many
groups which are too small or difficult to define for them to be taken into account in such
an approach - groups like discharged psychiatric patients, travellers, people who are
mentally handicapped, young people discharged from care, or women who have suffered
from domestic violence. In this chapter, I discuss only the largest categories, which are
enough to draw some general conclusions; it is important to remember, though, that the
diversity of problems associated with poverty defies any simple, convenient
classification.
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Elderly people. It would be misleading to pretend that all old people are poor, or are
likely to be. The central reason why old people tend to have a limited income is their
withdrawal from the labour market. Not all old people do retire, though the tendency has
increasingly been for people over 65 to do so.
The poorest old people are those whose pensions are insufficient to provide a basic
minimum income. This might be because the basic level of the pension is inadequate,
which is the case in the UK or Israel, or because the numbers of people covered are
limited, which applies to more in West Germany. The number of pensioners who receive
Income Support as a supplement to their pensions has fallen in recent years, to about 1.3
million (4); this is not however enough to bring them up to 50% of median income. It
might be estimated, too, that nearly half as many again are eligible for Income Support
but not claiming. Those who do receive National Insurance tend to have incomes which
are marginally above the Income Support rates; however, it is a level of income at which
relatively small increases can make a large difference in command over resources.
Because women tend to live longer than men, most pensioners are women; there may be
problems where women are not entitled to full pensions, because they have not worked
in the labour market throughout their lifetimes, or where they have to rely on earningsrelated pensions, because their earnings have been lower than men's. Clayton suggests,
I think with some reason, that 'elderly women are in receipt of a lower level of welfare
assistance, commensurate with their needs, than elderly men' (5).
Many pensioners are deprived. They often live in older housing, because they are
likely to have lived in one place for some time; those in private rented housing are
particularly likely to live in bad conditions. Savings have been eroded by inflation. They
are less likely to possess certain items, like fridges and washing machines, which have
become part of the modern household. At the same time, they are probably not as badly
off as younger people who are not able to participate in the labour market. Their benefits
are more generous - in most countries, because they are receiving benefits which reflect
previous earnings, but also because of a clear preference given to pensioners relative to
other groups of beneficiaries like the unemployed.
Chronically sick and disabled people. The problems of disabled people are very diverse;
they include conditions like blindness, inability to walk, deafness, inability to sustain a
physical effort, epilepsy, and chronic illness, and the definition of disability can be
extended to include mental illness and handicap or alcoholism. The kinds of condition
leading to disability can be presented clinically, to include for example neurological
disorders (like multiple sclerosis), blood disorders (like haemophilia), metabolic
disorders (like cystic fibrosis) or sensory handicaps. Problems of this kind are referred
to as impairments. Disability is the functional restriction which results. A person whose
disability causes disadvantage in a particular role or set of social roles is referred to as
handicapped (6).
The OPCS surveys of disability present, with an unusual degree of authority, a set of
problems likely to affect people who are disabled. The problems they took account of
were not clinical categories, but rather categories of functional incapacity. These
included locomotion; reaching and stretching; dexterity; continence; hearing; seeing;
communication; personal care; behaviour; intellectual functioning; loss of consciousness;
problems of eating, drinking and digestion; and disfigurement. These categories overlap
with handicap - notably in the cases of locomotion, personal care, behaviour and
intellectual functioning.
The majority of those who are disabled - and the vast majority of those who are
severely disabled - are old people, who are poor because they are not employed. Among
younger disabled people, the issue of participation in the labour market is crucial in
determining income. Those who are employed, however, are also likely to earn less.
Disabled non-pensioners had incomes which were on average 72% of non-pensioners
in general (7). The problem is not only that disabled people lack resources, but also that
they may have special needs for expenditure. Most disabled adults (60%) incur regular
extra expenditure because of their disability; this may include items from the chemist,
visits to hospitals and home services (8). Overall, the survey concludes, 'disabled adults
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are likely to experience some financial problems and to have lower standard of living
than the population as a whole as a result of having lower average incomes.' (9)
Unemployed people. Unemployment is not a simple phenomenon. Beveridge attributed
unemployment to two main factors: cyclical changes in the demand for labour, and what
he referred to as the 'disorganisation' of the employment market (10). Cyclical
fluctuations arise because industry relies on demand from consumers to keep going; in
a slump, this demand is not there. Primary producing industries - like heavy engineering
or energy - are affected first; consumer industries follow. In Full employment and a free
society, he extended his understanding of this category to cover structural unemployment
- major changes brought about either for technical reasons or because demand is
deficient in the economy as a whole (11).
The specific problems of the labour market are classified by Beveridge as 'frictional'
(12). Frictional unemployment included unemployment as a result of technical change
(people become unemployed because their skills are made redundant, or because work
is replaced by machines); local variations like those caused by the demand for casual
labour (which is less important now than in Beveridge's day; it referred to people who
looked for work day by day (like dockers) or week by week; and 'seasonal' (certain
trades, like building and hotels, take on people at some times of year and drop them at
others).
This is not an exhaustive categorisation. Other categories of unemployment which
Beveridge referred to elsewhere include voluntary unemployment - when a person is
unwilling to work at the market wage - and job-changing, which is also a form of
frictional employment. Beveridge's description of unemployment is not as clear or
precise as it might be; but it is important, not least because his recognition of a wide
range of different problems was ultimately reflected in the benefit system. For practical
purposes, the main importance of his analysis was the implied distinction of short-term
(frictional) and long-term (structural) unemployment, which created different kinds of
problem, and called for different responses.
Where unemployment is temporary or short-term, the effects of low income are
unlikely in themselves to be indicative of poverty. But unemployment is a reverse queue:
the longer the time a person has waited, the less likely that person is to be re-employed.
In the UK, the average period of unemployment for those who are then re-employed is
under three months; the average period for those who are still unemployed is about nine
months.
The effect of female unemployment deserves special mention. Although women's
wages are notably less than men's, they play a crucial role in lifting the collective incomes
of households, and are of particular significance for household poverty when the man's
wages are low. In cases where both husband and wife are not working, the income of the
household is likely to fall critically - unsurprisingly, near to the basic benefit level.
Single parents. Single parents include unmarried mothers, divorcees (male and female),
and widows and widowers (who are usually covered by social insurance). They are
identified by their responsibility for child care. A person who has responsibility for child
care is often unable to work, which creates major financial problems. In addition, singleparent families are most often headed by a female, and female wages tend to be much
lower than male wages.
There are significant differences, however, between different categories of single
parent. Unmarried mothers are (by definition) female. Many are young, which means
both that their earning capacity is limited, that benefit entitlements may be restricted,
and that they are unlikely to have a core stock of capital goods. They are also likely to be
on benefit for a longer period than other single parents, and less likely to marry. Widows
and widowers are likely to be older. They are more likely to have accumulated capital
resources; if working benefit from age-related increases in income. They may have some
insurance, or receive more generous benefits. Divorced people have the greatest degree
of variation. Some have a work record and working experience. Some have capital
resources (or at least a proportion of joint resources), where others do not. Some have
regular maintenance payments for children, and some do not. Poverty, on this account,
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is most likely to affect unmarried mothers and certain divorcees, though the problems
of child care coupled with the restricted status of women in the labour market mean that
few single parents are proof against poverty (13).
People working on low earnings. Low earnings are most prevalent within certain
industries - in the UK, particularly agriculture, textiles and (depressingly) the public
service. The incidence of low earnings varies, in consequence, according to the location
of these industries. The effect of sex discrimination appears strongly in those industries
which traditionally employ women.
Because women's wages are lower than men's, they are much more likely to receive
low income in the long term than men are; the position particularly affects single parents
and single women. A two-parent family with both a man and a woman earning is likely
to have a much higher income than one with only one earner, but where there is one
male earner he will usually bring in more than one female earner.
Women and poverty. The position of women is of particular importance for an
understanding of poverty. The problem is not that people are poor simply by virtue of
being women - women are more likely than men to be poor, but most women are not
poor. It is, rather, that the disadvantages stemming from the structure of gender are
cumulative. Glendinning and Millar point to three main routes through which people
gain resources: paid employment, social security systems, and the household or family
(14). The labour market is the most significant factor determining the poverty of women
relative to men. Social security systems are often discriminatory, but they do not prevent
women from obtaining resources altogether. In relation to household income, it is
sometimes argued that women within households which have apparently adequate
resources may still be poor, because resources are unequally distributed within the
household (15). There are reasons to question the proposition. At the margins of
poverty, the kinds of argument which Land makes are strong ones, because the woman
within the household who is denied resources lacks essential items as a result. However,
as the income of the household increases, the lack of certain items - like a personal
disposable income or replacement clothing - is experienced within a context in which
that person also has access to other items, such as furnishings, consumer durables,
transport or holidays. The kinds of problem which are experienced are degrading and
important, but they are not equivalent to the problems of 'poverty'; if people in this
situation are 'poor', then so are middle-class families who overspend their budget or
households whose commitments leave them with no disposable income. It is much more
important that these issues contribute to the general disadvantage of women, and so that
in cases where household resources cease to be available - such as in a divorce - a
precarious position becomes one of poverty.
Because it is only a limited minority of women who are poor, women cannot be
treated as a category of people at special risk in the same sense as pensioners, disabled
people or single parents. But among those who are poor, women predominate. The
lower earnings of women imply an inadequate command over resources when a
woman's income is the sole income in a household - that is, particularly for single women
or female single parents. (It is single parents who seem to attract most attention in
discussions of poverty in the US. (16)) The 'working poor' are often female. Women are
equally vulnerable as pensioners, with their liability to interrupted work records and
lower earnings-related benefits. With some justification, poverty has been described as
becoming 'feminised'; the main reservation to make about the term is the question
whether it has not always been the case (17).
Race and poverty. The identification of race with poverty is now frequently found in the
literature, though more often in an ideological context than in relation to any specific
empirical analysis. 'Race' is not a simple characteristic. The term is itself socially
constructed, and there is a disturbing tendency to lump together people in very different
circumstances as 'non-white' or 'black' - disturbing both because it denies people their
distinguishing characteristics and because it encourages primary identification by colour.
The strong identification of racial issues and social policies in the US inclines one to
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the view that racial distinctions are an important element in the experience of poverty:
nearly one third of the Afro-American population is considered poor on the official
standard, compared to 10% of caucasians (18). It is argued, in fact, that 'the two best
predictors of official poverty status in the United States are sex and race' (19) - though
it is important to recognise that most poor people in the US are not Afro-American, and
the over-identification of race and poverty can be destructive. In the UK, the situation
is much less clear. There are certainly problems within European nations which relate
to the status of immigrants (not always the same thing as race). However, the specific
information which is available is fairly scanty, and many of the generalisations which are
made are questionable. As one major text on poverty in the UK comments, 'The most
notable point ... is the paucity of information that is available' (20).
Figures from the Policy Studies Institute show average earnings of racial groups, and
relative levels of dependency on benefits in the UK: see table 5.2. The figures indicate
some degree of disadvantage; the higher earnings of women from the Caribbean
probably reflect different patterns of work, and perhaps location. There is evidence that
'people of Asian and West Indian origin ... are more likely than white people to be
unemployed, and those who are in work tend to have jobs with lower pay and lower
status than those of white workers'. (21)

Table 5.2a: Earnings of different ethnic groups
‘White'

West Indian

'Asian’

Median weekly earnings (1982):
Male

£129.00

£109.20

£110.70

Female

£ 77.50

£ 81.20

£ 73.00

Table 5.2b: Support from state benefits by ethnic group
Households receiving:
Unemployment
Benefit

7%

17%

16%

Family Income
Supplement
(for low pay)

1%

5%

2%

Supplementary
Benefit

14%

20%

11%

Retirement/
widows pension

35%

6%

6%

Source: C Brown, Black and white Britain, London: Heinemann, pp 208, 242.
The figures conceal as much as they show. In the first place, they refer to a wide
range of occupations and age groups. Second, they imply a uniformity of experience
within groups which is probably inappropriate. It may be valuable to contrast the figures
given in table 5.3, which refer to housing tenure. The figures show something of the
diversity of different ethnic groups. The pattern of tenure for the whole of the UK at this
time was that 56% of households were owner-occupiers, 31% in local authority housing,
and 12% were renting privately; by contrast, Indians, Pakistanis and East African Asians
were much more likely to own, while those from Bangladesh or the West Indies were
much less likely to. This has to be interpreted with some caution, because although
usually there is a strong association between owner-occupation and higher levels of
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income, housing conditions are far worse for minority groups. This indicates in part a
strategy by many ethnic minority families to attempt to use low-income owneroccupation as the most accessible form of tenure; it also reflects, though, the relative
youth and low incomes of many of the families, ignorance about grants and services, and
discrimination in access to other forms of tenure and to better property. 'From the point
of view of amenities', Smith writes, 'it is better to be a white labourer than an Asian
chartered accountant.' (22)

Table 5.3: Tenure of racial minorities (UK, 1981: %)
Ethnic group

Owner-occupied

Council

Private rented

West Indian

41

46

6

Bangladeshi

30

53

11

Indian

77

16

5

Pakistani

80

13

5

African Asian

73

19

5

Source: C Brown, op cit, p 96.
The life-styles of different minority groups are not equivalent. Birthplace is
important as an indicator, not so much because of cultural influences as because it
represents a process of immigration, which affects the kinds of circumstance in which
people are likely to have come to Britain. Bangladesh, for example, is a poorer country
than Pakistan, and Bangladeshis in Britain are poorer as immigrants. Indian immigrants
tend to be better off than people from the Caribbean. (These broad categories, of course,
conceal further distinctions within and between groups). The main process of
immigration occurred at different periods for the principal groups, and the terms of
entry; the greater number of people from the Caribbean in council housing is explained
partly by the terms of entry (later immigrants were prevented from dependency on
'public funds', which led to a general fear of using public services), and partly by longer
establishment in particular areas; Bangladeshis, by contrast, are more concentrated in
specific local authorities.
The information which is available does indicate that people in ethnic minorities are
relatively disadvantaged, which also means that they are likely to be vulnerable to
poverty, and over-represented among the people who are poor; the problems of racial
disadvantage are also significant because of the positional elements in poverty. Poverty
may, then, be an important issue in the understanding of racial problems. However, the
figures do not show either that substantial numbers of people in racial minorities are
poor, or that race is a major category among people who are poor.
The social construction of poverty
The issues of poverty among women and racial minorities point to a further dimension
in the understanding of poverty. If they were intended to be descriptive categories, their
inclusion in this context would have to be questioned; it is clear that, even if people in
these categories are more likely to be poor, most of them are not actually poor. They are
better considered as analytical rather than descriptive; they are intended not simply to
convey a sense of who is affected by poverty, but also to put the experience of poverty
in the context of social disadvantage. The process of categorisation is not simply
descriptive. The assumption that old people, unemployed people, disabled people or
single parents are likely to be poor may be justifiable in many cases, but there are clear
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exceptions, and there are many for whom the generalisations do not hold good. The
kinds of contingency which I have been describing are themselves understood and
responded to within a social context; the process through which such groups are defined
is not neutral, factual and value-free, but rather depends on a process of interpretation
and political negotiation.
Another way of saying this is that the problems of poverty are 'socially constructed'.
This is not the same as saying that the nature of poverty is socially defined, though there
is a relationship between the two kinds of statement; it means, rather, that the process
through which poverty is recognised as a social issue, and the way it is understood,
depends on the society (and, one might say, the political process) of which it is a part.
This might affect the definition of poverty, but equally it affects the way the problems are
perceived, interpreted and responded to. On the face of the matter, the kinds of category
which I have been outlining are descriptive; they seem to rely on a balanced,
dispassionate assessment of the facts. But there are other categories which might
equally have been used, and which are used in some analyses, but which, for one reason
or another, are not commonly referred to in the analysis of poverty. These might include,
for example, mental handicap, people living in poor areas, and social class. The fact these
categories are not referred to in the same way as they have been illustrates the point that
the understanding of poverty is based in convention.
Mental handicap
Mental handicap describes the condition of people who have slow intellectual
development. This is associated with a range of other problems, because slow
intellectual development might reflect organic problems, because it affects a number of
other skills (such as when children learn to walk), and it can create problems in
communication. Mentally handicapped people tend more often to come from families in
lower social classes (23), and are likely to be on low incomes in later life, if only because
of their limited earning power. On the face of the matter, then, mental handicap might
seem to be a legitimate inclusion in the list of categories within which people become
vulnerable to poverty.
However, there is also a political history to the treatment of mentally handicapped
people which may make it undesirable to classify them independently in this way. At the
turn of the century, mentally handicapped people were classified as 'degenerates'.
Degeneracy was seen as a problem at the root of pauperism, mental illness, and crime .
Concern was expressed (notably by the Eugenics Society) to prevent them from breeding
because of the supposed social implications. The philosophy is enshrined in the 1913
Mental Deficiency Act, which identified people as being idiots, imbeciles, feeble minded
or 'moral defectives'. After the Second World War, much of this philosophy was
discredited - not least because of the association of eugenics with fascism - although the
idea of degeneracy did survive in the concept of the 'problem family' (24).
It is difficult to say that the way in which the issues of poverty and mental handicap
became dissociated reflected a conscious break. There was certainly, in the post war
period, a desire to avoid stigmatising language, and 'social security' was separated from
'welfare'; there was some complacency induced by the idea of the 'welfare state', to the
effect that groups like mentally handicapped people were now being catered for; but if
there was any desire to protect the status of mentally handicapped people, it did not
filter through to policy, and services for mentally handicapped people were ignored
disgracefully until at least the late 1960s. Whatever the process, there has been no
return to the kind of identification of mental handicap with poverty that was taken for
granted eighty or ninety years ago.
People in poor areas
Poor people tend to live in poor areas. To live in a poor area is, properly speaking, part
of the nature of poverty itself, rather than a circumstance in which people are likely to
become poor. But the category has been an important one, not least because a close
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identification of poverty with certain areas has been used to justify a concentration on
the problems of the urban environment as a response to the problems of poor people.
The process by which poor people come to live in poor areas is a fairly
straightforward one. In the private sector, poor people are brought together through the
magic of the market; those least able to exercise choice end up in the places least to be
chosen. The same has been shown to be true, to some extent, of the public sector.
Research in Glasgow shows that where applicants for council housing are allowed a
choice, the people most able to exercise that choice are those who have the highest
incomes and the best housing previously (25). They are the ones who can wait for a
better offer. Social segregation by housing officers has contributed to this process in the
past, but it equally happens in the private sector where there is no grading.
Some areas are likely, as a result, to have greater concentrations of problems than
others. A study in Liverpool, for example, found extremely high correlations between a
range of problems in different wards of the city, including theft, possession orders,
warrants for disconnection of electricity, children being deloused, unemployment,
assault, welfare conference cases, burglary, debtors, miscellaneous crimes, mentally ill
adults, malicious damage (vandalism), children graded as ESN ('educationally subnormal'), and job instability (26). These relationships do not reflect 'multiple problems'
in individuals or families, but in clusters of problems in parts of a city. Most of the
problems are directly attributable to poverty. Unemployment, job instability, and adults
mentally ill are causes of poverty. Theft and burglary, possession orders, disconnections,
and debt are consequences of it. Most of the other factors can be explained indirectly in
similar terms; children who perform badly at school may reflect parents in similar
circumstances, who live in these areas because their incomes are low; there is more
vandalism because there are inadequate facilities to play at home; there is more attention
from the police and welfare agencies.
Although area-based analysis is a powerful tool for discovering some of the problems
associated with poverty, there are dangers in identifying poverty too closely with poor
areas. Most poor people do not live in poor areas, and most of the people in poor areas
are not poor. Holtermann, in a study of the 1971 census, found that concentration on the
poorest areas was not likely to reach many of the poorest people (27). In Tayside, where
I undertook some work on the distribution of poverty for the Regional Council, the
figures from the 1981 census showed that the worst 13 areas, covering approximately
10% of Tayside's population, contained only 20% of overcrowding, 11% of households
lacking amenities, 25% of unemployment, 15% of households without a car, and 6% of
pensioner households. The vast majority of poor people in the region did not then live
in the most deprived areas. Carley argues that 'however one uses indicators to define
socially deprived areas, unless half of Britain is so designated, more poor will be outside
the areas than in them and any special treatment may be inequitable' (28). No analysis
of the poorest areas, no matter how refined it is, is going to identify adequately the
distribution of poverty.
Social class
The third category is 'social class', or occupational status. This became, in many ways,
the dominant means of identifying people who were disadvantaged in the 1950s and
1960s, particularly in the literature on education. Research in the 1950s by Floud, Halsey
and Martin showed that the selective process favoured children from the middle classes,
who consistently performed better in IQ tests as well as other tests of educational
attainment. They did not find that the difference was due to discrimination: 'If by
"ability" we mean "measured intelligence" and by "opportunity" access to grammar
schools, then opportunity may be said to stand in close relationship with ability ...' (29).
The basis for concern this prompted was that differential attainment was reinforcing
class inequality, and much of the criticism of the educational system in the 1950s and
early 1960s was a response to the perceived bias in the selection system against working
class children. The 'secondary modern' schools were clearly second-class schools;
selective schooling was gradually replaced from 1965 on by comprehenive education.
There was concern, too, about early leaving. A number of reports pointed to the
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disadvantage to working class children who were required to leave early in order to start
earning: the reports included Early Leaving and 15 to 18 (30), and they argued for the
raising of the school leaving age to 16, as provided for in the 1944 Act. Most pupils left
with no qualifications at all. The introduction of CSE followed the 1960 Beloe report and
the Newsom report, which concentrated on those of below average ability (31). There
was concern, too, about higher education: the expansion of higher education in the late
1950s and early 1960s, with the declaration of new universities and the creation of
Polytechnics, was intended partly to improve the output of people in scientific and
technical education, and partly to improve the opportunities for working class children.
(In practice, the main benefit of this expansion has been reaped by the middle classes;
the prospects of higher education in a university or polytechnic for a girl from social class
V are virtually negligible.) (32)
If social class became less important after the 1960s in policy terms, it was partly that
many of the policies which had been argued for had been implemented; it was also that
disadvantage was increasingly being related to family circumstances or to the structure
of society. Disadvantage, it was argued, arises before school, in social settings, and the
school tends to reflect this (33). Later developments took the emphasis of policy away
from schooling and more towards the problems of inequality.
There are still many who see in social class a major analytical tool for the prediction
of the incidence of deprivation, patterns of behaviour and social outcomes. In the
analysis of health care, for example, social class proves to be a powerful indicator of
disadvantage in health (34). People in lower social classes, including children, are more
likely to suffer from infective and parasitic diseases, pneumonia, poisonings and violence.
Adults in lower social classes are more likely, in addition, to suffer from cancer, heart
disease and respiratory disease. There are also gender related problems. Men in lower
social classes suffer more from malignant neoplasms, accidents, and diseases of the
nervous system. Women in lower social classes suffer more from circulatory diseases,
and endocrine or metabolic disorders.
There are various explanations as to why this kind of disadvantage persists. The
Black Report considers the possibility that there is some degree of natural or social
selection; that there are cultural and behavioural factors influencing health outcomes;
and that the apparent asociations are an artefact, the result of the way in which
occupational categories and health are defined. Poverty remains an important element
in the explanation; poor nutrition, bad housing and unsatisfactory environments may all
contribute to ill health.
There are however reasons to doubt whether social class itself is the principal factor
which explains health outcomes; it is at best an indicator. Despite its evident importance
as an analytical category, it has not been since the 1960s been treated in Britain as a
central focus for responses to the problems of poverty; that probably reflects as much on
political fashions as it does on the strength of the argument. The central problem with
an emphasis on social class is that it depends on a reference to occupational status, when
many of the people who are poorest have none. The kinds of issue which occupational
status identifies are the issues of structured inequality at different levels of society; the
kinds of responses which it demands run across several strata, rather than focussing
specifically on the poorest.
Interpreting poverty
If there is a contrast between categories like mental handicap, poor areas and social class
with the kinds of category which were considered previously, it is not a strong one. It
is possible, perhaps, to describe the first set of categories as 'descriptive', and the second
set as 'analytical'. But descriptive and analytical categories are not easy to separate,
because the selection of particular classes of description as especially important - like the
problems of ethnic minorities or women - is often based in their importance in terms of
a causal analysis, while the use of certain explanatory categories - like 'social class' or
'low income', which are defined in terms of inequality - can be justified in terms of their
descriptive power. Ultimately, the selection of certain categories as appropriate ones,
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and the rejection of others, depends to a large extent on the kinds of analysis on which
an understanding of poverty is based.
The ways in which poverty is described are important, not only because they affect
the way in which the problems of poverty are conceived, but because they shape the
kinds of response which are made. In the United States, for example, there is a very
strong link made between poverty and racial issues, to such an extent that discussion of
poverty sometimes stands for racial issues; in the United Kingdom, poverty is more
commonly associated with unemployment and family policy; in France, poverty is being
taken increasingly to mean social exclusion. The kinds of response which are made to
poverty reflect these understandings; so, in the US, the 'War on Poverty' was primarily
concerned with the circumstances of the urban Afro-American population, the UK's
responses to poverty are often described in terms of benefits for people out of work and
Child Benefit, and in France there has been the introduction of the Revenu minimum
d'insertion directed at the integration or 'insertion' of poor people into society.
It would be wrong, though, to attribute the pattern of response primarily to the way
in which poverty is described. The process of interpretation is at least as important,
probably more so; political responses to poverty depend to a large extent on the kinds
of explanations which are given for poverty, and the beliefs which people hold about
those who are poor. In the next chapter, I consider this relationship in greater detail.
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Chapter 6
Causes and responses
One does not have to understand poverty in order to respond to it. For one thing, the
way into a problem is not necessarily the way out of it. For another, social problems
have to be addressed whether one understands them or not. I think it would be a brave
(or foolish) person who claimed to have an adequate understanding of the causes of
racism, for example, but ignorance or imperfect knowledge is not a good reason for
inaction. At the same time, the kinds of responses which are made to poverty are clearly
affected by the kinds of understanding which people have of poverty - the way in which
the problems are constructed, the kinds of issues which are identified as being important,
and the way in which the issue relates to others. Understanding these issues is important
for understanding the kinds of response which might be made.
In some cases, the explanations which are given for poverty prompt a particular kind
of response, in a fairly simple and direct relationship. If poverty is held, for example, to
be the result of genetic inheritance, then the main way in which it is likely to be
addressed is by altering the process - which implies some kind of eugenic policy. If, on
the other hand, poverty is the result of exploitation of the poorest by a ruling class, then
it will remain for as long as such exploitation persists and some restructuring of power
relationships is required. There are grounds for suspicion about any simple explanation if only because poverty is not one kind of problem, but many - but irrespective of the
truth or falsity of the reasons which are given, the impact on policy can be considerable.
Pathological explanations
Pathological explanations are those which attribute poverty in one way or another to the
characteristics of people who are poor. These include individualistic, familial and subcultural explanations of poverty (1).
Individualistic views
Individualistic views of poverty attribute poverty to the characteristics of the people who
suffer from it. In a competitive society, those who fail might be those who are in some
sense inadequate or incompetent; those who have made the wrong decisions, through
ill-luck or mistaken judgment; and those who have not tried. These ideas are often
lumped together, but they are very different. The first proposition is unfortunately
expressed, because words like 'inadequacy' and 'incompetence' have a distinctively
judgmental and insulting flavour; the terms imply a moral judgment about people's
position in society, when it is very questionable whether the system of rewards reflects
competence to any great degree. If, however, one takes the proposition to mean that
people have different capacities, and that this is likely to affect their opportunities and
incomes, it is much less contentious. People might become poor, for example, as a
consequence of mental illness, physical disability, or mental handicap. The second
proposition is not especially contentious; people do make decisions which put them at
a disadvantage, whether it is in their education, their choice of spouse, their children,
their economic capacity, or how they use the money they have. The third category - those
who do not try - is the category most clearly associated with moralistic and right-wing
views; poverty is widely attributed to 'laziness', though less so in the UK than used to be
the case. (In 1976, 43% of people in the UK thought that poverty was the result of
laziness - virtually twice the average of the rest of Europe. By 1989, this figure had fallen
to 18%.) (2)
This kind of explanation does not of itself determine the likely policy responses. In
respect of people with limited capabilities, the view of individualists on the right wing
tends to be that they should be treated as 'deserving', while others are seen as
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'undeserving'; the left, by contrast, tend to dismiss the distinction as irrelevant to policy
or undesirable (because of its effects in stigmatising all recipients). When it comes to
people who have made the wrong decisions, the difference between left and right wing
consists not in the question of whether people ever make wrong decisions, but what
should be done; the left tend to argue for mutual support and solidarity as a form of
protection for the casualities of social processes, while the individualist right suggest that
people must face the consequences of their personal decisions if those decisions are to
mean anything. In respect of those who do not try, there are mixed feelings: on both right
and left, there is a feeling that people should have to contribute to society, but the
individualist right tend to magnify the numbers of potential cases, while the left consider
the problem to be insignificant or attribute it to structural factors. On both sides, there
is some uncertainty as to whether there is room for moralistic judgments within policy
decisions, although some on the right have argued for a re-assertion of a distinction
between the deserving and undeserving poor (3).
Familial explanations
Some views of poverty link it to the structure of the family. This may be individualistic,
in the sense of attributing responsibility to individuals within the family, but it may also
rely on issues relating to genetic make-up or family background. Genetic explanations
for poverty take it that the structure of rewards in society in some way reflect either the
capacity or the inherited behaviour of the citizens; if the origins of poverty are genetic,
it suggests that some intervention is required in the way people breed - the argument
which was central to the eugenics movement.
During the 1950s, the pattern in social work moved towards addressing the problems
of deprivation brought about through the pathology of the family. The reinforcement of
links between maternal deprivation and juvenile delinquency was a primary justification
for the development of personal social services in their present form. Bowlby's Maternal
Care and Mental Heath (3), though it did not invent the idea, became established as the
received wisdom on the issue, and for over twenty five years policies for children
suffering from neglect and abuse were formed simultaneously with policies for young
offenders. The development of Social Services Departments in England and Wales was
initiated by the Seebohm committee; the government White Paper which had announced
the setting up of the committee was entitled 'The Child, the Family and the Young
Offender' (5). The summit of this approach was reached in the 1969 Children and Young
Persons' Act, which effectively removed the administrative and many of the practical
distinctions between young offenders and abused children, supposedly in the hope that
it would remove the stigma of criminality from young offenders. (Arguably, it transferred
that stigma to everyone else). The 1989 Children Act has reversed the trend and reasserted the distinction.
The attribution of poverty to family background is perhaps most strongly linked with
the idea of the 'cycle of deprivation' or 'transmitted deprivation'. There is at least a good
argument to be made that poor parenting leads to disadvantage in development, but the
'cycle of deprivation' goes further: poor parenting, it is held, generates a cycle of
inadequate development, and further poor parenting. In the words of Keith Joseph,
'parents who were themselves deprived in one or more ways in childhood become in
turn the parents of another generation of deprived children.' (6)
The social services enjoyed a major expansion in the early 1970s, not least because
Joseph, as Secretary for State, believed that early intervention in families was important
to break the 'cycle of deprivation'. It was Joseph, too who to his credit set up the working
party on transmitted deprivation to examine the problems. After ten years, the working
party was to report that transmitted deprivation did not work in the way that people had
thought (7). There is little evidence to show that there are continuities particularly
preserved in certain families, partly because most poor children are not poor as adults,
and partly because people marry spouses who are not from similar family backgrounds
(8).
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Subcultural explanations
'Subcultural' explanations are those which imply that the values of poor people are in
some sense different from others. The best known expressions of poverty as a
'subculture' have been Oscar Lewis's anthropological studies of poor people in Mexico,
Puerto Rico and New York (9). Lewis summarises some of the major characteristics as
follows:
'On the family level, the major traits of the culture of poverty are the absence of
childhood as a specially prolonged and protected stage in the life cycle, early
initiation into sex, free unions or consensual marriages, a relatively high incidence
of the abandonment of wives and chidren, a trend toward female- or mother-centred
families ... a strong disposition to authoritarianism, lack of privacy, verbal emphasis
on family solidarity which is only rarely achieved because of sibling rivalry, and
competition for limited goods and maternal affection.
On the level of the individual, the major characteristics are a strong feeling of
marginality, of helplessness, of dependence and inferiority. Other traits include a
high incidence of maternal deprivation, or orality, or weak ego structure, confusion
of sexual identification, a lack of impulse control, a strong present-time orientation
with relatively little ability to defer gratification and to plan for the future, a sense of
resignation and fatalim, a widesread belief in male superiority, and a high tolerance
for psychological pathology of all sorts.' (10).
Valentine attacks the characterisation on the basis that it is not really about a 'culture'
at all (11) - it has far more to do with the supposed effect of poverty on personality. One
of Lewis's principal faults is that he mixes psychological characteristics with social
relationships, and then compounds them with other factors (like unemployment, lack of
savings and lack of privacy) which are aspects of poverty itself, rather than of any
'culture' (12). Ultimately, Lewis's description can be seen - like many others in the field as 'a middle class rationale for blaming poverty on the poor' (13).
The 'culture of poverty' seemed to be discredited, but it has recently resurfaced in
arguments about an 'underclass' (14); Auletta associates them with 'violence, arson,
hostility and welfare dependency' (15) (he has perhaps forgotten rapine and pillage), and
Murray with 'drugs, crime, illegitimacy, homelessness, drop-out from the job market,
drop-out from schoool and casual violence' (16). This kind of argument is not new - it
can be traced back without much difficulty to feudal times, with the condemnation of
'sturdy beggars'. The credence which is given to work of this kind reflects not simply a
long-standing tradition (17) but a form of rejection which is a deep element of social
structures (18). Its importance rests mainly in the effect it has on the political will to
relieve poverty. I do not wish to attempt to deny that there are poor people who are
unpleasant, antisocial or morally reprehensible - there are people who are not poor who
are like this, and it is difficult to see what there could be about poverty that might invest
people with a special kind of moral virtue. But there is no reason to suppose that it is
especially relevant or convincing, either. As for the belief that the moral turpitude of the
poor should deny them relief, one might with equal justice argue - as the Victorian
reformers did - that financial support is a precondition for moral regeneration.
The core of truth which lies behind sub-cultural analysis is that poor people do live
differently - that is part of what 'poverty' means. The problem rests in the idea that they
choose to live differently. This might be a tenable position if one also believed that
poverty is a consequence of the values one holds; but if not, there would be people who
had the values who were not poor, and people who were poor who did not have those
values. Empirical evidence does not support the view that poor people think differently.
Rokeach and Parker, surveying the values of the poor in the US, found that they tend to
reflect - sometimes even to exaggerate - dominant values (19). Rodman points to the
problems of reconciling these values with the circumstances they actually live in; he
suggests that poor people have to undertake a 'value stretch' to make it possible to
maintain a sense of decency despite the limitations of their life style (20).
Subcultural explanations suggest that it is necessary to establish a different set of
values. In the US War on Poverty, concern about the culture of poor families became
crossed with concern about the supposedly deviant subculture of Afro-American families,
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and much of what the War on Poverty was concerned with was the development of
opportunities for Afro-Americans. The range of policies included, for example, the Office
of Economic Opportunity, designed to develop economic initiatives; Headstart, an
educational programme aimed primarily at pre-school children, in order to make early
intervention possible; and, significantly in view of the 'cultural' objectives, the co- option
of Afro-American leaders into the political process (21).
Structural explanations
Structural explanations are those which attribute poverty in one sense or another to the
structure of society. There are a range of different kinds of explanation. What they have
in common is the view that when there are structural inequalities, some people will fall
to the bottom. The responsibility rests, then, not with the individual but with the social
organisation which produces the effect.
Poverty as diswelfare.
One view of poverty is that it is the product of the way in which society is organised.
Titmuss, for example, saw people in poverty and need as the casualties of a competitive
society (22). If society is unequal, then (of necessity) some people must fall to the
bottom, for whatever reasons. If there is not enough work, or work is available only on
restrictive terms, then some people will be unemployed. If people have to be able-bodied
in order to be eligible for work, then disabled people will be disadvantaged. Titmuss
suggested that this could be seen as a form of 'diswelfare', the converse of a position in
which others in society, and indeed society as a whole, produced material goods; there
are losers as well as gainers, and it is important if this position is to be justifiable that
some mechanism exist through which the losers can be compensated for their diswelfare.
The kinds of response to poverty which this implies is one which identifies the
different kinds of outcome and responds accordingly. In some views, the failure of
welfare agencies to respond can be taken to be a cause of poverty in itself (23), though
as this assumes the existence of conditions of poverty it hardly constitutes an adequate
explanation. Responses to different outcomes can be made in many ways - for example,
through provision for particular kinds of deprivation, or provision for different
contingencies, like old age, unemployment and sickness. These options, and others, are
considered further in the next chapter.
Structured disadvantage
The main limitation of the view that poverty is the product of social organisation is that
it does not take into account the extent to which patterns of disadvantage recur. The
arguments centred on women and racial minorities are important, because they indicate
not only that some groups tend to be disadvantaged, but that the disadvantage they
suffer is structured and persistent.
The process through which disadvantage is structured is the subject of some
controversy. There are three main analytical concepts - class, status and power commonly used to explain the pattern of disadvantage. The terms are closely related;
they are often are used interchangeably, and even after the distinction has been made,
it is not necessary to consider that any one explanation excludes the others. For the
purposes of analysis, though, it is useful to make the distinctions.
Power Structural explanations for poverty are sometimes also conceived in term of
relationships of power relationships. The argument is that poor people do not simply
find themselves at the bottom, but that they are put there and kept there by a repressive
social structure. This is taken to support a view of society which is based on the
dominance of an élite, or of a class in whose interests rule is made. Explanations which
are based on interpreting gender relationships and the feminisation of poverty may base
the analysis in the understanding of patriarchy, or male dominance.
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In order to understand the relationship between power and poverty, one has to refer
to the kinds of model through which power is supposed to be exercised. Lukes refers to
three main kinds of power. The first is overt power, used when those who have power
wish to force the compliance of those who have not. Second, there are 'non-decisions';
people who have power are able to control the agenda for discussion, so that certain
issues fail even to reach the point at which they may be tackled. Third, there is the
'hegemony' exercised by or for a ruling class, in which the pattern of values and
perceptions is shaped in such a way that decisions will ultimately be made in their
interests, even though there may be no need for any direct intervention (24).
It would be easy to suppose, from what I have said about the social construction of
poverty and the structure of disadvantage, that this is evidence of the exercise of power.
But it is important to recognise that effects are not proof of intentions. Evidence of
inequality or the enforcement of social norms do nothing to demonstrate that
disadvantage is the product of power relationships. That argument can only be
established by examining the processes through which power is exercised - in other
words, showing how the exercise of power leads to disadvantage - which is where most
of the commentary on power in the context of social policy fails to deliver (25). In the
case of poverty, the argument has more substance than in other areas of social policy,
because poverty can be explained to a large degree in terms of the economic system, and
the economic system can be seen as reflecting the power and influence of a number of
principal actors. Poverty is not necessarily produced directly or deliberately, but it may
still be seen as the product of a system in which the welfare of the poorest person is
insufficiently important to merit other kinds of economic policy.
The main implications of an argument based on power for responses to poverty are
twofold. The first is that, if poverty is produced as a result of deliberate action, or even
of knowing indifference, there is unlikely to be an acceptance of measures to alleviate
poverty, and the best which an be hoped for will be minor ameliorative measures which
do not conflict too far with other objectives. The second is that this situation can
ultimately be addressed only through seeking to redress the structure of power in
society, a point which takes us beyond the confines of this book.
Status. People's social relationships are not formed randomly; they develop as a
reflection of a person's roles in society. 'Roles' describe both what a person does, and
what others expect that person to do. They affect, and are affected by, people's
behaviours in different social settings, including family, workplace and community. A
status is a set of such roles.
Statuses are linked with honour and esteem - and, conversely, with patterns of social
rejection or stigma. Poor people have been seen as the people of the lowest status. The
relationship between poverty and low status is, however, unclear. Poverty can be seen
as a product of low status; if a person has a limited set of roles in society, that person's
opportunities to accumulate command over resources are limited. Low status can be
seen as a product of poverty; if people lack resources, they become unable to participate
in society, so that they are marginalised in relation to many social processes. And
poverty is sometimes identified with low status; in the European Community, poverty
has been identified with 'exclusion' and marginality (26). As a description of the
condition of many poor people, this is not wildly inappropriate; but it should not be
confused with the nature of poverty in itself. Marginality and exclusion are issues which
relate to social stratification, rather than needs and resources; as such, the problems
apply to many groups, including people with physical and mental differences, people
from different cultures, and people who breach social norms, who are not necessarily
poor.
The experience of exclusion is itself a significant problem, and one which has been
described, in the term of 'stigma', as the central problem in social policy (27). The social
processes which lead to stigmatisation are complex, and poverty plays a part within
them; but there are also issues relating to prejudice, social norms and the nature of
deviance which go well beyond the scope of this book. (I have however examined these
issues elsewhere. (28))
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Several different kinds of response to poverty which are prompted by a focus on
exclusion and stigma. One option is a policy of inclusion - through 'rehabilitation',
employment, training or similar approaches. A second option might be to grant status
and rights - Lister's prescription for the extension of 'citizenship' (29). And it may be
possible to approach the situation of the poor collectively, through participation or
positive discrimination. These approaches are flawed (30): they fail to address either the
structural context of disadvantage or the problems of social rejection, and in
consequence they are likely to expose people who are vulnerable to further rejection.
There may be a distinct argument for improving the resources of people who are
excluded; financial resources will not overcome the problem, but they can help to
facilitate fuller participation in society, as well as alleviating some of the worst effects of
exclusion.
Class. The poverty of different categories of people is linked by a crucial thread. People's
poverty reflects their income; and in most cases, their income is determined by their
relationship to the labour market. The first, and most obvious, issue is the question of
whether people participate or do not participate within the labour market. Those who
do not - like unemployed people, disabled people, pensioners and single parents - are
those most at risk of poverty.
This statement needs, though, to be qualified. The effect of non-participation in the
labour market is conditioned by both their employment history - which affects
entitlement to benefits and employment prospects - and the length of time during which
people do not participate. The second major issue is that people do not participate
within the labour market on equal terms. There are two striking examples of the effect
of labour market inequalities in the position of people who subsequently are identifiable
as receving low incomes. These are first the receipt of occupational pensions by some
pensioners, but not others, and second the disadvantaged position of women.
This argues for an analysis of the causes of poverty in terms of class. Classes, in
Weber's definition, are 'groups of people who, from the standpoint of specific interests,
have the same economic position' (31). This is not the same as an analysis based on
'social class'. The conventional description of people's 'social class', which defines people
in terms of their occupational status, misses the most important thing about people who
are vulnerable to poverty - they may not have an occupational status at all. The
description of poor people as a class is based, rather, on their economic position - that
is, their position in relation to the economic market. The policies which are most directly
derived from this are those which are concerned either to change economic resources like redistribution - or those which are concerned to change people's economic
relationships, through employment or the development of legitimate pattern of
dependency.
The underclass
Poor people constitute, in important ways, an 'underclass'. The term 'underclass' has
been disapproved, for example by Ruth Lister and Carey Oppenheim (32), because of the
negative use of the term; and certainly, I would not wish to be associated with such uses.
Historically, references to the poorest section of society often have been negative, but
one should seek to distinguish between terms which are intrinsically negative - like
'degenerates', 'problem families' or 'lumpenproletariat' - from those which have been
considered negative because they refer to a socially rejected and despised group, like the
'submerged tenth', 'hard to reach', 'the abyss'. Matza makes the point that the reason
why terms for describing the poorest section of the people are changed so often is that
each, in turn, comes to carry the stigma associated with the reference group (33). The
first uses of the idea of the 'underclass' were made from those on the left, not those on
the right (34).
The term 'underclass' is not intrinsically unreasonable. A 'class' of people is defined,
sociologically, as a group identified by virtue of their economic position in society. The
'underclass' is composed of people whose economic position is not simply poor, but
effectively excluded from the mainstream of economic production (35). Simmel once
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argued that 'poor' people should be considered, sociologically, to be those who became
dependent as a result of poverty; their position was not, he felt, equivalent to those who
were poor as a result of low earnings (36). I do not share this view, for reasons which I
shall detail shortly, but the argument should give pause for thought; effectively, it rests
on the premise that people are distinguished, as a group, by the nature and source of
their income. A marxist class analysis defines people's class in terms of their relationship
to the means of production; there must then be some distinction between the proletariat
and those who have no direct relationship to the industrial system. A Weberian
approach would reinforce this distinction, though it might also suggest a number of
underclasses, rather than one homogenous group. The registrar-general's classification
of occupations starts from the signficant premise that status groups are primarily defined
in terms of occupational categories, and it follows that those with no occupational
category are likely to fall below the levels occupied by those who have. The 'underclass'
is an economic grouping which falls beneath the criteria by which other economic groups
are classified.
The underclass are sometimes represented as excluded, in the sense of being unable
to participate in the normal patterns of social life; but the 'exclusion' of the underclass
is only partial. It is possible to distinguish two main economic categories. One group are
those who are genuinely excluded from the labour market altogether, and so are
financially dependent. This group includes pensioners, and many disabled people. The
second group, which is perhaps more important in the study of poverty, consists of
people who are not simply excluded, but who have a marginal position in relation to the
labour market. These include single parents, some disabled people, and many people
with low employment status or skills, who may find themselves employed only casually,
intermittently or for limited periods of time. Their work is of low status and earning
power; when work is scarce, they are likely to be unemployed. In France, these kinds of
conditions are generally referred to in terms of 'précarité'; Matza and Miller describe the
situation in terms of 'sub-employment' (37). This kind of group is not, in general,
covered by Townsend's definitions of poverty, which are concerned primarily with the
ability to participate in society at a particular point in time; and there is a case to say that
the underclass consists not of people who are poor, but of those who are most vulnerable
to poverty through the process of exclusion. The categories of 'poverty' and the
'underclass' are therefore related but discrete.
The underclass needs to be distinguished, too, from Simmel's categorisation of the
poor as those who are dependent on benefits. Clearly, sub-employment suggests that
poor people are likely to have to depend on beneits at some point. However, many of
those who depend on benefits do so only for short periods - there are transitions through
unemployment, serious illness or single parenthood - and do not necessarily become
poor. Conversely, many of those who are poor may have intermittent periods during
which they are not dependent.
The response to poverty is affected by a class analysis of this kind. If it is correct, then
those people who fall within an underclass differ from others in two main ways. One is
that their earning power, even when work is available, is limited, and their resources are
irregular and insecure. Benefits which are tied to the labour market - like national
insurance, which rely on an unbroken contribution record, or benefits for people on low
incomes - often disadvantage the claimant whose employment status is marginal.
Benefits which presume a stable set of circumstances - like benefits for single parents,
or pensioners - are claimed if, like the cases of pensioners or people with dependent
children, the circumstances can be taken to be stable, but may not be claimed if, as in
cases of single parenthood, benefits tied to accommodation, recurrent sickness or
unemployment, the situation is not stable.
Second, the low status of the underclass leads to a pronounced set of social problems.
The underclass is not defined by its social status, but it is important to note that
classifications of status tend to reflect economic position. Status, Runciman suggests, is
a lagged function of class (38); people who have no occupational role, who have no
relation to the industrial or commercial system, or whose role is marginal and inferior,
constitute the lowest status groups. Poor people are stigmatised, suffering problems of
powerlessness, prejudice, and rejection. It sometimes happens that the elements of
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stigmatisation and low status become confused with the identification of the features of
poor people as a class, but this should be seen as a consequence of their class position,
rather than a defining characteristic. Ultimately, the effects of this class position are
translated into policies which are restrictive and degrading.
Implications for policy
The different kinds of explanations for poverty are not mutually exclusive. At a school
sports day, there will be a number of prizes for a range of events. People can choose
which events to enter, and according to their abilities and performance they will receive
prizes. The reasons why someone comes first may well be attributable to merit, skill or
perseverance; the person who comes last may well be less skilful, less willing to
participate. The explanation of who is last would be, in such a case, individualistic. But
the explanation of why someone has to come last, why there are not prizes for everyone,
or why children are asked to compete is structural - it is determined by the organisation
of the event - and this explanation can co-exist with the individualistic one, without any
contradiction. (It leaves open the question of whether society should be run like a school
sports day.)
If people can hold a number of explanatory positions simultaneously, it becomes
difficult to associate the kinds of policy which are advocated simply to the pattern of
causation implied in particular explanations for poverty. Attempts to link the relief of
poverty to a causal analysis substantially reflect a set of moral positions which have been
taken about the condition of people who are poor. Those who attribute poverty to the
fault, laziness or immorality of the poor are likely to argue that they deserve their fate
and that attempts to improve their situation without addressing the root problems are
doomed to failure. Those who view poverty as the product of an unequal society in
which people are disadvantaged in economic, political and social terms suggest that since
no amount of individual effort can redress the balance, it is inappropriate to structure the
relief of poverty through a system which requires them to lift themselves by their own
bootstraps. But neither of these positions is set and immutable. Even if poverty is seen
as the result of individual fault, it is possible to argue that in a well-ordered society
individuals, and their dependants, must be protected from the consequences of
individual failure. Equally, it can be argued that even if there are structural problems
people can overcome the disadvantages imposed on them.
Structural explanations for poverty imply that some change in social structure is
desirable. The problem with this proposition is not that it is self-evidently wrong or
unreasonable, but that it is difficult to translate into operational terms. The Community
Development Projects, in the UK, were given a remarkable brief by the government: to
experiment in deprived areas in order to see what could be done (39). The CDPs
published a series of reports linking deprivation in particualr paces with the economic
structure, and concluding that they were fairly powerless to do anything. When central
government abolished the CDPs, the organisations protested vociferously; but by their
own argument, if they could do nothing, they had no further functions to perform.
Equally, the argument which I have made for considering poverty in relation to the
labour market is also a structural one. It is clearly very difficult to seek a transformation
of the labour market in order to avoid the main effects, if only because any alteration,
even if it is successful, is likely to maintain a distinction between those who are able to
work and those who are not.
If this kind of analysis is not to be a counsel of despair, it is important to recognise
that the responses to problems do not have to rely on successful analysis of their causes.
I have mentioned a number of policies, like redistribution and income maintenance, and
attempts to 'rehabilitate' people or include them in social networks; there are others,
which focus on different client groups (like old people or disabled people), or those
which concentrate on the correlates of poverty (like poor areas, gender and race); in the
examination of social security policies which follows, other approaches will be
considered. None of these policies directly addresses the kinds of problem which the
analysis of the 'underclass' implies. But all can help, in different contexts, to improve the
welfare and the relative position of some people who are included from participation in
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the labour market, improving their circumstances in the process. If the worst effects of
structural disadvantage are at least mitigated, social policy will have made a positive
contribution to welfare - as well as acting to some extent to change the structure of
society (40).
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Part 2: Social security as a response to poverty
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Chapter 7
Strategies for the relief of poverty
Poverty might be responded to in many ways, including some which would not be usually
be thought of as 'poor relief'. 'Poor relief' is an old fashioned term; it has fallen into
disuse, partly because it is associated with some undesirably stigmatising practices, and
partly because it seems limited in its scope. 'Relieving' a problem does not necessarily
solve it; it merely lifts a burden. But whether or not relieving poverty is enough, the
burden needs to be lifted. There is something of a tradition in social policy of finding
reasons why people should not be helped directly, particularly when it comes to poverty.
Imagine that someone is drowning in a lake. On the right, there are some who feel that
it is a very nice lake which would look much nicer if people didn't make silly decisions
about falling in. On the left, there are some others who want the lake to be drained.
Somewhere in the middle is a social worker, who will not physically intervene but can
offer swimming lessons over the megaphone. Poor relief is about dragging people out.
Perhaps there are better answers, but it needs no apology.
If poverty consists of deprivations which resources are inadequate to meet, it can be
relieved either by addressing the problem of deprivation, or by increasing a person's
resources. These tend to overlap, if only because it is difficult to meet deprivation
without increasing a person's resources in one sense or another, and increasing
resources in response to deprivation is likely to reduce the level of deprivation
experienced. The distinction is fairly arbitrary, then, but it is still useful in helping to
identify some of the elements of policy.
Responses to need
One option is to identify the nature of the deprivation in isolation from other issues - a
'symptom-centred' approach - and to make provisions which can reduce that deprivation
directly. This, on the face of the matter, is the most direct form of poor relief. If people
are homeless, they can be provided with housing, or the means to obtain it; if they are
without food, they can be given food. Symptom-centred approaches are often dismissed
in serious analyses, because they are almost invariably inadequate: some items will be
missed, leaving gaps in coverage; they fail to address causes, or to prevent a recurrence
of the problems. In the particular context of poverty, the scope of symptom-centred
approaches is limited. It is in the nature of poverty that people experience, not isolated
forms of deprivation, but a cluster of problems; and a person who lacks resources for one
thing may have to balance that need against others. Housing benefits, as a result, are not
spent only on housing; they act as a general form of income support (1). Food stamps do
not simply increase people's food intake; they also release resources for other items.
Even if a measure is adequate to meet a particular problem, it is unlikely to be adequate
to meet the other kinds of need which are associated with it.
One should not underestimate the importance of symptom-centred responses,
however; they may not be sufficient, but that does not mean they are not necessary or
desirable. Homelessness, malnutrition, ill health or educational deprivation, are all
serious problems in their own right; a direct response to such problems is even at its
worst better than nothing, and at best it can make a major contribution to the alleviation
of deprivation.
The second approach is individualistic. In order to respond to the needs of people
who are poor, it is necessary to identify who they are; this implies the introduction of
some kind of means-test, either as a special procedure or a part of a general system of
income assessment (like that undertaken for taxation). The problems of means testing,
which will be examined in more detail later, have made this an unpopular alternative.
It is often presented as a more efficient way of relieving poverty - because resources go
precisely to those intended; but there are problems, not only because it is difficult
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successfully to identify individuals, but also because people's circumstances change implying that benefits should be withdrawn.
A third set of responses to deprivation can be made by responding to the general
circumstances in which people have become deprived. This may relate, for example, to
interruptions of earnings, through unemployment or sickness; to cases in which people
have withdrawn from the labour market, as in retirement, disability and single
parenthood; and to circumstances in which people's income is otherwise inadequate for
their needs, as in the case of low earners. In other words, a response is made to the
contingencies in which people become poor, as much as to the problems of poverty in
themselves. This is very much the basis on which social security systems have been
organised, and it will be returned to in that context later. In some cases, the assessments
are easier than financial assessments - it is not usually difficult to identify old people or
large families - but this is not true of all, and the problems are not necessarily less than
those of an individualistic approach..
Interpreted more broadly, there is scope for directing responses not only to those
who are identified as poor, but to problems associated with poverty. This may include
characteristics such as gender, race, age or locality. This kind of approach, the fourth, is
controversial, because people in such circumstances, even if they are more vulnerable
to poverty, are not necessarily poor - and many, even most, may not be poor. The World
Bank refers to this approach as 'indicator targeting' - directing resources to the
correlates of poverty, rather than to the problem itself - and defends it on the pragmatic
basis that it is less costly administratively than directing resources to individuals (2).
Indicator targeting is sometimes used in relation to problems related to poverty, like
community development, and in some cases for the purposes of income maintenance (for
example universal benefits for old people or children). The central argument for such an
approach is that it allows a fairly effective response to be made to poverty with little of
the administrative complications which accompany individualised approaches. There
is a case, too, to suggest that indicator targetting may be less stigmatising, because it is
less individualistic - though it is still possible to stigmatise a school, an area, or a region
no less than a family or a street. The main objections are, first, that it may not be efficient
- many resources are used for people who are not necessarily poor - and second, that it
may fail to reach many poor people who are not reached by the special programmes.
After some initial indicators have been identified, the marginal benefits of further
programmes reduce, with some measures reaching many of the same people while at the
same time leaving others without effective aid. This suggests that although an element
of indicator targeting may be helpful as part of a broad strategy against poverty, it is
unlikely to be sufficiently effective in its own right.
Lastly, one can seek to prevent deprivation from arising. Much depends, here, on the
types of causes to which the different forms of disadvantage are attributed. Policies
aimed at preventing poverty are often directed either to the perceived causes of poverty for example, through the development of educational opportunities - or to effects which,
like bad housing or malnutrition, might be seen as perpetuating the problems of poverty
in the future. Poor relief has been accorded only a limited role in the prevention of
poverty, not least because of the criticism (usually made on the right) that poor relief
creates an incentive to people to accept low incomes (3). The proposition is very
questionable (it will be returned to in chapter 9) but it has certainly been influential.
There is an argument to say that meeting present needs is also an important way of
protecting against future needs. Where there is a a system which protects people from
hardship through the provision of different kinds of benefits for particular contingencies,
like sickness, old age or unemployment, there is less need to make provision for the
unexpected, as well as protecting people against future needs. The problems of poverty
are likely, besides, to lead to other problems. The shortage of cash in the short term is
likely to create other problems in the long term - including the inability to obtain certain
items, debt, the sacrificing of some items in order to obtain others (for example a failure
to replace clothing in order to obtain food, or eating less to pay for heat). Poor relief can,
then, be seen as an important preventative measure in itself.
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The lack of resources
There are three basic approaches to poverty which concentrate on the lack of resources
(4). One is to increase resources overall, on the principle that a general increase in the
living conditions of the whole population will improve the conditions of all, including the
poorest. Margaret Thatcher, a former Prime Minister of Britain, once suggested that the
Good Samaritan would not have been able to have helped if he had not had the wealth to
do so. The position is consistent with the kind of poor relief exercised in Victorian times.
Although inequalities may remain, there is some evidence that inequalities are effectively
reduced in richer countries, because of the greater levels of involvement in the economic
process, the shared benefits of a common infrastructure, and a greater dispersion of
resources (the main reservation that has to be made about this is the extremely
disadvantaged position of poor people in middle-income countries, like Brazil, in contrast
with the more equal distribution found in some poor countries, like Sri Lanka). However,
there are important limitations on such a strategy. An increase in resources does not
guarantee that the circumstances of poor people will be improved, or even maintained;
there has to be ome mechanism through which the poorest can obtain a share of extra
resources. For one thing, there tends to be an implicit assumption that the main
mechanism through which this will be brought about is participation in the labour
market; but it is in the nature of the poverty that many poor people are not participating
in the labour market. For another, poverty consists not only of the lack of certain
quantities of material goods, but also an element of positional goods, then the lack of
positional goods cannot be redressed by an increase in national resources alone.
The second main strategy is to spend money on the social services, the 'strategy of
equality' favoured by the Fabians. Public spending, by providing a range of goods and
services available to all, has the effect of establishing a floor of resources below which noone needs to fall. The effect is similar, as a result, to the strategy of establishing a floor
of income (or 'maximin'). It has much the same advantages, coupled with the additional
merit of achieving, through the judicious use of public funds, major economies of scale
and the achievement of particular social objectives. Equally, though, it has an important
limitation, which is that it does not directly address the problems of positional goods
related to inequality; and one of the main criticisms of this strategy has been that it fails
adequately to redress social inequalities (5).
The third main option is to redistribute resources from rich to poor, either by
establishing a minimum level of resources, or by changing the relative proportions of rich
and poor. Social security consists of a direct redistribution of resources, in the sense that
those who pay are not necessarily those who receive. Redistribution is described as
'vertical' when there is a transfer of income between people on higher and low incomes;
it is 'progressive' when the direction of redistribution is from rich to poor, and
'regressive' when the direction is from poor to rich. Necessarily, redistribution must be
progressive to some degree if it is to relieve poverty, and on the face of the matter the
most effective means of dealing with poverty through the mechanism of social security
should be one in which resources are redistributed directly to those who are worse off.
But this proposition is disputed, because there are those who believe that the process of
redistribution and the methods which are used to identify poor people (mainly meanstesting) can have a negative effect on people who receive social security.
Universality and selectivity
The objection to the identification of poor people as a specific target for direct
redistribution is best explained by reference to the ideological divide between residual
and institutional welfare. Redistribution is generally interpreted in terms of two
opposing models of welfare, residual and institutional. Redistribution which is directed
exclusively at people who are poor is residual in form. Residual welfare creates a social
division between donors and recipients, which many believe to be inherently
stigmatising. Townsend believes that this results in inadequate benefits, because the
identification of a dependent population is likely to be seen as a pubic burden. It is
important to recognise that the test of effectiveness in the relief of poverty is not whether
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money is used solely for the poor, but rather what level of resources is achieved in the
process. Even if redistribution to those who are poorest is the primary intention of
assistance, it may be necessary to disguise the recipient group, and to approach the
issues obliquely in order to offer redistribution without stigma.
The model of institutional welfare, by contrast, presupposes a degree of acceptance
of the circumstances of people who are poor, because it is based on a view that needs are
a normal part of social life. Redistribution which is consistent with institutional welfare
is therefore directed towards the kinds of contingencies in which people experience
needs - contingencies which would include childhood, sickness, unemployment and old
age. In so far as poverty is largely accounted for within this kind of contingency,
provision for poverty can be made effectively through provision to meet such needs.
I suggested, in the first chapter, that there was a degree of irrationality in the
association of different principles and policies in terms of these models. The attempt to
avoid stigma indirectly reinforces its worst effects, by failing to make resources available
for those in need. Institutional benefits, and those which are based on social protection,
are not necessarily progressive in form; some relate to contingencies in which people are
also very likely to be poor, like the circumstances of elderly people, but others
(particularly benefits relating to child care) relate far less to poverty and (because
parents of older chldren are likely to be involved in the labour market) may even have
a regressive effect. The institutional and residual models seem to relate to intention and
purpose as much as they do to specific methods; even if residual benefits are subject to
social disapproval, it is far from clear that benefits based on contingencies like
unemployment or single parenthood would be more acceptable. The avoidance of direct
redistribution because of its association with residual welfare also avoids the benefits
of direct redistribution.
The difference between types of benefits is sometimes referred to on the basis of
'universality' and 'selectivity'. I am reluctant to go too far into the topic, because the
debate is moribund, and has been for years; but the terms have had such an impact in
shaping the way in which people judge poliies that it seems impossible to avoid the
subject. 'Universality' and 'selectivity' are often used ambiguously. Selectivity is where
people receive benefits according to need. Reddin (6) treats this as if it only meant
means-testing, but this is not what selectivists argue; selectivity implies a test of means
or need. Some writers, then, see benefits like Mobility Allowance, for which the test is
whether a person is able to walk, as selective; others do not.
Universality implies benefits which are given to all as of right. Jones, Brown and
Bradshaw write that 'a universal social service is ... one to which all citizens contribute
equally, and from which all are entitled to draw equal benefits.' (7) The first part of this
is wrong. No-one expects everyone to contribute equally. Beveridge thought that his
contributory scheme was 'universal', but this was because he believed rights had to be
earned, not given by the State. If insurance is universal, it is because everyone gains
rights on the same basis. The best example of a universal benefit is Child Benefit everyone is a child at some time.
The basic argument against universality is the cost; one of the reasons why benefits
are low, it has been argued, is that the jam is already spread too thinly (8), though this
is disputed by those who believe, like Townsend, that universality prepares people to
accept a higher commitment to welfare services. The arguments against selectivity are,
first, that it is complex, both because the identification of needs requires complex
assessments and because the identification of different groups of need requires a
complex, differentiated system of support. Second, any test of need has to exclude people
at some point; there is invariably a problem of equity at the margins, between those
people who qualify and those who do not. (There is also the problem known as the
'poverty trap', because benefits have to be withdrawn if people's circumstances
improve.) Third, it is argued that people who receive selective benefits are likely to be
stigmatised. The importance of the issue is disputable, because often the people who are
selected as being in need are stigmatised before they receive services; a refusal to
allocate benefits or services on that basis can reinforce the problems they experience (9).
The arguments about universality and selectivity have been given a great deal of
prominence, not because they are decisive in themselves, but because people associate
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them with institutional and residual models of welfare. Universality is linked with
institutional welfare because the idea that everyone is in need at some time is linked with
the idea that everyone should benefit. Selectivity is linked with residual welfare because
the idea of a 'safety net' implies a concentration on those in need.
The political association of left and right wing views with universal and selective
benefits stems from the association of these methods with the models of instutional and
residual welfare. But universality and selectivity are methods; institutional and residual
models represent principles. One might use the different methods for different purposes.
It is possible to favour institutional welfare and selectivity - like Marx's 'to each according
to his needs' - or residual welfare and universality, because one believes a universal
approach is a more effective way than means-testing to provide a safety net against
poverty. When it comes to practice, a host of considerations affect the choices made. The
influences on different policies are complex, and it is rare to find that one simple,
overarching explanation in terms of ideology can account for the adoption of one policy
rather than another.
Social security as a response to poverty
Social security is a term used for financial assistance, in whatever form it may take.
Financial assistance compensates, principally, for a lack of financial resources; and if
poverty is a wider concept than lack of money alone, social security can relate to it only
to a limited extent. The nature of social security is that it provides, not goods, but money
with which people can purchase goods. This assumes that people will meet their needs
by spending the money - and so, that the distribution of goods takes place through an
economic market.
Economic liberals argue that the private market is the best method of arranging the
distribution of resources. Arthur Seldon argues that price mechanism leads to choice for
the consumer; a service led by the consumer rather than by the professions; a more
efficient services at lower costs (because this increases profitability); responsiveness to
need (because their payment depends on it); and education of people as to the
implications of their choices. He believes that collective provision is, conversely,
inefficient and paternalistic. Seldon extends his case well beyond issues like food and
clothing, which are ordinarily dealt with through social security, to other spheres of
activity like health and education. The issue is not, he argues, that poor people might not
be able to afford services. If this was the problem, then we could give them the money
to decide for themselves - in other words, increase social security; there does not have
to be a publicly provided service. (10)
The arguments against this position are both moral and economic. Some are
concerned with the impact of decisions in the market on society as a whole. This might
be understood in terms of 'externalities'. Education is worth something to society and
to industry, not just to the person who receives it. Ill health affects more than the person
who is ill, whether as part of an issue in public health or more generally in the fact that
society needs healthy workers. This, in turn, implies that certain social needs have to be
recognised. Welfare services are not only provided for the benefit of the consumer: they
also perform important social functions, for example, acting as a 'handmaiden' to
industry, or maintaining social morality - as they do in the case of probation or social
work with child abuse. It is not clear that the choices exercised by individuals are
necessarily the most appropriate form of distribution.
Equally, the effect of aggregating independent decisions made by individuals may not
be socially desirable; the decisions which individuals make may not add up, collectively,
into the best choices for a group of individuals. It may be reasonable for individuals to
take risks; but it is much less reasonable when a large number of individuals are
involved. It may be acceptable for individuals to take a serious risk of one in a thousand
(people who ride motorcycles, smoke or even become pregnant accept risks which are
far higher); but a risk of one in a thousand could affect 56,000 people in the UK.
Some call into question the effectiveness of the market as a means of distribution.
First, the market tends to be selective, rather than comprehensive. Insurance services
commonly exclude 'bad risks' - e.g. people with multiple sclerosis, chronic
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schizophrenics, and elderly people - who will make their service uneconomic. There is
also a problem in covering people for contigencies which they might be able to control like pregnancy or unemployment. Second, the market may be less efficient than public
provision. It may be cheaper to organise a large national service than it is to have smaller
competing services. The NHS has been able substantially to reduce the costs of health
care, by closing surplus resources, and using its monopoly power to buy materials more
cheaply. The private sector can be argued to duplicate facilities unnecessarily. Equally,
the market may lead to a less efficient distribution of services. In the private market,
services are distributed to reduce service costs gain the largest access to the market often next to other similar services. These often leads to a concentration of services in
one place. Areas with limited demand (because of many poor people, or limited
populations) may not be served at all. Third, it is unclear that consumer choice is a
desirable objective. There are commodities - like health, and possibly education - which
people are not well placed to choose, because they have no criteria on which to base their
choice. Health care is not like Kentucky Fried Chicken (despite the assertion of a former
managing director of that company selling health care in Britain). It is in the nature of
the commodity that it is difficult if not impossible for a consumer to judge the quality and
value of what is being provided. People actually have to buy insurance, not health care
per se - which is, in effect, the purchase of private social security.
The relief of poverty does not, then, have to be seen in terms of the distribution of
cash benefits; it might equally be seen in terms of the distribution of goods or services.
But in one important respect, social security provides a uniquely distinctive response to
poverty - one which cannot be substituted by the supply of goods. One of the problems
which is identifiably part of poverty is the lack of a personal disposable income. Social
security can be used, as no other system can, to provide the options to obtain a number
of 'inessential' items at the discretion of the consumer - items which may well include
alcohol, entertainments, or other items so often disapproved when people in receipt of
benefits manage to obtain them. (In Switzerland, it has been the case in certain cantons
that people in receipt of public assistance are not allowed to enter bars. (11))
Paradoxically, the area in which the case for cash benefits rather than kind can be made
most strongly - the right to use one's money on luxuries - is the kind of ground which is
least likely to appeal to those who argue most strongly for the private market.
The distinction between public and private provision plays a major role in
distinguishing 'left' from 'right' in welfare terms. This distinction is reinforced by the
association of residual and institutional welfare with different parts of the political
spectrum. A person who believes in the institutional model, and takes the view that
needs are developed and experienced socially, is likely to favour collective social
provision to meet them; equally, someone who opposes the private market is likely to
find some justification for this opposition in the view that there are collective social
responsibilities which the private market cannot meet. Someone on the right is more
likely to favour provision by the state only when a person is unable to meet these needs
in other ways, and the private market represents an important means of meeting needs
at a minimal level, without recourse to public provision.
Social security, however, cuts across this divide. The very idea of financial assistance
implicitly favours private market as a means of distribution. One may reasonably argue
for a National Health Service rather than Medicare, or for public heating schemes rather
than heating allowances on social security. Social security benefits have been introduced
to make up for the withdrawal of more general provision: examples in the UK are free
prescriptions (introduced because prescription charges were introduced) and Housing
Benefits (which followed a major withdrawal of subsidy to council housing). On the face
of it, then, social security should be favoured most by those who support the private
market, and opposed by those who prefer public provision; but in most cases, the exact
reverse is true. It is usually thought of as left wing to favour an increase in benefits, and
right-wing to oppose it. It is left wing to give people money to spend on food, and right
wing to insist that they should have vouchers or food stamps (usually because of the view
that people might otherwise spend their money on other items).
The association of apparently contradictory ideas stems not from the issues of the
public or private sector, but from the links of different kinds of benefits with residual or
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institutional welfare. Provision on a general basis, whether in cash or in kind, is
associated with the institutional model; provision only as a safety net is residual in form.
Food stamps, Medicare, Housing Benefits or free prescriptions are residual forms of
welfare; a National Health Service, Child Benefit, or general subsidy for housing are
institutional. A person may believe in institutional welfare and believe that the private
market is still a better way than the state to distribute certain resources, like food, if only
people are given the money. On the other hand, a person who believes that welfare
should only be given to those in need may favour giving people the goods rather than
money.
Social security as poor relief
Poor relief can be achieved in other ways besides giving people money, and the close
association of social security with poor relief requires some explanation. The main
reason for the association is historical. Although not all social security provision has
been developed in response to the problems of poverty - there is, in many countries, a
tradition of mutual aid for social protection which runs concurrently with provision
relating to poverty - the response to poverty has been a significant element, which has
permeated not only the benefits specifically designed to address poverty and low
incomes (like Income Support, Aide Sociale, or Sozialhilfe) but also many of the
arrangements made for pensions, unemployment benefits and single parents. Arguments
about the nature of poverty have been fuelled by concern about the levels of social
security and the coverage of benefits. Arguments about social security, conversely, have
often centred on poverty - even when the benefits themselves have not been principally
aimed at, or focussed on, poor people.
The association of benefits and the relief of poverty is long standing. The
development of poor relief can be seen as an outgrowth of the mediaeval dispensation
of charity. This was not particularly associated with the distribution of alms in cash, at
least in Christian cultures - on the contrary, the traditional works of charity included
feeding the hungry, giving water to the thirsty and clothing the naked. (The Jewish and
Islamic traditions, by contrast, emphasised the development of systematic provision and
distribution of charity through tithes or taxation). A significant by-product of the
reformation was that the monasteries, which had been a focal point for the distribution
of charity, ceased to perform the function to the same extent - though it might equally be
argued that the distribution of alms, which was seen to succour vagrants and enable
people to move off the land, was one of the political reasons behind the desire to reform
the monasteries in the first place.
In Europe, the growth of vagrancy was linked with war and disease; vagrants were
feared, with some reason, because wandering, they spread illness, and dispossessed, they
threatened the possessions of others. The reorganisation of charity in city-states, of a
type commended by Luther (12), was intended to include those within the walls - the
citizens - while excluding those beyond it. The systematic organisation of charity took
two main forms. One was the model of the lazar-house, or hospital, which was later to
be developed into alternatively hospitals or the poorhouse (in Britain, the two usually
existed side by side (13)). The other was the organisation of charitable donations,
through a community chest and ultimately thrugh the levying of city rates. Already by
the sixteenth century, Zwingli (one of the leading figures in the Reformation) was
referring not only to the giving of alms but to the receipt of poor relief (14).
The English Poor Law of 1601 made provision for a poor rate to be levied across the
country, tied to a system of relief under 'overseers' of the poor, and for 'setting the poor
on work'. It is easy to overemphasise the importance of the old Poor Law, because
although it was national in its presentation it fell somewhat short of this in practice, with
little indication that any national standards were applied. Despite the move to
workhouses and poorhouses in the eighteenth century, out-relief - the principle of giving
cash donations outside the poorhouse - was widespread; the Speenhamland system of
1795 is famous for regularising a system to low-paid workers, but out-relief was already
important for other groups, including in particular old people and illegitimate children.
When the 1834 Poor Law Amendment Act changed the rules with the intention that there
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should be no relief outside the workhouse, this was effectively disregarded in many
places, where various groups (and in particular old people) continued to receive out
relief. Charles Booth was to comment that old people had come, by the time of his
research, to view the provision of cash benefits as 'a matter of course' (15); and Booth's
research was distinguished by the strong case he made for the establishment of pensions
as a response to the poverty of old people.
It is not possible to state with any confidence at what point cash benefits became
centrally linked with the relief of poverty, but the indications are that the two developed
hand in hand. Cash provision has to be seen as only one model of the relief of poverty,
one which developed in competition with two others - the model of the poorhouse, which
depends on provision in kind rather than in cash, and the principal of requiring work for
support, which although it can be compounded with punitive measures might also be
seen as developing alternative routes towards independence. But the reason why social
security policies have been dominant in responses to poverty is clear enough: within a
very restricted set of alternatives, social security developed as the principal means of
alleviating poverty in the community, and the reaction against the Poor Law, and similar
policies, guaranteed it a significant place. Cash benefits are a simple, direct response to
one major part of the problem of poverty - the lack of resources. They were largely
consistent with the moral principles associated with charity and the custom of giving
alms. And the distribution of money has been a practical response - one which
governments were able to implement even when communications were poor and the
structure of civil government was restricted.
When the reaction against traditional poor relief led to a search for alternative
methods of distributing welfare, it was largely through cash benefits that this was
developed - in Britain, through Old Age Pensions (1908) and National Insurance (1911),
in France through family policy and les mutualités, in the US through Social Security
(1935). There are at least two different kinds of response represented here. One was the
development of benefits as a right of citizenship; the other is the establishment of cooperative subscription as a basis for cash support. Social security policies developed, not
only from the traditions of poor relief, but from the co-operative practices of the guilds.
The development of solidaristic arrangements fostered the model of social insurance,
principally by the nineteenth century the province of trades unions and friendly societies
(16). Despite the importance of such benefits as a response to poverty, they were not
exclusively addressed to the issues of poverty - insurance is as much concerned with
social protection in the event of temporary interruption of income.
Income maintenance
Social security has not invariably been considered as the central response to poverty.
Poverty was certainly an important issue in the development of the social security in the
UK, but the concern with poverty was reflected more widely in the foundation of the
'welfare state': cash benefits had to be seen as part of a comprehensive range of
provisions designed to deal with the main forms of need which arose in society. The
Beveridge plan was based on 'assumptions' which included a health service and full
employment; contemporary writers argued for a a broadly based welfare strategy which
emphasised, amongst other things, the role of housing and education in dealing with
poverty (17). In other countries, by contrast, policies for poverty and social security
were often developed quite distinctly. In France, the social security system was
developed more in terms of family policy and 'social solidarity' than as a response to
poverty, and 'poverty' itself was not a serious political issue till the 1980s. In the US, the
benefits system continued to rely primarily on social insurance; when 'poverty' came to
the fore, in the 1960s, the issue was presented and interpreted primarily in terms of
urban and racial issues. Social security and the relief of poverty are not necessarily
equivalent.
The Laroque report argues that 'social security' should be seen as
'the response to an aspiration for security in its widest sense. Its fundamental
purpose is to give individuals and families the confidence that their level of living and
quality off life will not, in so far as is possible, be greatly eroded by any social or
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economic eventuality. This involves not just meeting needs as and when they arise
but also preventing risks from arising in the first place ... Thus social security requires
not only cash but also a wide range of health and social services ...' (18).
The first part of this identifies the role of social security as 'income maintenance' - the
process of guaranteeing incomes - rather than 'poor relief'. The second part goes
further, to identify social security with the wider aims of welfare states. The role of
financial assistance wider has to be seen as part of a general strategy to improve people's
lives.
Barry suggests, with some reason, that 'in a well-ordered welfare state almost all the
job of relieving poverty will be done by policies whose objective and rationale are quite
different.' (19) Part of this is because welfare states seek to prevent poverty to forestall
the necessity of having to relieve it; part, too, is because the relief of poverty is likely to
be superceded by income maintenance. If poverty is to be understood in terms of a
relationship between needs and resources, and welfare states seek to produce a
comprehensive, institutional response to needs, then the situation in which people do not
have the resources to meet their needs should not substantially arise. The role of social
security provision within the welfare state is not only to provide a minimum income, but
to maintain income and protect people against the effects of a sudden decline in
resources.
In many ways, however, the concept of universal income maintenance seems far too
limited. The failure of British governments to address issues of poverty in the 1950s and
early 1960s has been attributed to complacency, eventually to be punctured by the
'rediscovery of poverty'; but the point was not simply that people had been lulled into
a false sense of security. The welfare state of the post-war period relied on a strategy for
dealing with poverty which would not be focussed on poor relief - one which rested,
instead, on a series of measures aimed at commonly occurring needs. The problems with
this kind of strategy proved to be not simply that there were holes in the welfare net holes which led to increasingly complex provisions as attempts were made to fill the gaps
- but that it did not address the structured disadvantage arising from the labour market
and the relationship of poor people to the economic system. Ultimately, the social
security system has become more concerned with poor relief by default, because the
more broadly based strategy of the 'welfare state' did not directly enough engage the
kinds of problem presented by poverty.
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Chapter 8
The aims of social security
Financial relief is given for a wide range of reasons: the relief of poverty constitutes only
a part of the functions of social security, and not all the purposes which social security
is applied to can be treated as directly related to the provision of social security in itself.
Social security is not only a form of income maintenance, but it also constitutes a major
element of the provision of welfare within many countries, and, no less important, a
significant aspect of their economic structure.
All the social services can be viewed as fulfilling a range of objectives; Titmuss argued
that social services are indeed defined by their common aims, rather than by the means
which they employ to achieve them (1). The idea that services follow 'aims' suggests that
the policies are intended by someone; but the kinds of intentions which can be attributed
to the social services are varied and complex, as are the processes by which intentions
can be translated into action. Another useful term, because it is neutral as to intentions,
might be the 'functions' of social services - the uses which services seem to serve. Some
relate to the welfare of individuals: they include altruistic or humanitarian concerns,
curative, protective, and developmental functions. Others relate to the welfare of society
a a whole: collective concerns include redistribution, solidarity, social control and
economic development. It is difficult to represent these schematically, because the
distinctions between many of the concepts are blurred, but I have made the attempt in
table 8.1.

Table 8.1: Functions commonly attributed to social services
Individual

Collective

Provision for needs

Humanitarian

Social welfare;
economic development

Remedying disadvantage

Compensation;
cure

Equality; social justice

Maintenance of social
circumstances

Protection

Reproduction

The production of
disadvantage

Punishment

Social divisi on

Changing behaviour

Rewards;
incentives
Treatment

Social control

Development of potential

Development of
individual
capacities

Solidarity; integration
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If the functions attributed to social services seem very widely applicable, it is not least
because social services are directed to social welfare. Any attempt to improve welfare
can be seen as meeting needs or remedying disadvantage; any attempt to intervene in
society to do so can be represented as maintaining or changing social circumstances or
behaviour; and any measures which have a negative effect can be interpreted as
producing disadvantage. The table is not exhaustive; these are not the only ways in
which social services can be represented, or the methods through which the measures
might be expressed. That welfare serves many different kinds of purposes is fairly firmly
established in the study of social policy, and the functions I have referred to can be
applied to any of the social services (2). Each can, equally, be related to social security
provision.
Social security as part of the welfare state
The first, and probably the most obvious, way in which welfare might be thought to help
individuals is by meeting their needs. In the context of social security, this is most
closely identified with the relief of poverty. It is probably the most obvious function of
the social security system, because historically it has been a guiding principle in the
development of benefits, and because it tends to dominate current debates about
benefits. Some benefits are specifically geared to people on low incomes; others, like
pensions or unemployment insurance, are not only available to people who are poor, but
cover circumstances in which people might otherwise be likely to be poor.
At the same time, there are other kinds of needs which are met, which are not
necessarily confined to the problems of poverty, or even the problems of low income.
The special needs of disabled people are responded to through a range of benefits;
pensioners receive health benefits. Benefits for survivors, like widows and orphans, have
more to do with the provision of social protection than with the avoidance of poverty.
Some benefits are designed to provide temporary stopgap relief. (This point will be
returned to in a later chapter, when provisions for various contingencies are discussed.)
In collective terms, meeting needs has to be seen not so much in the sense of dealing
with the most common contingencies - like unemployment, disability or old age - as in
the effect which social security has on the welfare of the whole society. Social security
for unemployment is important not only for the effect it has on unemployed people, but
because it acts as an economic regulator, increasing expenditure at times of reduced
economic activity and so bolstering demand (an effect not universally agreed upon).
Equally, the development of a range of benefits covering the principal circumstances in
which people are likely to become poor fosters a pattern of economic relationships, and
there are other ways, of course, in which social security provision can be seen to support
the economic system; Titmuss described these as the 'handmaiden' functions of welfare
(3).
Remedying disadvantage. Disadvantaged people might receive some sort of
compensation. A disabled person may receive financial assistance, not because of
financial need, but because the process of becoming disabled itself is undesirable. This
is most clearly seen in systems of compensation for industrial disability (extended, in
New Zealand and Sweden, to other forms of disability).
At the social level, remedying disadvantage is often represented in terms of equality
or social justice. Social security is clearly an important element in the redistribution of
income, both vertically and horizontally. Social assistance, or benefit for the poor, goes
to people who are not working and on inadequate incomes at the expense of people who
are working and paying tax, and is progressive. Benefits for children, by contrast, are
mainly a form of horizontal redistribution, going from people without children to people
with children, and from men and single women to mothers.
Maintaining circumstances. In order to maintain the circumstances of individuals, social
services may seek to offer social protection. The idea of 'social security' itself implies
that people ought to be able to feel secure. This involves, not only that people are
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protected against poverty, but also that they are protected against the hardships that are
likely to arise through a sudden change in circumstances. If people become sick, or
unemployed, they should not, the argument goes, have to lose their possessions or
deprive themselves as a result. One sometimes hears the comment that 'people on
benefit have cars and television sets', as if this was somehow reprehensible. The
question is whether they should be forced to sell their car or television before they can
receive benefit. If the intention is to offer security, they should not.
The maintenance of social relationships takes us again back to the 'handmaiden'
functions, but these have to be understood in this context in a sense which is wider than
the relationship to the economic system alone. Each society, in order for that society to
survive, has to reproduce itself - which implies, not the maintenance of society as an
unchanging network, but the birth and socialisation of new generations, the maintenance
of relationships and the integration of different social elements. The clearest example
of this in relation to social security is the way in which social security systems enforce
solidarity between generations: people who are working pay both for children, through
family benefits, and for old people, through pensions schemes.
The production of disadvantage. Social services are often represented not only as
remedying disadvantage, but as producing it, either through the maintenance of
repressive social norms or through policies which are regressive in their distributive
effects. Clearly, if social services have the power to produce changes which are positive,
they must also have the potential to produce changes which are negative. The negative
aspects of social services are important; if they are not taken into account, an increase
in benefits would be relevant to social services whereas a reduction in benefit would not
(4).
Much of the production of disadvantage can be explained in terms of the application
of other criteria, like the desire to maintain circumstances or to further the industrial
process; if, for example, one believes (despite all evidence to the contrary) that industrial
progress depends on developing incentives to the better off, the policies which are
pursued will probably increase inequality. In relation to individuals, welfare provisions
have been linked with punitive sanctions designed to ensure that they conform to
dominant norms. Social security is probably most vulnerable to this criticism in its
emphasis on work and participation in the labour market (5), and in its reinforcement
of familial norms (6). In collective terms, there are criticisms of welfare systems for the
preservation of social divisions on the basis of gender and race (7).
Unfortunately, the literature on this topic is often muddled. In the first place, there
is a widespread confusion of intention and effect; in an unequal society, one does not
need to look to deliberate policy to explain the reproduction of inequality (8). Second,
policies which are restrictive - like attempts to reinforce a particular view of the family are often referred grandiosely to the industrial structure or the distribution of power in
society (9), when the issues may equally relate to the enforcement of social norms.
Third, supposedly 'critical' accounts often fail to distinguish policies which do not engage
disadvantage and those which actually bring the disadvantage about. Dominelli, to take
an extreme example, claims that the Beveridge report is racist, presumably because
immigrants have less opportunity to contribute, (10), and that tax relief is sexist because
men have higher wages and gain more from it (11). One might as well argue that
pensions are racist because the ethnic minority population is relatively young, that child
benefit is sexist because it favours better off families over older women, and that public
transport is racist and sexist because it is mainly used by better off people in
employment. This is codswallop, of the kind which gives anti-racist and anti-sexist
literature a bad name; and it trivialises a serious set of issues.
What the muddle conceals is that there are and have been welfare policies, and
indeed welfare systems, designed to produce social division as an end in itself. There are
some clear examples of repressive welfare régimes. 'The base of Nazi politics', Furniss
and Tilton comment, 'was the politics of the welfare state' (12); Nazi Germany sought to
encourage breeding amongst 'Aryans' by forbidding abortion, encouraging birth and
subsidising children; racial inter-marriage was forbidden, and mentally handicapped
people were unable to marry at all. South Africa has developed distinct welfare services,
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on different terms, for 'whites', 'Asians', 'coloured' and 'black' populations. The
intentional production of disadvantage in most welfare systems is limited by comparison,
but there are cases where policies are discriminatory, like the explicit exclusion of
married women in the UK from entitlement to certain benefits (now largely struck out
by the European Community) or restrictions preventing immigrants from claiming (13).
There are real grounds for complaint.
Changing behaviour. Benefits can be used to change people's circumstances and the way
they behave. One example might be where benefits provide an incentive to rehabilitation
- as in the allowance formerly given to disabled people to meet the expenses of travelling
to work. Another is where benefits are tied to a programme in which people's behaviour
is supervised. This aspect of the welfare state is less closely associated with the
provision of social security in the UK, where there was a very deliberate separation of
benefits and welfare after the abolition of the Poor Law, than in other countries like the
US or France, where social work and welfare may still be part of the same administration.
Despite the negative overtones of such a service, Piliavin and Gross, comparing in the US
circumstances in which social workers administer benefits with those who do not,
suggest that the social workers who offered financial assistance were perceived more
favourably by their clients, and more likely to achieve positive results (14).
Collectively, this kind of change is often referred to as 'social control'. The term is
highly ambiguous, tending to be used not only for cases of moral interventions but also
the use of power by elites, and not only for cases in which people are required to act
differently, but to aspects of socialisation and reproduction. If by social control is meant
the encouragement or enforcement of particular patterns of behaviour, there are clear
examples in the history of social security - not only in the Poor Laws, which sought to
deter people from dependency, but in a range of policies designed to ensure that people
are discouraged from indolence and vice (I use Victorian words to reflect the nineteenthcentury tone). These include the inclusion of penalties for people who have not taken
advantage of the opportunity to work, like the suspension of benefits or the prospect of
prosecution; the development of incentives to work, often by holding down the level of
benefits; the linking of benefits to training opportunities; and, in 'workfare' in the US, the
use of work itself as a deterrent.
Developing potential. Social security may be used to foster individual development (an
objective referred to in France as 'l'épanouissement', literally 'blooming'.) Social security
is often seen as a response to the rights of the individual, but this means more than the
protection of individuals from undesired consequences; it can include the expansion of
a range of opporunities, or at the very least some protection against reduction in
opportunities. There have been benefits concerned, for example, with creating
educational opportunities: one, the Educational Maintenance Allowance, was intended
to assist people in low income families to stay on at school. Another example might be
the rehabilitation of disabled people: disabled people received taxi fares to go to work.
The past tense is indicative of a particular trend. These benefits were limited in scope,
and in the reforms of social security in the UK they have been largely removed. That does
not invalidate the objective.
The development of collective units is usually referred to as 'solidarity'. The term is
rarely used in Britain but frequently found in texts on social security in France and
Belgium, and increasingly in the European Community. Although there is considerable
ambiguity in the use of the term (15), solidarity can be represented as a form of mutual
co-operation leading to group cohesion. Alfarandi describes the concept in terms of a
series of social networks.
'Solidarity supposes the interdependence of individuals within a defined group. One
can imagine a system of concentric circles of solidarity, wider and wider, which go
from the nuclear family up to the international community.' (16)
Social security is believed to foster solidarity partly through its development of systems
of mutual responsibility, like friendly societies or 'les mutualités', and partly through the
broader acceptance of responsibility which a commitment to income transfer and social
protection entails.
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The placing of individuals within the framework of collective social networks is
described as 'integration' (or, in France, 'insertion'). Boulding describes integration as
an attempt 'to build the identity of a person around some community with which he is
associated' (17), and the Commission of the European Community has argued for
solidarity for unemployed people in the following terms:
'New kinds of social solidarity must be forged, comprising income transfer and also
help with professional and social integration, the establishment of training
establishments, support for employment creation.' (18)
Both 'solidarity' and 'integration' refer to a process of social cohesion; people are
integrated into society through a network of solidaristic relations.
Social security in its own right
Up to this point, I have considered only general objectives relating to many forms of
welfare provision. Although there are senses in which social security seems unusual
among other kinds of social services, it is not usually because similar functions cannot
be exercised through the medium of those services. Social security is truly distinctive in
only one important respect: it gives people, not a service, but money with which they can
meet needs. Although some benefits are tied to particular needs, like housing benefits,
the evidence from the US is that these benefits act as a general income supplement (19) as one might expect. The issue which distinguishes social security from other forms of
social support is precisely that people have money to spend as they choose, rather than
goods and services.
However, this does not mean that there is nothing distinctive which can be said about
social security, because the service is not necessarily thought of in the same way as other
services. Social security payments are often made, for example, as a form of
compensation for a change of state - as they are in the case of industrial disability or war
pensions. It would be wrong to say that no other service could perform a similar
function, but in general health, housing, or social work do not, and 'compensatory
education' refers to something quite different. In order to understand the specific
purposes to which social security is put, then, it is helpful to consider it not only as a
means to a general set of ends, but in terms of the kinds of justifications which are made
for specific types of payment.
Brian Barry (20) distinguishes five categories of payment of this type. They are:
1. Payments made in anticipation or reimbursement of special expenses. (This
includes benefits for disability, sickness and medical care.)
2. Payments made to compensate for some loss other than, or over and above,
impairment of earning-capacity. (This includes benefits for impairments as a result
of industrial accidents or diseases.)
3. Payments made to those whose status entails that they are not expected or
permitted to work full time. (Examples are benefits for retired people, single parents,
and disabled people.)
4. Payments made without regard to means or income to those whose earnings fall
short of some norm. (This is intended to refer primarily to the replacement of
earnings, as opposed to the supplementing of general income. Contributory
unemployment benefits are an example.)
5. Payments made to those whose means or income are insufficient to get them
above some minimum income. (This refers to basic social assistance benefits, but the
category seems too restrictive. There are benefits which relate to deficiencies in
income but which are not determined by reference to a minimum income: Housing
Benefit is an example.)
Other categories might include
6. Payments made to protect the position of people in contingencies where the total
household income is likely to be interrupted (such as sickness benefits, maternity
allowances and payments for widows)
7. Payments made in recognition of some service or contribution (such as war
pensions)
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8. Solidaristic payments made on the basis of generalised reciprocity (such as
occupational pensions, or those paid within professional societies).
Doubtless the list can be further expanded. It indicates, as Barry intends, that the kinds
of aims which might be associated with social security are very much more complex than
those which might be identified with the relief of poverty alone. 'Social security' is a
blunt instrument, which can be turned to many different purposes.
Economic aspects of social security
The importance of social security for economic policy stems not so much from the kinds
of ends which it serves as in the implications of paying for and delivering benefits. The
largest proportions of expenditure are accounted for, not by people in special or unusal
need (like unemployment or disability) but by contingencies which are entirely normal
and predictable - old age, childhood and (in systems where it is dealt with through social
security) for medical care. When European states have expressed concern about the
'crisis' of the welfare state, the problems refer principally to the pressure on expenditure
from demographic trends, and especially from the growing numbers of pensioners
relative to the working population. But the 'dependency ratio' - the number of people
who do not work, as opposed to those who do - has fewer direct implications for the
economy than short-term fluctuations in benefits. This is because the size of social
security budgets is so great that even minor fluctuations can upset the balance of the
economy, and in particular control over important elements of the economy like demand
or public expenditure.
The monetarist view, which has become progressively more familiar since the mid1970s, is that public spending has a number of pernicious effects. It reduces the total
amount of saving in the economy; this reduces investment, and so undermines the basis
for further growth. It 'crowds out' private spending, reducing the capacity of the
economy to function. And it is parasitic on the economy, diverting resources from
productive into non-productive activities. This view is hotly disputed. The International
Labour Office argue that social security is a scapegoat for the weakness of western
economies. 'In so far as there is a crisis in social security', they write,
'it is a crisis not of the structure of social security but of the erosion of the economic
base for its operation. Social security is neither the cause of the crisis nor the cause
of the recession. To a considerable extent, social security has moderated both the
economic and the social effects of the latter.' (21)
This squares with the Keynesian view, in which increased public expenditure can act as
an economic regulator. The worse the condition of the economy, the more money is
injected into the economy by the state. This spending will reinforce the demand for
goods, reducing the extent to which they are affected by an industrial slump and in some
cases even stimulating economic activity to turn the economy around. Conversely, as
economic activity increases, the need to spend money on social security for unemployed
people falls, and the amount spent on social security reduces. These arguments played
a large part in the foundation of social security in the United States during the 1930s.
It is difficult, however, to maintain a view of social security as a form of pure
expenditure. It can happen that social security entails expenditure - for example, where
it is paid for by external borrowing which then has to be repaid. However, in many cases,
if not most, the money which is being spent on social security is paid for directly from
taxation or contributions. It is a transfer payment rather than an item of expenditure as
such; it represents a transfer of resources from one person to another. The only
'spending' is represented by the costs of administration, or the 'production' of social
security, and even that is principally accounted for as a labour cost, which is another
transfer. Transfer payments are, at least at first sight, neutral in their consequences; the
amount of money which is in the economy is the same before and after the transfer. The
only real difference is in the people spending it.
Changes in the distribution of income can affect the economy in two main ways. First,
the patterns of expenditure and saving of poor people may differ from those of richer
people. If richer people spend money on consumer goods, and poorer people more on
food, then the transfer payment has implications for the producers and distributors of
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consumer goods (and, in the UK, for exports) and for food production and agriculture.
It can be argued that this might have large-scale macro-economic effects: if the amount
of saving is greater among richer people, then saving will be reduced by extensive
transfer payments for the purposes of social security. Second, and in economic terms the
more important, the way in which the money is collected, and the way in which it is
distributed, make a difference to the way people collectively behave. For example, social
security is often represented as a form of compulsory saving, or redistribution over time.
Barr describes one of its functions as 'income smoothing', reallocating a contributor's
consumption over a lifetime (22). Taxation, equally, can change people's behaviour if
some kinds of activity are taxed more heavily than others; and one of the consequences
of insurance contributions by employers is that they make labour relatively more
expensive, add to the costs of taking on extra staff, and lead to the product of more
labour-intensive industry being relatively more expensive to the consumer than capitalintensive produce. Insurance-based pension arrangements have had a significant effect
not only on personal saving, but also, through the accumulation of large capital funds, on
the development of financial markets.
One of the most important effects of social security policy concerns its effect on the
labour market. In broad terms, the structure of benefits clearly does affect participation
in the labour market: 'imagine', Hill writes, 'how different our labour market would be
in the absence of state pensions. Bear in mind that British benefit policies for single
parent families reduce labour market participation by the heads of those families' (23).
The point here is not to suggest that pensioners or single parents make their decisions
solely in terms of the availability of benefits. Their participation in the labour market
depends on other factors besides financial incentives; and the introduction of financial
spurs to work (which could of course include positive incentives as well as negative
ones) would still not mean that all pensioners and all single parents would, or could,
subsequently move into employment. But the institution of retirement, or expectations
about child care (and, perhaps, even the possibility of divorce for many people), have
been shaped in conditions which have included the development of systems of financial
support.
Debates about the impact of social security on the labour market have centred, in
practice, on the circumstances of unemployed people. The labour market is seen, in
classical theory, in relation to the simple terms of supply and demand. When the price
of labour increases - that is, when wages go up - the supply increases (more people are
willing to work) and the demand for labour falls (fewer employers wish to take people
on). This causes unemployment. Conversely, when the price of labour falls, the demand
for labour increases and the supply falls. When there is unemployment, the argument
runs, the market can be brought back into balance by reducing wages, which will
diminish the supply of labour and increase the demand for it. Social security affects the
labour market, the argument runs, by defining the wage at which people are willing to
work. If people can be paid more on the dole, they will not choose to work. This is not
directly equivalent to saying that everyone will choose not to work, though the case is
often put individualistically, in terms of 'incentives'.
This is a simple argument, and it seems a powerful one - though it is not really the
kind of argument one finds made by professional economists; it is fairly representative
of what has been called 'do-it-yourself' economics, in which 'common sense' views are
tempered with a smattering of economic theory gleaned from popular sources. It
actually runs counter to much of the economic theory of the last sixty years. One of the
central insights of Keynesian economics was the recognition that unemployment is not
based on a simple relationship between wages, the demand for labour and its supply, but
that it reflected the level of activity in the economy as a whole. Reductions in wages cut
the demand for items, and so reduce the amount of economic activity; reduced wages
tend to lead, therefore, to higher unemployment, and conversely higher wages can lead
to greater employment (Sweden and Germany are high-wage economies, with low
unemployment; Spain and Ireland have lower wages and much higher unemployment.)
These two arguments are not directly incompatible. The theory of a labour market
which can be described in terms of the supply and demand for labour depends on certain
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key assumptions. The relationship between supply and demand is not fixed; it can be
affected by outside factors, like the level of economic activity, and the relative costs of
other methods of production, the availability of finance, and so forth. According to the
Keynesian analysis, these parameters are likely to change as a result of various factors including the very changes in the supply and demand for labour on which the simple
model depends. The 'do-it-yourself' analysis may still be right - but that does not mean
that it is right in every case, or even in most.
In practice, the effects of this argument are most keenly felt in the recurring debate
about whether people are 'better off on the dole', which has also been called the
'unemployment trap'. The problem is greatly exaggerated: people are hardly ever better
off on the dole (24), and even in the rare cases where they are, many continue to work
anyway. There are, for example, women who carry on working for low wages whose
husbands receive benefits which are reduced in line with their wives' earnings - which
means that the women are working almost for nothing (25).
The real issue here has very little to do with the 'incentive to work'. The financial
incentive for any individual to work depends on that individual's earning power, not on
the lowest wage paid anywhere - and there are, of course, other incentives besides
financial ones. The comparison of benefits with the lowest possible wage any labourer
might receive is an historical survival - it stems from the principle of 'less eligibility'
under the poor law (26) - and has much to do with the economic theory of the nineteenth
century (27). But the reasons for its survival are best understood in moral terms. The
reason why the dependency of pensioners is accepted, while younger people have to
work, relates to social expectations; and attempts to limit the amounts which
unemployed people receive in benefit reflect both a popular sense of equity - that people
who are working should not feel that others who are not working are receiving more
than they are - and a desire to make the condition of unemployment still more
unpleasant than it already is.
The imposition of extraneous values - work, family, nationality
Social values are often justified in economic terms - like the incentive to work - but most
have little or nothing to do with economics. The essential reason why people are
penalised for not working is many people - and not only those on the political right think that it is immoral not to work. Work represents, to many, contribution to society:
a person who is not working is considered not to be contributing. In the Soviet Union,
laws against 'parasites, tramps and beggars' are intended to penalise people who do not
contribute; Lenin was prone to quote St Paul's statement that 'he who does not work
shall not eat' (29). (Mrs Thatcher has incidentally referred to the same text, though I
doubt that this reflects an interest in Marxist-Leninism.) The arguments for 'workfare'
in the United States - arguments which have been echoed in Britain by politicians of the
right - are based partly in a desire to punish those who are unemployed, and partly to
ensure that whatever their circumstances they do work. The difference between left and
right wing views is not in general that people should be free to be unemployed: it is that
the right wing consider that unemployment will best be dealt with through individual
efforts, which can be encouraged by a system of incentives and punishments, whereas
the left wing tend to the view that one cannot sensibly impose individual sanctions
unless there is employment within the economy for unemployed people to go to.
Work is not the only way in which people might make a contribution to society. A
second major value is that of 'the family', which has been an important part of policy in
France, as it has in other European nations with strong parties of the christian right.
Policy has reflected in part the desire to support childbearing; in part, it has assumed a
dependent role for women, and a marginal status in relation to the labour market.
Despite the desire to foster family relationships, there can be strange and perverse
effects arising out of the implementation of different rules (29). Single parents are
distinguished from two-parent families by the absence of one partner, usually the male;
if there is to be any difference between the position of a single parent and a couple in
which one person is not working, there has to be a 'cohabitation rule', so that a couple
living together as man and wife are not treated more favourably than a couple who are
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married. Bizarrely, this means that people in stable relationships are penalised when
people who are promiscuous are not; that homosexual couples are treated more
favourably than heterosexual couples; and that people are deterred from developing
relationships which may lead to marriage. If the intention is to reinforce the traditional
family, the rule could hardly be less appropriate.
Third, there is the nation. Nationality clauses are used to exclude people from a wide
range of different benefits. In the UK, the problem relates not to the rules under which
social security operates, but rather the terms on which foreign nationals are permitted
to enter the UK. Immigrants are required to state that they will not become dependent
on 'public funds'. This is taken to exclude insurance benefits - on the basis that people
who have paid insurance contributions should not be considered dependent - but not
means-tested benefits, including Income Support and Housing Benefit, and not the noncontributory benefits. The non-contributory benefits also have residence requirements
attached: for example, in order to claim Severe Disablement Allowance, a benefit for
people who are 80% disabled and who are not entitled to the contributory Invalidity
Benefit, people must have lived in Britain for ten out of the last twenty years and for most
of the last six months. The benefit would be barred in any case to most immigrants from
outside the European Community, and the prospect of thousands of disabled Germans
and Italians flocking to Britain to claim about thirty pounds a week seems so improbable
that one has to ask what the basis of such an exclusion could possibly be. One answer,
I suppose, might be reciprocity - that the people to whom we feel as responsibility are
those who might have some responsibility towards us - but then, there will always be
some who are dependent and unable to make a contribution, and they would not be
excluded on these grounds. A second answer might be 'solidarity', the identification of
a group within which responsibilities are recognised; but the basic problem with the
definition of solidarity is that the same process which implies the inclusion of certain
people necessarily excludes others. Disillusionment with the concept of solidarity in
France has stemmed not least from the realisation that it can justify the exclusion of
those who are most disadvantaged. The third answer is racism, a motivation which
seems all too prevalent in the operation of the benefits system (30).
Irrespective of the explicit justifications for benefits, or of the methods according to
which benefits are supposed to operate, social security - like other services within
'welfare states' - is conditioned by its social and political context. The values of work,
family and nation reflect the climate of social norms within which social security systems
operate.
Poor relief and the functions of social security
Although the relief of poverty can be seen as part of the functions undertaken by social
security systems, this role has to be understood within a much broader context. Social
security is not 'about' the relief of poverty, and it is difficult even to claim that the relief
of poverty is the primary objective; in some countries, the relief of poverty has had a
relatively minor role (for example in France, where concern with the family has been the
dominant element in policy (31), and in general, the claims of social protection,
compensation and provision for special needs seem at least as strong.
If poverty remains a major concern for social security systems, it is not least that
many of the kinds of objective associated with social security systems are obstructed by
its persistence. It is not really possible to foster personal development, to preserve the
values of family life, to integrate people into society, or to achieve social justice while
people lack the means to lead a decent independent life. Conversely, this means that
poverty can be tackled indirectly; policies for social protection, inclusion, solidarity, or
the removal of disadvantage should subsume the aims of poor relief, and should in
principle be able to do so without the risk of divisiveness or moral condemnation which
has blighted poor relief in the past.
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Chapter 9
Patterns of social security provision
A review of social security policies is not the same thing as a review of responses to
poverty. Strategies for dealing with poverty are broader in concept than poor relief,
which is the main focus of this book; on the other hand, for historical reasons the idea of
poor relief is largely subsumed in the provision of social security. The identification of
social security with poor relief may be defective, but the extent to which such systems
provide for poor people, and their effectiveness in doing so, is still one of the most
important tests which can be applied.
The study of social security is a drier subject than the consideration of poverty alone;
it has (or should have) less human interest. Clearly, the way people are treated, and the
way they feel, are a very important part of why social security policies matter, and why
I became interested in this area in the first place. It is true, too, that much of the
literature on social security is concerned with these issues - the cases in which people fail
to receive benefits, or receive them only on terms of stress, the negotiation of
unnecessary obstacles, humiliation, or degrading treatment. But the way people feel
about social security benefits, the experiences they have and their reactions to them, are
not what the discussion of the subject should mainly be about. These issues concern the
failures of social security; where social security is working well, this kind of problem
should not arise. Although it sounds odd to say it, a successful system will not be one
which people feel good about. People should not be expected to have 'positive' feelings
about social security benefits - the idea reeks of an expectation of gratitude - any more
than they should have 'positive' feelings about roads, electricity supplies or drains. The
ideal situation of social security is one in which it is taken for granted. To achieve this,
social security systems have to be accessible, adequate, efficiently run, and as nearly
automatic as possible. It is debateable whether this can be achieved by concentrating
solely on the problems of poverty (though that point will be returned to later, in
considering different patterns of benefit provision). One of the central arguments for
universality, or the 'institutional' model of welfare, has been that with an adequate
system of income maintenance - the protection of people's income in a variety of
circumstances - much poor relief becomes unnecessary.
There is no simple way in to understanding how social security policies work,
because the experience of claimants often depends on a number of benefits of different
kinds, payable in a range of circumstances. As a first step, this chapter considers the
benefit systems in six different countries, giving some background for the later material
on benefits and contingencies. The consideration is brief; the aim is to provide enough
to make comparisons possible, without covering so much ground that one loses sight of
the general principles. The following chapters review the types of benefits in operation,
the range of contingencies, and the workings of social security systems overall.
Social security in the United Kingdom
The ideal of the 'welfare state' in Britain is, for many observers, the distinctive
characteristic of the British system. The welfare state, founded in the 1940s, promised
a comprehensive set of measures, provided at the best level possible, as a right of
citizenship. The social security system in the UK is best understood as the product,
directly or indirectly, of the kind of insurance system envisaged by the Beveridge report
(1). Beveridge's scheme itself depended on a pattern of insurance provision which had
developed through friendly societies and industrial organisations. But he attempted to
develop insurance into a system which would be comprehensive, covering people in the
popular phrase 'from cradle to grave'.
For a number of reasons, Beveridge's scheme failed to perform as it was intended.
Part of this relates to the deficiencies of any insurance scheme; insurance canot cover the
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full range of needs, because the beneficiaries have to have been able initially to
contribute. The gaps included coverage for disability, unmarried mothers and long-term
unemployment. Other criticisms might be made of some of the particular assumptions
which Beveridge made - for example, he assumed despite evidence that women were
increasingly involved in the labour market that they were likely to be dependent on male
breadwinners, which meant that in cases of single parenthood or divorce (a contingency
he considered 'uninsurable') the coverage of the insurance scheme was to prove grossly
inadequate. In assessing the level of benefits, Beveridge adopted Rowntree's basic
measures, without allowing adequately for inflation. He excluded housing costs, which
have remained a vexed issue in the provision of benefits in the UK ever since. The
scheme was not set up to be adequate. Further, when the scheme was introduced,
economies were made. The exchequer contribution was very limited - 18% of the cost
instead of the 50% recommended by Beveridge. The scheme introduced in 1948 also had
lower benefits for children than Beveridge recommended because, the government said,
of free school meals.
Insurance was firmly established as the basis for the social security system, but the
failures of the scheme made it necessary to devise other kinds of benefit to plug the gaps.
The main benefits which fulfilled this function were means tested benefits, and noncontributory benefits. The basic means tested benefit was clearly aimed at people on low
incomes, though the definition of a minimum income differed for pensioners and
disabled people from the allowance for unemployed people and their families. The
'rediscovery of poverty' in the 1960s prompted concern about the inadequacy of this
benefit - at the time, called 'National Assistance' - and the problems associated with
means-testing. This, in turn, prompted a search for other kinds of benefit. Noncontributory benefits for disabled people were developed not least in reaction to, on one
hand, the failure of national insurance and, on the other, the perceived problems of
means-testing.
Much of the policy for social security which has ensued has been built around the
tension between universality and selectivity. In general, Labour has become associated
with an institutional model of welfare and a resistance to means-testing; the
Conservatives have tended to favour a residual model with means tests that 'target'
resources on those who are poorest (2). Since 1970, Conservative governments have
been responsible for Family Income Supplement and Family Credit (for people on low
earnings), Housing Benefit, and two major reforms of the basic means-tested benefit
(Supplementary Benefit/Income Support); Labour has introduced non-contributory
benefits for disabled people, and Child Benefit. However, the issue is not quite so simple:
there are measures which do not fit the convenient political mould. The Conservative
Tax Credit Scheme of 1972 (3) seems to be based in an institutional model of welfare.
The 1975 pensions scheme, in which Labour replaced a Conservative plan with its own,
greatly increased subsidies to private occupational pensions schemes. The reform of
Supplementary Benefit introduced under the Conservatives in 1980 began life under a
Labour Government (4). This reflects the kinds of constraints which the parties work
under, as well as a process of compromise and balancing of conflicting principles. The
Conservative Tax Credit Scheme was guided by the belief that more rationally ordered
rules make financial control more effective; the scheme was dropped when practical
difficulties were emphasised. The primary justification for Labour's support of private
pension schemes, in 1975, was the government's determination to ensure adequate
pensions in the future. No single set of principles is dominant.
Social security in France
Welfare provision in France is not based in the kind of comprehensive, all-embracing
principle identified with the British system. The most important justification for welfare
has been the development of 'solidarity', an idea which developed from the turn of the
century - at one point, it was the focus of a political movement, 'solidarism' (5). The first
article of the Code of Social Security declares that 'the organisation of social security is
founded on the principle of national solidarity' (6). This is understood partly in terms
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of the development of mutual aid and assistance, and partly in terms of social integration
(7).
The social security system in France has developed from a range of diverse insurance
arrangements developed by friendly societies and professional associations (les
mutualités). The system of insurance which has developed has two principal
constituents: the régime générale, administered by the state, and the various régimes
speciales which are administered by or for different groups. There are also several noncontributory additions, such as the allocation de solidarité spécifique for long-term
unemployed people. As in Britain, the insurance system can be seen as the core of the
social security system overall, but the kinds of provision which are on offer are varied.
Despite attempts to extend the concept of solidarity to the nation as a whole, it is in
the nature of a concept which depends on mutual aid that it relates to definable groups
of people. Spitaels et al argue that
'the lack of unity is at the same time the consequence and the acause of the break in
the spirit of solidarity which ought to characterise every system of social security. At
first, it was because they did not feel solidarity with other insured people that certain
socio-professional groups claimed and obtained a special régime. Subsequently, this
feeling was strengthened, and it was in the name of these special interests that the
beneficiaries of these régimes refused every real reform of the structure.' (8)
In contrast to Britain, poverty has not been a major element in the development of
French social security; references to poverty in recent political debates depend more on
cultural diffusion (from Britain and the US) than on a home-grown concept. The main
issue has been family policy (9). The French concern with family policy can be justified
in terms of solidarity, which implies the acceptance of social responsibility for child care;
but it also reflects 'natalism', or a concern with the birthrate. The development of family
benefits in France has, bizarrely, attracted political support from both left and right; the
unlikely alliance in the 1930s of feminists and the catholic parties served to establish
family benefits firmly (10). The plethora of benefits which has developed since covers
both universal family allowances (the allocations familiales and allocation au jeune enfant
initiale) and means tested benefits (the complément familial, the allocation au jeune
enfant, the supplément de revenu familial, and the allocation rentrée scolaire.)
For those who remain, there are residual benefits, of which the most important until
recently was aide sociale. This linked discretionary assistance with personal support on
a model related to social work (11). However, the coverage of aide sociale has been
restricted, and it has been suggested that half a million unemployed people were not
being covered (12) But concern with poverty in its own right has been a fairly recent
development. The socialist government under Mitterand has referred to the idea of
poverty with increasing frequency, though there has been a tendency to translate the
consideration of poverty very widely into terms of 'exclusion' and 'inclusion' - which
might be seen as a concern with solidarity in different ways. Young offenders, by this
argument, enter a consideration of 'poverty' because they are socially excluded (13). The
principal response has been the development of the Revenu Minimum d'Insertion 'l'insertion' representing here a concept similar to 'integration' - seeking to respond to
the marginality, or social exclusion, as well as the economic position of the poor. The
RMI has a wide remit, and the estimated number of people who should be able to benefit
is about one and a half million, but if so the RMI has not reached all the groups intended,
possibly because the emphasis on integration implies a set of conditions for entitlement
(14).
The French system is remarkably complex; it has made a virtue of diversity. This sits
badly with attempts to develop a more comprehensive framework of services, and it is
fair to say that there has been some disillusion with the concept of 'solidarity' as a result,
not least because it is as capable of justifying the exclusion of disadvantaged groups as
it is of including them.
Social security in the United States
The US is sometimes characterised as the centre of free enterprise, competition and a
individualistic, residual concept of welfare. But this gives an incomplete picture of a
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diverse, complex system, and it would be difficult to explain some major policies - like
those of the War on Poverty - on that ground alone. The cornerstone of the US system
is that it is pluralistic, though it is pluralistic in a different sense to France; French social
policy emphasises solidarity and group action, whereas the dominant ideology in the
United States stresses individual choice and limitations on government. In justifying the
constitution, Madison argued for a system of government at different levels, in which
people would be able to form coalitions of interests with others (15). The principle that
that people should be able to make their own arrangements is seen as the core of
'American democracy'. Pluralism in welfare implies that many bodies are involved in
the provision of services. The role of government in the US is often residual, particularly
in relation to unemployment, but there are other examples - like those of health and
disability - where government seems to be far more active. At the same time, the
involvement of government even in these areas is patchy and ill-defined. The
development of social welfare provisions in the US is described by Klass (16) in terms of
'decentralised social altruism'. The picture which emerges is of a patchwork of provision,
some with some fairly gaping holes, strongly dependent on location, administrative
structure and the perceived locus of responsibility for people's circumstances.
Social security developed belatedly in the United States, and it has never gained the
level of institutional acceptance which it enjoys in Europe. The United States is a federal
system, where issues like social security would fall into the remit of the states rather than
those of the central (federal) government. The introduction of a national insurance
scheme in 1935, as part of Roosevelt's second 'hundred days', has been supplemented
subsequently only in the most limited fashion. Federal interventions have often been
resisted by the States, under the banner of 'States' rights', and the strategy which has
been pursued by the federal government has been complex. Some issues, like a residual
benefit for people without incomes - 'public assistance' or 'general assistance' - fall
within the remit of the states. Some issues, like the Social Security programmes for old
age, survivors, health and disability (OASDHI), Medicare (medical benefits for old people)
or Food Stamps are controlled by the Federal government. But many measures straddle
administrative boundaries. The Federal programme for Supplemental Security Income
(SSI), which provides a minimum income for old, blind and disabled people, is generally
supplemented by the states. For Medicaid, which offers health benefits to people on low
income, the eligibility levels and standards are set by the states (17). Federal measures
which fall into the remit of the states can be proposed, but have to be accepted by those
states; Aid to Families with Dependent Children, the main means-tested benefit aimed
at single parents, is generally implemented, but the limited AFDC programme for
unemployed people, AFDC-UP, has not been accepted by many States - it applied in only
25 states in 1985, two less than ten years before (18). The States are able to vary the
terms on which welfare is delivered, which has led to a certain amount of
experimentation and variation; once the measure has been accepted by the States, the
continuation of the programme can be subject to federal regulation; so, for example, in
the early 1950s the 'Jenner amendment' made it obligatory for AFDC authorities to
publish the rolls of people receiving welfare (19), and most recently 'workfare', a
condition that people in receipt of AFDC must work in order to qualify for it, has been
fairly generally imposed, albeit in a somewhat haphazard way (20).
It is probably fair to say that social security, or at least that element of it described as
'welfare', is primarily directed towards poor people. Glazer comments, with a little
exaggeration:
'The United States is not unique in having a division between the main national
insurance programs (Social Security, unemployment insurance, Medicare) and the
residual programs based on need (AFDC, Food Stamps, Medicaid). But the United
States is unique in possessing so large a population of working age that is supported,
along with their children, by residual programs, because it is not eligible for
assistance by insurance programs.' (21)
The emphasis on residual benefits has been an important political issue in the States; the
issue is not that other people do not receive government support and services, but that
these services - like the Veterans' Administration or Agricultural Relief - are not seen as
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welfare provision. By the same token, those benefits which are available for the poor are
often available on only the most restrictive terms.
One of the peculiarities of a pluralistic, fragmented system is that it is likely to be
expensive: the combination of extensive administrative conditions, the emphasis on
personal supervision and professional intervention, overlaps between services and gaps
in provision mean that the US systems offer staggeringly bad value for money. Gilbert
comments that if public expenditure on welfare 'were directly distributed to the entire
population in the form of cash grants, nobody would have fallen below the established
poverty line of $6000 in 1978' (22). The extent of welfare spending, and the number of
programmes sometimes gives critics the mistaken impression that the Federal
government distributes largesse on an unparallelled scale. Charles Murray's book, Losing
ground, is based on the proposition that despite everything which has been done for the
poor since the 1960s, the numbers of poor people seem to be increasing. He proposes
'scrapping the entire federal welfare and income support structure for working-aged
persons, inclusing AFDC, Medicaid, Food Stamps, Unemployment Insurance,
Workmen's Compensation, subsidized housing, disability insurance, and the rest' (23)
as if this demonstrated the extent of federal extravagance, rather an incompete,
inadequate, even desultory set of responses.
Social security in Israel
Israel was a society founded in utopian ideals. First, it was to be a Jewish homeland.
Israel is Zionist, and largely Jewish: over four-fifths of its population are Jews. It was
founded in large part as a refuge against persecution, and all Jews (and first generation
descendants) are deemed to have a 'right of return'; the absorption of immigrants has
been a major focus of policy. However, as the balance of the population has shifted
increasingly towards a settled population, the relative importance of immigrants has
declined, and with this change there has been a shift away from the concentration on
basic needs which providing for immigrants implied.
Another dimension of the religious nature of the state is that the principles of Judaism
have played an important part in the development of welfare. Religion and state
intervention are not always at one: orthodox Jews initially opposed Zionism, and in Me'a
Sharim, the ultra orthodox quarter of Jerusalem, there is a prominent graffito on a wall:
'Zionism and Judaism are diametrically opposed'. The ultra orthodox do not accept the
services of the Israeli state: their housing is dilapidated, and they live as far as possible
by charity and mutual aid rather than by state welfare. However, religious influences are
strong in the organisation of welfare. Because of the way the Israeli political system
works, the religious parties have always played an important part in government.
Generally, they have been the only people really interested in social welfare, an issue
which other parties have been ready to concede to them, and have been in control of
central government provision for over thirty years.
The influence of Judaism is evident in a number of ways. There is a central
assumption that needs are in the first place going to be met by the family. For example,
it is assumed that children will support their aged parents, and children whose aged
parents go into residential institutions are required by law towards the cost of keeping
their parents, and may be prosecuted for not doing so. Charity is emphasised as a
religious duty, and voluntary work is a compulsory part of the school curriculum. It
should not be assumed, however, that the influence of religion is inevitably to push
welfare into an individualistic or residual mould; Judaism has always fostered organised
efforts to provide welfare. Most distinctively, burials are largely treated as the
responsibility of the state - the acceptance of communal responsibility in this area being
a long-standing element of the Jewish tradition.
The second aspect of the utopian aspirations was that Israel was to be socialist, and
it would organise on principles of mutual aid. The emphasis on socialism was derived
in large part from the ideal of the early pioneers in the kibbutz movement. Much of the
reference to socialism is rhetorical; the quote which follows comes from a propaganda
film I saw at the Histadrut, the Israeli general federation of labour.
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'The young men and women who arrived in Palestine in the early years of this
century found their future home bleak and inhospitable. ... Faced with the
antagonism of veteran farmers hostile to their socialist ideals the newcomers were
forced to share what little work there was ... Some of them realised their socialist
ideals in collective farming. They contributed to a common fund to provide medical
care. They formed a co-operative to supply food.'
The Histadrut is substantially institutionalised within the system of government,
providing many of the principal social services itself. The health service is substantially
paid for by union subscription and run by the Histadrut; mutual aid schemes cover
financial assistance, and residential care for children and old people. I was struck by the
repeated reference to socialist ideals during the presentation of their material, and asked
one of the trades unionists there about it. He was at pains to correct me. 'Social
democratic', he said. 'Let's get it right.' But the influence of utopian socialism is still
important for welfare, not least because it implies a very different approach from that
concerned with the relief of poverty in other industrial societies. Eisenstadt emphasises
that the activities of the Histadrut
'were not defined as welfare activities but as part of the pioneering activities aiming
at the construction by the settlers of a modern economy, Welfare in the sense of
dealing with social problems was not acceptable, the assumption being that in the
socialist society envisioned there would not develop special, distinct social problems.'
(24)
Thirdly, Israel was to be democratic, and it would have equal citizens in a pluralist
society. This ideal owes much to the influence of the United States, a position which sits
uneasily with the socialist rhetoric. The organisation of welfare in Israel is diffused
between central government, local government, the voluntary sector, and the trades
unions; Doron and Kramer suggest that one effect of the involvement of the labour
movement in practice has been to force government into a residual role (25). There is
no national sickness benefit, for example, because that falls within the remit of the
Histadrut. The National Insurance scheme, such as it is, is limited in both its contributory
base and its benefits, and those who have to rely on the nominally universal pensions
(currently under threat of abolition) need supplementary provision to achieve a tolerable
standard.
Pluralistic systems are likely to have deficiencies at the best of times; the more
complex the system is, the more likely it is that someone somewhere is going to fall
through the net. But it would be unwise to pass over this observation without
considering to some extent the divisions in Israeli society. These divisions can be used
to justify a pluralist ethic, but they also imply very different patterns of provision for
different groups. Israel, Cnaan writes, 'is a stratified society wherein ethnic origin and
religion are the best explaining factors of this stratification' (26). There are three
principal issues in the structure of social disadvantage. One is between European and
North African Jews - Ashkenazi and Sefardi; 94% of Israeli youths in poverty are Sefardi.
Second, there is the division between Jew and Arab within Israeli citizenship. Third,
there is the distinction between citizens and non-citizens - which applies to most Arabs
in the 'administered' or occupied territories; welfare services have been maintained
(and, Macarov argues, improved) (27), but there is an evident discrepancy in the
standards which apply there and within Israel itself. The tension between the concern
for defence security and the advancement of welfare permeates much of the social
services - it affects not only the resources available for welfare provision, but also the
kind of ethos under which certain services, particularly those to Arabs, are delivered.
Cnaan suggests that by now 'there are no expectations that the welfare state will
create an egalitarian society. The resources are simply not available. However, as a
means for social integration, middle and upper classes are often included in universal
social welfare programmes.' (28) At first sight, this might be reminiscent of much of
what is written about the British welfare state. But the impact of the social divisions and
economic crisis in Israel is not only to undermine claims for equality, but also in many
ways to undermine the extent to which welfare is capable of acting as a force for
integration. In recent years, welfare in Israel has suffered substantial retrenchments.
The massive expenditure on defence, the parlous state of the economy and the
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experience of hyper-inflation have led to serious reductions in the coverage of state
benefits. Child allowances have been abolished for smaller families; the scope of support
for unemployed people has been reduced; and there are plans to reduce the scope of
National Insurance still further. If Israel had acquired the characteristics of a welfare
state, as Doron once claimed (29), it is in the process of losing them. 'Five years ago', he
has written recently, 'I presented the thesis that the Israeli welfare state was at
crossroads ... Today it seems that Israel has made its choice.' (30).
Germany
It is difficult, for a country in a state of flux, to give an accurate picture of the operation
of its social security; but the philosophy, approach and methods of West Germany
dominate the new German state so fully that it should be possible to use that as the basis
for comment.
'The Federal Republic', Zapf suggests, 'has maintained to an astonishing degree the
social politics tradition that dates back to the German Empire.' (31). Germany was the
first nation to introduce a national scheme of social insurance, under Bismarck. When,
after the second world war, Germany was being reconstructed, the tradition was
maintained: a proposal for a different kind of scheme, modelled after the Beveridge
report, met
'intense opposition from bureaucrats and insurance fund officials, who had helped
their programmed survive the political turmoil of previous decades, from selfemployed and higher-paid workers, who insisted on a separate identity for their
social insurance funds, and from leading politicians of the new Federal Republic, who
discounted any need to rely on foreign models of a policy technique that the Germans
themselves had invented.' (32)
The German system has something of the diversity of the French, but benefits have
developed within a different kind of framework, more directly related to the needs of
industry. At a time when Britain was concerned with the 'welfare state', the
reconstruction of the German welfare system was being justified in terms of a 'social
state' (Sozialstaat), perhaps better understood as a 'social market economy' (33) rather
than a 'welfare state'. The German Basic Law (Grundgesetz) provides that adequate
public assistance should be available as of right. This can be interpreted primarily as a
residual concept, but it is coupled with a strong commitment to the economic needs of
society and a heavy dependence on the role of industry in providing occupational
benefits. The focus falls on achievement in the market (34), and welfare provision is
strongly linked to the occupational status and employment record of the recipient.
Social security in Germany depends, as in many other places, on a combination of
insurance based benefits, largely geared to the occupational structure, and a
supplementary set of safety-net provisions (mainly Sozialhilfe, or social assistance, and
Wohngeld, a means-tested housing benefit.) The adequacy of social assistance is limited,
based on a restricted 'basket of goods', and takeup is limited (35). Importantly, these
policies are backed up by an infrastructure geared to economic development and the
prevention of unemployment, through job creation, employment training and fostering
reductions in working hours (36).
The heavy reliance of the German system on social insurance is an indication that
poverty is less important as a justification for welfare than some other considerations,
in particular social protection. The level of benefits depends strongly on past work
record; those without such a record rely on social assistance, which is mainly provided
through regional governments, and which is generally represented, like Income Support
in the UK, as a stigmatised benefit. But the coverage of this safety net is uncertain.
Mitton et al comment, on the basis of a survey of the conditions of unemployed people,
that:
'Protection of living standards was the main purpose of the German system and it had
great success in this. In preventing poverty, however, it was not so good. The
minority with little or no pension under social insurance could apply for means tested
help from Social Aid (Sozialhilfe) but few did so ... There remained ... an appreciable
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minority - slightly over one in ten - who were not being supported either by a pension
or by social aid.' (37)
The economic success of Germany suggests that there are few working poor in the West
(38), and the people who have not claimed social assistance are seen as the main group
in poverty (39) - though one wonders how, if all this is true, the problems of poor areas,
unemployment and homelessness described in the European poverty programme (40)
could have arisen. The general proposition that people in work are not poor needs to be
qualified, too. Evidence from the 1970s suggested that women were substantially
disadvantaged. Germany had an unusually high proportion of single earner households 61% in comparison with Britain's 42% (41) - which meant, in practice, that women had
very much more limited opportunities for participation in the labour market. Leibfried
and Ostner (42) believe it is still the case. By contrast, Hauser and Semerau claim (on the
basis of an individualised analysis of income by age and sex) that the gap between male
and female has closed; they argue, surprisingly, that there is no feminisation of poverty
in Germany (43).
Social security is primarily directed at the circumstances of people outside the labour
market - pensioners, unemployed, disabled and single parents. For the most part, it is
the success of the German economic system which has relieved the necessity for social
security to be tested; the adequacy of occupational pensions has meant that the success
or failure of the residual benefits to reach their targets has not been such a serious
political issue as it might otherwise have been. The economic pressures which result
from the re-absorption of the East may well put this to the test.
Sweden
Sweden is often presented as a model 'welfare state', with a considerable emphasis on
comprehensive social provision. This comprehensiveness is expressed, Allardt suggests,
in three ways: the direction of welfare programmes to the entire population rather than
specific problem groups, the development of legal rights to welfare, and a broad coverage
of welfare in relation to many different aspects of people's lives (44). At first sight,
Sweden appears to have a set of institutions very similar to the welfare state in Britain with the difference that their relative generosity, efficiency and political support have
enabled Sweden to realise the ideal of the welfare state rather more effectively. Heclo
emphasises the similarities between the two countries, and plays down the relative
importance of ideology. Policies on social security have been put forward, not by the
organised political parties - which have at best a superficial grasp of the issues - and not
through the electoral process; 'much of what has been specifically accomplished in state
provision for old age and unemployment', he writes, 'has depended on calculations of
what the public would stomach rather than what it demanded.' (45) The development
of policies in both countries, he argues, has depended more on the lobby and the
dynamics of the bureaucracy. But there are important differences in principle between
Sweden and the UK, which are marked by the relative involvement of the labour
movement in policy formation. In the UK, the labour movement has left social policy to
the Labour Party; in Sweden, by contrast, the unions have played a more active role, often
including the administration of unemployment benefits (46).
The emphasis has fallen, in consequence, on attempts to tie in welfare systems to the
occupational structure - a system Mishra refers to as 'social corporatism' (47). This is
expressed through substantial use of occupational and earnings-related benefits, an
emphasis on incorporation into the labour market through education, training and equal
opportunities. The stress on the occupational base does, however, lead to a degree of
differentiation in the kinds of support people can expect. Ringen describes the Swedish
system as 'selective by occupational experience' (48). On the face of the matter, this
should mean that those who are left out of the occupational structure are likely to suffer;
but Mishra argues that the effect of full employment policies is precisely to include those
who would in other cases be marginalised (49).
If there is a dominant theme within social security provision, it is not the relief of
poverty. Probably more important is the principle of solidarity. The 1982 Social Services
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Act, which governs municipal welfare (including social assistance), is justified in the
following terms:
'on the basis of democracy and solidarity, the public social service should further
people's economic and social wellbeing; equally in living conditions; active
participation in the life of the community.' (50)
'Solidarity', however, is understood in a different sense to its use in France. It is
interpreted, not only as mutual aid and integration, but also to imply a degree of
egalitarianism. Myrdal writes
'In a society which claims solidarity as a basic principle, is demanded organised cooperation and strengthened influence in society in order to strengthen the position
of the weak and in order that a redistribution of the unevenly distributed resources
and opportunities can occur' (51)
The 'solidaristic wage policy' advocated by the unions is intended to pursue united action
for an improvement of living and working condition, the limitation of differentials, and
a degree of income transfer (52). Effectively, Sweden has become the model for what
Titmuss called the 'institutional-redistributive' model of the welfare state (53), in which
the aim is not only to protect people against certain social contingencies, but also to
produce a more equal society.
Olsson (54) emphasises the extent to which the Swedish system has become
universalised; it offers a mix of universal minimum benefits - including pensions for old
people, disabled and handicapped people, and child allowances - with earnings-related
insurance benefits for unemployed people and pensioners. The system is not wholly
universal, however; there are means tested benefits for single parents, children in
education and housing needs; social assistance, administered by local authorities,
provides a safety net for each group. If there is an element of social rejection associated
with this kind of arrangement, it is not evident from the literature; Wilson believes that
Sweden does not have the problems of stigma and low take-up which bedevil benefits in
the UK (55). It is difficult to be certain to what extent this is true; Gould suggests that the
mechanisms of public assistance, which treat claimants at an individual level and rely
strongly on discretionary procedures, act as a barrier to claiming (56). Under the
constraints of industrial recession there have been some attempts in recent years to
curtail the level of expenditure committed to social security, of which one of the most
important is de-indexation, which means that benefits might be eroded by inflation (57)
However, these changes do not seem to have changed the basis of the system.
Social security systems in outline
The sketches of social security systems presented here are sufficiently distinct for it to
be possible to outline some of the dominant features of different systems, and the types
of issue which distinguish their approaches to poverty.
There are many different classifications which might be made. Titmuss (58)
distinguished three main models of social welfare: residual, institutional-redistributive,
and the 'industrial achievement-performance' or 'handmaiden' model, which views
welfare provision as the servant of the economic structure. On that basis, the Sweden
might be considered institutional, the US residual, and Germany devoted to 'industrial
achievement'. It is difficult to classify the UK, France or Israel: the UK is institutional
without being markedly redistributive; France has elements both of institutional welfare
and of the orientation to work; and Israel has strong elements both of institutional and
residual models at the same time, even if it is now lurching in the direction of the latter.
These difficulties reflect some general problems with Titmuss's approach. Institutional
welfare is not necessarily committed to progressive redistribution; it may also be mainly
concerned with social protection, which covers people at different levels. And the
'handmaiden' model does not exclude the possibility of residual or insitutional principles
being applied at the same time.
Palme modifies Titmuss's approach by making a fourfold distinction between
different kinds of system: confusingly, he uses similar terms in a slightly different way.
His classification includes systems which are 'institutional' (which entails both that basic
needs are met and that there is a degree of redistribution), residual (concerned only with
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basic needs), 'citizenship', which is concerned with basic security for all, and 'workmerit', where benefits are related to occupational status. He classifies pensions in
Sweden on this basis as 'institutional', Germany as an example of 'work-merit', and
France, the UK and the USA as 'residual'. Australia, where pensions are based on a test
of income, and Denmark, which has many similarities to Sweden, are classified as
examples of the 'citizenship' model (59). This is a fairly idiosyncratic interpretation - I
think I would have classified France and the UK as examples of 'citizenship'; but it helps
to illustrate the considerable ambiguities which can arise in the interpretation of
systems. As with Titmuss's scheme, there are some conceptual problems with Palme's
terms: 'work-merit', like the handmaiden model, does not exclude residual principles,
and his definition of 'citizenship' confuses a safety net for people unable to provide for
themselves, which is associated with a residual model, and the principle that everyone
should be helped, which is more commonly associated with the institutional model.
If the trouble was just that the terms do not fit the cases very well, it should be
possible to find others which fit better. Unfortunately, the issue is not so easy to resolve.
Any broad classification is likely to gloss over significant differences. I do not think it
would be very convincing to put Israel, which relies centrally on mutual support
organised through the trades union movement, in the same category as the United States,
or France, which has a pluralistic, fragmented system of different solidarities, in the same
category as the UK; but that is the consequence of relying on simplistic descriptions like
'residual' or 'institutional'. The central problem with classifications based on such
'models' is that they try to do too much at once. Welfare systems are multi-dimensional.
Rather than trying to describe systems as a whole, it is probably better to identify some
of the elements of systems. This still has some problems - it relies on some very broad
generalisations - but it makes it possible at least to get a handle on the material.
The first distinction that might be made concerns the kinds of redistribution which
different countries make. Some offer provision for basic needs; others provide much
more generous benefits, which is not so much as a means of redistributing from rich to
poor as a way of protecting the living standards of people whose circumstances might
otherwise suffer. The US, UK and Israel fall mainly into the former category; France,
Germany and Sweden are mainly in the latter.
Second, there is a difference between countries which offer benefits oriented to work
and the labour market, and those which offer rights on the basis of citizenship. Germany
and Sweden are in the former category; the UK and (I think) the US are in the latter.
France seems to be moving from the first category to the second; Israel is difficult to
classify, but it may be moving in the other direction.
Third, it is possible to classify these systems as representing individualist or
solidaristic approaches to welfare. France, Israel and Sweden are solidaristic, although
this does not mean quite the same thing in each country; what they have in common is
that welfare is conceived and developed as a collective enterprise. By contrast, the US,
Germany and the UK tend to be individualistic (or 'liberal'), putting the stress on
personal rights and responsibilities.
Fourth, there is a distinction between residual and institutional systems. This is
related to the previous distinction, because liberal ideology tends to imply a marginal
role for the state, but it is not the same; policy in the UK, which often emphasises
individual responsibility, also contrives to have institutional welfare by emphasising the
right of each individual to welfare. Sweden is clearly institutional; I think in view of the
extension of its safety net that France can now reasonably be placed in the same
category. The US and Germany are, relatively speaking, residual. Israel is again the most
difficult to classify. If one was to consider only the contribution of state provision, Israel
would have to be counted as 'residual', but welfare in Israel cannot be interpreted
exclusively in terms of state activity; the element of collective solidarity through trades
unionism is much closer to the institutional model.
This points to a fifth dimension. Provision by the state is not necessarily the most
important form of welfare provision; the distinguishing principle of welfare in Japan, for
example, is the extent to which it relies on support from its corporate occupational
structure in place of the state. Some systems - Israel, the United States, and France - are
pluralistic in form; irrespective of whether or not systems are oriented to welfare or the
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market, they feature a diversity of provision. Others - Germany, Sweden and the United
Kingdom - have attempted to introduce a generally applicable, comprehensive system.
There is no regular pattern here; none of the countries I have considered has the
same basic profile as another. Sweden and the US are different in respect of each of the
five dimensions I have identified, and one could choose these two countries as models,
or representatives of 'ideal types'; but it would be difficult to know what to do with the
countries which are left, because each of them differs from the others in important
respects. What this kind of analysis shows is, not simply that countries are different, but
that the differences defy categorisation in terms of basic models.
The comments I have made still rest on some pretty broad generalisations, and there
are major reservations to make about them. Each of the systems is complex, and of
necessity the characterisation I have made of each does not do justice to them. Intentions
and practice often differ, and each of the countries might legitimately be represented in
different lights. For all that the UK appears to have a comprehensive, universal approach,
it is actually much more pluralistic in its provisions than the ideology of the welfare state
would suggest; Israel, despite its historical tradition, is well removed from the model of
collectivised redistribution that its socialist rhetoric implies; neither the United States
nor Germany is truly 'residual' in the sense of concentrating on safety net provision; and
Sweden shares with France and Germany a stress on occupational status which it is
difficult to reconcile with the model of 'citizenship'.
At the best of times, then, classifications of this type need to be treated with a healthy
degree of scepticism. But there are also some fairly fundamental reasons why this kind
of broad-brush approach can never be very accurate. In the first place, the functions of
social security policies are complex, and they are not exclusively - or even primarily associated with a single objective, like the relief of poverty; the effect is that no system
can adequately be described in such simple terms. Second, even when the aims of
systems appear to be similar, different methods are employed which can produce very
different kinds of results. And third, poverty itself is not a simple issue, but one which
covers a wide range of different kinds of problem and contingency, so that a system
which appears to be comprehensive in one respect might fail to meet other needs
altogether. Considering the ways in which social security systems actually work takes
us a long way from the relative certainties of ideological analysis.
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Chapter 10
Social security benefits
Social security is not for the most part designed to offer people a minimum level of
resources, or even a minimum level of income. It may serve these functions to a greater
or lesser degree, but the characteristic pattern of most social security systems is not the
dominance of 'safety net' benefits or benefits designed to offer a basic income, but the
diversity of options within which a safety net plays only a limited role, covering those
contigencies not otherwise provided for. Poverty is dealt with, not through a close
concentration or 'targetting' of benefit, but through the development of a framework of
income maintenance which provides for people who are poor amongst others.
There are three standard components within most social security systems. The first
is social insurance, which is the most widely used form of provision for old people and
survivors (like widows and orphans), and which also commonly extends to cases of
unemployment and invalidity where the people affected have been able to make
contributions. Secondly, there are means-tested benefits, which by their nature are
reserved for people with low resources. Third, there are 'non-contributory' benefits,
which have no test of contribution or of means, but which may have a test of need (like
benefits for disabled people).
This categorisation is not really sufficient to understand the different patterns of
benefit provision, because within the two later categories in particular there is a certain
amount of variation. Residual benefits - that is, benefits for those not covered by other
benefits - include not only means-tested benefits, but also commonly include some
discretionary element. A common pattern of 'social assistance' is that people receive
some kind of personal assessment of supervision on the social work model. Despite the
overlap between them, these kind of benefit are sufficiently distinct to be treated as
separate categories here. 'Non-contributory' benefits', equally, include two very different
types of provision. In the case of benefits for old people or children, the only test which
is applied is that a person is the right age. I have referred to these as 'universal' benefits,
though the term is not always confined to such cases. In the case of disability or
unemployment, a 'non-contributory' benefit also requires some kind of test of eligibility;
this creates a set of problems more commonly associated with means-tested benefits
than with universal benefits, and for that reason I have treated this kind of benefit as a
separate category.
Social insurance
The dominant element within most systems of income maintenance is social insurance
- 'dominant' both in the sense that it commands the greatest element of resources, and
because it provides the structure or framework around which other benefits are
organised. However, the nature of social insurance can be understood in different ways,
and this is reflected in the scope and adequacy of the benefits. The first model, which is
the original pattern of social insurance, was developed in Bismarck's Germany, where the
provisions were concerned less to provide against poverty than to offer protection to
workers in the event of contingencies which might interrupt their income. Bismarck's
system is most usually presented as a veiled form of repression, not least because of his
own justifications for this kind of measure; it was presented as an antidote to
communism, and a means of mollifying the workers. One should beware, though, of
taking explicit justifications for policy of this type too seriously; it is far from clear why
we should be enjoined cynically to disregard political claims which claim to serve the
interests of the population and yet believe with a perfect faith protestations of
underhand motives. Bismarck equally described himself as a 'Kathedersozialist' - an
armchair socialist - and argued for independent benefits as a way of maintaining the
dignity and rights of the recipients (1). In justifying his actions to his Junker society, he
appealed to their fear of socialism and their self interest - but that is hardly the same as
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proving that his actions were only motivated by such factors. In so far as there was an
ideological motivation, it was probably neither capitalist nor socialist. The feudal
tradition, one which was still important in Europe in the nineteenth century - and which,
some might say, is still fairly important now - demanded that landlords undertook some
responsibility for the welfare of their charges, according to their standing in life. And that
is what the Bismarckian system of insurance, much to the scorn of more 'progressive'
liberals, did. It is difficult to see the hand of Bismarck in the current German social
security system, but the tradition that social insurance is both a form of social protection
and a form of guaranteeing social stability has been important in shaping the
understanding of social security in Germany - among critics of the left, such as Habermas
and Offe (2), as much as those who would defend the position on the right. This tradition
was to influence most European nations, and many countries outside Europe.
However, social insurance suffers from a major defect in its ability to offer social
protection. It relies on a basic test - a test of contributions, and so of work experience which tends to exclude large numbers of people who may need protection, but who have
not met the basic conditions. The people who are left out tend to be those unable to work
- long term unemployed, school leavers, young mothers, chronically sick and disabled
people. As for guaranteeing stability, it is unclear how far social insurance can perform
any such function. If payments are to be made on the basis of insurance, they must be
financed on an actuarial basis from funds based on contributions, or from the revenue
frm contributions on a dynamized or 'pay as you go' basis. The former arrangement
requires a level of economic stability - both in the sense that people have to be able to
contribute (Beveridge demanded full employment as a condition of the success of
National Insurance), and in the sense that funds have to be secure. The latter requires
political stability, because future generations have to be prepared to pay benefits on a
basis at least equivalent to that on which people contribute. In other words, insurance
requires as a precondition the kind of stability it is supposed to guarantee.
The second main model is that represented by the Beveridge report. The Beveridge
report is often taken as the model for other Western European countries - during the
second world war, it was parachuted into occupied territory - though it is probably more
accurate to say that the report reflected widely held views and reinforced existing
developments. The rhetoric associated with the Beveridge scheme - not all of it
Beveridge's - seemed to offer a broadly based response to poverty. The scheme was
taken to promise coverage 'from the cradle to the grave'. Beveridge fuelled this
impression with some ringing statements about the 'Giants' of Want, Idleness, Ignorance,
Squalor and Disease, and the claim that the scheme would be 'adequate' and 'universal'
(by which he seems to have meant 'comprehensive'). Parts of the scheme proposed for
social security were more concerned to reinforce the impression of comprehensiveness
than to develop a sound basis for insurance - for example, Beveridge devised 'classes' for
the insurance of children and old people, and 'credited' (or make-believe) contributions
for some of those who were unable actually to pay their way. Beveridge stresed the
importance of a basic minimal coverage, because, as he said,we need 'bread and health
for all at all times before cake and circuses for anybody' (3).
As an approach to poverty, however, there were important deficiencies in the
Beveridge scheme. Some of them are peculiar to the scheme itself; they were considered
in the preceding chapter. Some, however, are of general application. In the first place,
universal coverage is hardly a realistic aspiration for an insurance scheme, because it is
in the nature of insurance that it must be conditional to some extent on contributions,
and many people are unable to contribute. Beveridge himself recognised that
'However comprehensive an insurance scheme, some, through physical infirmity, can
never contribute at all and some will fall through the meshes of any insurance.' (4).
This, clearly, affects the ability of insurance schemes to repsond to poverty, especially as
those least able to contribute - those without regular patterns of employment - are often
those most vulnerable to poverty. The second problem was adherence to the
contribution principle. Beveridge had the option of earnings-related or flat-rate benefits;
he opted for flat-rate as the best way of ensuring adequacy at minimum cost. But this in
turn had implications for contributions, because flat-rate benefits demanded flat-rate
contributions - earnings-related contributions on flat-rate benefits would have been
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equivalent to a concealed tax. The contributions had to be set low, because too high a
level of flat-rate contributions would have excluded large numbers of people from the
scheme. In the words of a civil servant, contributions
'are not fixed on any particularly rational basis but on the basis that you want a
reasonable test and do not want to make it too hard for people to get the benefits,
because, after all, the contingencies are there ... None of us has ever paid, or ever will
pay, ... the full value of our benefits.' (5)
There are problems in developing universal coverage even for those in work at a level
which can provide adequate benefits.
The third principal model of social insurance is represented by schemes which
emphasise mutual aid. This is probably best represented by social insurance in France.
The distinctiveness of the French system rests in the diversity which resuts from the
application of the principle of solidarity to different groups. Solidarity applies not only
at the national level, but at other kinds of level - including local groups, professional
associations, friendly societies. The French system is characterised, then, not by the
uniformity of basic provision, but its diversity. In many ways, this reflects more faithfully
the pattern of insurance cover which has become commonplace in industrialised
countries - including Britain, where private and occupational pension schemes are an
increasingly significant aspect of insurance provision.
The main advantages of
social insurance in practice are that it is largely self-financing, politically well established,
and more likely to offer a higher rate of benefit where there is earnings-relation. But
there are important disadvantages, particularly from the perspective of the poor. The
work test associated with contributions means that low paid workers (and women),
people with marginal employment, or those who undergo spells of unemployment or
sickness, are less likely to be able to contribute; where they can, they are less likely to be
able to afford contributions. Where they cannot, of course, it is neceesary to develop
further tiers within a benefit system, and many people are in practice left out. The Child
Poverty Action Group used to argue that the strengthening of insurance was the best
strategy to protect the poor. In recent years, however, they have moved away from this
position. Fimister and Lister acknowledge that the insurance principle
'(a) ... does not protect benefits against cuts ...
(b) ... excludes some of the most vulnerable people from entitlement to benefit ...
(c) ... creates complexities and administrative problems ...
(d) ... is in any case a myth'. (6)
Means-tested benefits
The limitations of social insurance have meant that benefits have had to be developed to
take over some of the roles which insurance fails to fulfil. The most important of the
alternatives is means-testing - the award of benefit which is conditional on a test of
resources, usually income, and sometimes capital. Although different means-tested
benefits clearly act in very different ways, it is difficult to sub-classify means-tested
benefits in the same way as National Insurance. Much depends on the categories of
people included or excluded, the relative generosity of the benefits, and on the type of
benefit system in which the means tested benefit is applied.
The inclusion or exclusion of different categories of people defines the function of
particular means-tested benefits. Means tests tend to be associated with 'safety net'
benefits, on the basis that most people do not require social protection and only those
whose income falls below a certain level should qualify. In other words, means tests tend
to be residual in their nature. Within this broad category, though, there are important
subdivisions. Some means tested benefits are available very generally to people on low
incomes, like Income Support in the UK, and can be seen as general safety net benefits.
Some relate only to a limited set of potential recipients, like AFDC in the US.
There are also some exceptions to the general description of means-tested benefits
as residual. An alternative pattern of means testing is directed not so much to the
identification of people on low incomes as to the screening out of those on higher
incomes, with a system designed to include most: examples are the Australian pensions
scheme, or the UK student grants scheme. (One might perhaps also include the upper
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limits on income used to determine the coverage of social insurance in Germany, though
technically this does not fall into the category of a means-test.) If the former pattern is
residual in principle, the latter is institutional.
The scope of means-tested benefits depends not only on the categories of people
formally included or excluded, but on the level at which benefits are set. The level of
benefits matters in systems where either the benefit is used to determine a minimum
level of income (like Income Support, or a number of French benefits for the family - the
supplLment de revenu familial, allocation au jeune enfant and allocation de parent isolL)
or to establish a figure which is gradually withdrawn as other income increases (like
Housing Benefit); both principles imply that higher levels of benefits make more people
eligible for consideration. Effectively, the lower the level of benefits, the more residual
they are likely to be; the higher they are, the more people will be included. If residual
means-tested benefits are often linked with ungenerous provision - an accusation
frequently levelled at them, for example by Townsend - it is not least because the level
of means-tested benefits is one of the reasons they are described as 'residual'.
The functions which means-tested benefits perform depend, too, on the kind of
system in which the benefit has a place. In the UK, the central means-tested benefit is
Income Support - formerly National Assistance (1948-1966) and Supplementary Benefit
(1966-88). The benefit is, in principle, a supplement to other benefits, bringing people
up to a level of income (and therefore effectively acting as a guaranteed minimum income
for a wide range of people entitled.) Although the benefit has become increasingly
important for a wide range of people, and has been adapted to a 'mass role', the central
presumption behind the rules affecting the benefit is that people will receive it only when
they do not have alternative sources of income through other benefits. This means that
Income Support is genuinely a 'safety net', coming into force only when other benefits
do not. In Australia, by contrast, the basic means tested benefit performs a very different
function, because there is no basic system of social insurance (7). Effectively, then, the
means-tested benefit is the only form of provision for important categories of beneficiary
- particularly pensioners - and the role of the benefit is substantively different from that
of Income Support in the UK, despite a number of factors in common. Mitton et al write,
on the basis of their work in the UK, France and Germany:
'That some means-tested benefits are extensively taken up while others are not
suggests that it is not the means-testing itself that is the problem but rather the way
in which the means-tested benefits are administered.' (8)
The process of means-testing has been much vilified, on the somewhat questionable
basis that means-tests are an intrinsically unsatisfactory method of distributing benefits.
Much of this relates to an ideological view of means-tests as being uniquely closely linked
with a residual model of welfare. But means tests, like any other administrative process,
have both advantages and disadvantages. The advantages of means tests are first, that
they concentrate resources on those most in need, and second, that they are progressive,
and redistribute resources vertically from rich to poor. Both of these factors would
suggest that means-testing would be favoured by the left wing - but not a bit of it.
The first accusation levelled against means-tested benefits is that they are complex
and difficult to administer. The French Allocation de Parent Isolé has been criticised for
taking up to six months to be delivered; benefits are often miscalculated, and if overpaid
reclaimed from the unfortunate recipient who is unlikely to have known there was an
overpayment (9). This is not difficult to cap. Housing Benefit in the UK has been
described (in The Times) as 'the biggest administrative fiasco in the history of the
welfare state' (10); in one case I encountered in my housing practice, the benefit
authority (a London Borough) had taken eight years not to process the claims of a
number of elderly women in sheltered housing, a claimant group whose circumstances
were about as stable as the authority could have hoped to find. (11)
However, in fairness to means tested benefits, they are not necessarily the most
difficult benefits to administer; much depends on the rules which affect each benefit.
Drawing on Treasury figures, Supplementary Benefit was expensive to administer, at
about £2.85 per beneficiary each week; but so were many insurance benefits, like
Unemployment Benefit at £2.50, Maternity Allowance at £2.40, or Sickness and Invalidity
Benefits at £3.05 (12). Belorgey notes problems in claiming sickness and unemployment
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insurance in France, not least because of the demands for documentation (13). The
benefits which were cheaper to administer in the UK - Retirement Pensions at 45p,
Family Income Supplement at 50p, or Attendance Allowance at 80p - were cheaper
because of the relative stability of individual circumstances and the use of postal claims,
not because of the simplicity of the benefits.
The second objection to means tested benefits is that they create a poverty trap. If
benefits are given to people on low incomes, they must be taken away from people whose
incomes go up. In combination with the tax system, the effect in Britain has been
effectively to remove any advantage in an increase in income for people who receive such
benefits. Getting out of poverty, Piachaud writes, is like getting out of a well; if you can't
jump up far enough you simply slide back to the bottom again (14).
Last, and most serious, they often fail to reach those in need. The reasons commonly
given for low takeup are complex. Kerr suggests that there are a series of steps that a
person has to take before claiming. Claimants have to feel a need. They have to know
that a benefit exists, and that they are likely to be entitled. They have to feel that a
benefit is worth claiming, which it may not be if the value of the benefit is too small.
Next are the beliefs and feelings of the claimant, which might include issues of social
acceptability, the desirability of 'managing', the person's role as a 'breadwinner', or
general attitude towards benefit support. Finally, there is the perceived stability of the
circumstances - people may not claim if they think their circumstances are likely to
change (15). He presents these as a number of hurdles which have to be surmounted
consecutively, but they can equally be seen as interlocking; there is an interrelationship
between lack of perceived need, knowledge of benefits and uncertainty about eligibility,
and negative beliefs and feelings about the claiming process (16).
There are other reasons, too, why people might fail to claim. Weisbrod suggests that
people weight the costs of claiming, broadly understood, against the benefits (17). Some
people are afraid to claim, perhaps because of the consequences of asking landlords for
evidence of rent, or employers about low wages. The reasons for not claiming include
deterrence, degrading treatment and loss of rights; the history of means-testing, which
is associated by many with repressive administration and the Poor Law; a feeling of
being 'labelled'; and a dislike of 'charity', or pride. (18) These problems have led many
critics to reject means-testing altogether. But the same criticisms could be levelled at
benefits which are not means tested, including both social insurance and the
non-contributory benefits which have often been developed to avoid the stigma of
means-testing.
Non-contributory benefits
Reactions to the failures of social insurance and the perceived limitations of
means-testing have led to a increasing concern to develop alternative kinds of benefits.
These are usually referred to as 'non-contributory', though the defining characteristic of
such benefits is not only that they are not based on contributions but also have no test
of means. Some still have a test of need: a example is Mobility Allowance, where a person
must be unable to walk or virtually unable to walk, with or without aids, and able to take
advantage of facilities for locomotion. (The conditions are more stringent than this brief
summary suggests - for example, the benefit must be claimed before the age of 66,
excluding the vast majority of people in Britain who are unable to walk; it must be for a
condition likely to last for at least a year, a provision which excludes most stroke victims,
who constitute the largest group of people with locomotion difficulties; and it is assessed
only on the basis of physical capacity, which probably excludes most people with a
mental handicap.)
The central arguments for non-contributory benefits seem to be based in criticisms
of other kinds of benefit; but there is little reason to suppose that they are immune from
similar kinds of complaint. If they are less complex, it is not immediately apparent; any
test of need tends to create complexities of its own. Benefits for disabled people are not
much less expensive to administer than others, and they are regularly the subject of
complaint about administrative hurdles (19). The average delay in the payment of
Supplementary Benefit in the UK was two days for a person coming into the office, ten
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days for someone who wants a home visit. By contrast, a number of non-contributory
claims took much longer: Attendance Allowance claims took an average 45 days to clear,
Retirement Pension 47 days, and Mobility Allowance 53 days (20). I do not have similar
information for other countries, but Belorgey notes of the French system that in relation
to the Allocation d'adulte handicapé, where cases are contested, the process can drag on
for years (21).
Non-contributory benefits may avoid a 'poverty trap' in the strict sense of the word,
but problems are still likely to occur at the points where people cease to be entitled to
benefits. In the case of Mobility Allowance, for example, a person who became able again
to walk would lose benefit. It seems inappropriate to describe this as a 'disincentive' to
rehabilitation, as there are very few people who would choose not to walk if they could,
but it is an extra cost of rehabilitation during a stressful period. They are supposed to be
free of stigma, but this stretches credibility - can it really be more stigmatising to declare
that one's income is below a certain level than it is to have to declare that one is unable
to use the toilet unaided?
The important distinguishing feature of non-contributory benefits is not that they are
prima facie more universal, more generous, or easier to administer; it is that by removing
tests of qualification associated with work record or income, some of the worst obstacles
to more comprehensive coverage can be removed. If their role has been limited, it is
because their reliance on finance through taxation is difficult to justify in terms of
redistribution (because the redistribution is not necessarily from rich to poor).
Non-contributory benefits, where they have been used, have often been greatly restricted
by qualifications on the basis of need, residence, or category of claimant, largely because
the cost of non-contributory provision is liable to exceed the willingness of governments
to test the goodwill of the electorate.
Universal benefits
Non-contributory benefits are sometimes referred to as 'universal', but there is a
distinction to be made between non-contributory benefits like mobility allowance, which
depend on some kind of qualifying test, and those benefits which are available to
everyone with no test of contribution, need, or means. These are more legitimately
described as 'universal'; another way of referring to them is as 'demogrants' (the term
is, I think, Canadian, though it also featured in McGovern's 1972 election campaign in the
US). It puts the situation too strongly to say that they go to 'everyone'; universal benefits
are better considered as categorical benefits, relying on membership of a demographic
category - like children or old people. This implies that social security is provided
universally for certain classes of people, and it implies a minimum level of income for
people in that class. The central advantages of such an arrangement are simplicity and
stability - the benefits are simple to administer because people are old, or children, for
an extended period of time. The same principle cannot easily be extended to
unemployed people, single parents or sick people, because these circumstances change.
Unemployment and disability, furthermore, would have to be defined - which implies the
intoduction of some kind of test.
Child Benefit is the principal demogrant in the UK system, and it attracts a wide range
of support. Ostensibly, this is because it protects people against poverty - the principal
pressure group which supports it is the Child Poverty Action Group - but in practice the
support is for other reasons. Viewed as a benefit for those who are poorest, it is
spectacularly unsuccessful. It is inefficient: three-quarters goes to people above the
Income Support level. Poor families who are on Income Support do not benefit, because
it is deducted directly from their benefit. The only families which gain from it when
below the IS level, then, are those who are working for less than IS rates - a tiny number
of people. Among those who receive marginally more, very few are families with
children. In redistributive terms, the intended effect of Child Benefit is horizontal - from
people without children to people with children. Because people with more children
tend to be older, and older families tend to be better off, the broad effect of Child Benefit
is moderately regressive.
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There are, however, other arguments for Child Benefit, which carry very much more
conviction. First, Child Benefit works. Takeup is very high; it is simple to administer. It
is difficult to generalise from this to other benefits: the extra One Parent Benefit which
is paid as a supplement to Child Benefit has a much lower rate of takeup (perhaps 70%).
Second, Child Benefit is expressive of solidarity. It represents an acknowledgement of
social responsibility for childrearing. Third, it is paid to the mother. The view has been
expressed that women in wealthy households who have no personal income should be
considered to be 'poor' (23), which is unpersuasive. But there is a case of a different kind
to be made for the redress of power between males and females; it is a means of
protecting women's rights rather than of meeting their needs. The main objection to
Child Benefit, on this argument, is that it is child-related instead of being gender-related
- though this may be the only way in which benefits for women can be legitimised. Cass
offers a depressing observation:
'Australia ranked with the United Kingdom, Denmark and Germany in providing
relatively parsimonious child support; Belgium, France, Luxembourg and the
Netherlands were the most generous in their level of support; Italy and Ireland were
the least generous. What is significant about this listing is that in Belgium, France,
Luxembourg and the Netherlands, family allowances are increased in line with an
index, either on prices or earnings - and in all but Belgium, allowances are paid to the
father. Of the less generous countries, allowances are not indexed and in all countries
but Italy are paid to the mother.' (23).
The principle of the demogrant is valuable, not least because it serves as a marker for
a different type of social security system. It is perfectly feasible to envisage a system in
which there are no special qualifying conditions, where every person receives an
individual demogrant (as children do now), and the system is entirely tax-financed. If the
benefits are sufficiently generous, no other benefits should be necessary. This is the
principle of the Social Dividend, or 'Basic Income' scheme (25). The advantages of such
a scheme are administrative simplicity, and the avoidance of problems like stigma, the
poverty trap, or low takeup. But there are also important disadvantages. The costs are
viewed by some as prohibitive. The removal of conditions like availability for work are
seen as a massive disincentive, particularly for those who the decision to work is
currently marginal. The scheme cannot engage inequalities very fully; on the contrary,
many of the beneficiaries would be non-working spouses in relatively wealthy
households. And there is a risk of oversimplification - people's lives are complicated and
some supplementary response for special needs would still have to be available.
Discretionary benefits
Lastly, a range of benefits may be available for people in special circumstances on a
discretionary basis. The advantages of discretionary benefits are that they can be
adapted to the needs of individuals in a way in which formal regulations cannot. Where
an individual's circumstances fall into a lacuna in the rules, nothing is likely to be done.
The development of discretionary procedures can deal with exceptional circumstances.
It can be argued that no scheme can hope to have truly universal coverage without
having some provision for exceptional contingencies. Equally, they can be associated
with other kinds of policy, like community care, which depend on assessment and
responses being made for a particular set of needs, rather than on the basis of
entitlement.
The term 'discretion' requires some clarification here. In the UK, the Supplementary
Benefits Commission administered, until 1980, a range of payments under a
'discretionary basis', a term which was taken to mean that there was no formal
entitlement to payment and that the issues fell within the decision of officers. But the
judgment of officers in any individual case was limited by the creation of administrative
rules which defined the limits of judgment no less strictly than a legal entitlement may
have done. It is in the nature of discretion that it cannot be used consistently without
being bound by rules - in which case it ceases to be 'discretion' in any meaningful sense.
But decisions which are not consistent are not predictable, and uncertainty about the
likelihood of receiving benefits, balanced against the costs, is a major element in the
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failure to take up benefits. Discretion on this model was largely (not wholly) abandoned
in the period 1980-1988; the government hoped at the time that this might limit the
number of claims received. It had the reverse effect, and by 1988 the government had
decided to reintroduce a discretionary system, the Social Fund.
Discretion has only ever played a marginal role in benefit in the UK. In the US, a
number of states have tied public assistance programmes to social work; and in France
discretionary elements linked to individual casework have played an important part
within the system of public assistance. As part of Aide Sociale, provision was made to
offer advice to recipients about budgeting, counselling for personal problems; the
assumption seems to have been that those who were on low incomes had some
pathological problem. The new system, the Revenu Minimum d'Insertion, begins from
the premise that poor people are 'excluded' from the course of society and have to be
re-integrated - a position which is less reliant on the pathological elements but which still
nevertheless sees the problem in terms of patterns of behaviour rather than relative
levels of resources.
If discretionary policies have not worked well, it is not least because too often, the
shortage of money induced by the inadequacy of existing systems generates problems
which are not 'exceptional' in any sense - for example, the difficulty under the UK scheme
of paying for the replacement of clothing or furniture - and implies a pathological reason
for the lack of resources. In the US, Richard Nixon (one finds light in the most unexpected
quarters) justified his proposals for reform in precisely these terms. He condemned
'snoopy, patronising surveillance by social workers which made children and adult
feel stigmatised and separate. The basic premise of the Family Assistance Plan was
simple: what the poor need to help them rise out of poverty is money'. (25)
Discretion is an inadequate response to the situation of people who are poor; rules need
not to be bent, but to be changed.
Benefits in combination
Benefits are not delivered in isolation; there is in every system a network of benefits,
sometimes overlapping, sometimes alternative. On retirement, a claimant may receive
either a insurance based pension, a means-tested benefit, or some combination of the
two. On the face of it, the National Insurance Retirement pension effectively brings about
three-quarters of its recipients out of poverty. But if they did not receive the Retirement
Pension, they would receive other benefits instead. Fry et al detail the effects of
reductions in the value of pensions on eligibility for other benefits. They suggest that
over half of any marginal reduction in spending would be needed to pay for means tested
benefits (26) (Atkinson, by contrast, puts the figure at 30%) (27). Which is more
effective - the Retirement Pension, which actually provides the bulk of the income, or
Income Support, which would provide the income with less 'wastage' if there were no
Retirement Pension? It is difficult, then, as a general proposition to attribute to any one
class of benefit a greater or lesser degree of success in the relief of poverty. (The
argument that any particular benefit should be increased is of a different kind - it
assumes that there is already a context in which the benefits will have an identifable
effect.)
Many writers have represented social security benefits as institutional when they are
based on categories, and 'residual' when they use the methods most commonly
associated with residual welfare - in particular, means-testing and discretionary
administration. However, the situation is more complicated than this implies. Most
social security systems do not have benefits which fall exclusively into the category of
institutional or residual welfare, but some mixture of both. The institutional benefits are
those which are addressed to general contingencies, like old age or sickness. Residual
benefits are those provided for those who are unable to make provision in other ways.
Benefits which are exclusively addressed to the issue of poverty might seem to be
residual, but that is not the way that things work in practice; for any benefit which was
addressed to the issue of poverty in a context where there were no other benefits would,
of necessity, address the same issues which are addressed by institutional benefits. In
the UK, National Insurance represents the insitutional aspect of benefits for pensioners
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- because National Insurance is sufficient in itself to deal with the circumstances of nearly
three-quarters of all the pensioners; Income Support, the means-tested benefit which
deals with about a fifth (though it should deal with rather more) is residual because it is
addressed to those who are left out. In Australia, by contrast, the means-tested pension
applies to virtually the whole population of state pensioners - and as such, it falls into the
category of an institutional rather than a residual benefit. (Australians sometimes have
difficulty, on this basis, recognising their benefits as 'means-tested'. The problem is not
that there is not a means test, but that it is difficult to identify in their system many of the
kinds of issue associated with 'means testing' in Europe.)
In order to identify the functions of different kinds of benefits, one has to examine the
pattern of provision for each dependent group. The limited coverage of different types
of insurance, or non-contributory benefits, and the limited adequacy of universal
benefits, means that there is often a complementary role for a residual benefit - whether
means-tested or discretionary. The case of elderly people might be taken for an example.
In the UK, the US, Germany, France or Israel old people receive a basic pension which is
dependent on insurance contributions. In Sweden, the basic pension is universal, though
most pensioners also have an contributory supplement. The next question is what
happens to those who are not covered, or are only covered inadequately, by these basic
pensions. In most of these countries, there is a residual scheme of social assistance
which meets the contingency; the main exception is the US, not because there is no such
assistance but because it depends on the discretion of State governments as to what level
and on what terms supplements are available.
There are, however, important differences in the pattern of provision for different
client groups. Provision for elderly people may follow a fairly common pattern, but the
pattern of provision for single parents varies enormously between countries: France and
Sweden have universal family benefits backed up by means-tested additions (as does the
UK, though the universal element is so tiny as not to count), the US has a means-tested
benefit, and Germany and Israel have no special provision. An understanding of the way
in which systems operate requires some examination of the provisions which are made
for different kinds of contingency.
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Chapter 11
The principal contingencies
Most social security systems contain several kinds of provision for different
contingencies. Where some contingencies are not adequately allowed for - like
unemployment in the US, young single people in the UK, or part-time workers in France there will be deficiencies in that respect, even though the system might be adequate in
others. If one wishes to assess the adequacy of systems solely from the point of view of
poor relief, then it seems clear that the number of contingencies covered, and the terms
on which they are covered, becomes very important.
In chapter 5, I described the situation of a number of groups vulnerable to low income
or poverty. These included elderly people; chronically sick and disabled people;
unemployed people; single parents; and people on low earnings. This does not define the
same areas which are most commonly deal with by social security systems. Although
most developed social security systems address these problems to some degree, and
make some provision for destitution (e.g. benefits for people who are homeless, or
disaster relief), there are often significant gaps - most easily identified, admittedly, when
they become the subject of campaigns to remedy them: disabled people, for example,
received little specific help under the British system before 1970; gaps in provision for
poor people in France have been responded to only recently by the RMI; males suffering
from long-term unemployment are little helped in the US). Equally, there are important
groups which are often deal by social security who are not prominent in analyses of
poverty. These include benefits for widows and orphans; short-term sickness and
medical benefits; maternity benefits, and benefits for families with children. This is not
an exhaustive list. A number of countries have special provision for ex-service personnel.
In Britain, there are also benefits for students and (bizarrely enough) for people who
cannot afford local taxes. In Greece and Italy, crop insurance for farmers has been seen
as a form of social security.
The pattern of provision for each principal group tends to be different, not only
because their needs are different, but because their relationship to the labour market is.
Those who have been able to contribute towards insurance schemes - primarily
pensioners - are in a different position from those who have not. Groups who have no
reasonable prospect of entering the labour market - like many single parents, or
chronically sick people - are in a different position to those who have, like students,
unemployed people or low earners. And women, because of their particular
disadvantages in the labour market, are liable to have a different set of options and
outcomes than men do - an issue which affects a range of benefits, including those
affecting low earners, single parents, maternity and child care.
Pensions. Because pensions are given at the end of a person's working life, it is usually
possible to relate them successfully to the labour market, with fairly few exceptions.
Pensions are commonly provided by means of social insurance, or at least contributory
benefits - 'insurance' is something of a misnomer, as the issue is less one of protection
against a contingency than of individual saving and collective provision to meet a
predictable need.
The first issue concerns the question of whether pensions should be based on flatrate or earnings-related benefits. Flat rate benefits are egalitarian; they have the effect
of levelling out the incomes of old people after retirement. Earnings-related benefits are
solidaristic; they are justified mainly in terms of social protection, avoiding the situation
in which individuals are required in retirement to take a substantial cut in income. At the
same time, they are potentially inegalitarian, because they reflect the inequalities of the
labour market - Titmuss's fear of 'two nations in old age'.
Closely related to this issue is the question of whether contributions should be flat
rate or earnings related. If the scheme is to be a true insurance scheme, with benefits
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strictly tied to contributions, then flat-rate benefits demand flat-rate contributions - an
earnings-related contribution would imply a concealed tax - and earnings-related
benefits demand earning-related contributions (flat rate contributions would be
regressive). If, on the other hand, the scheme is to involve some form of progressive
redistribution, then earnings-related contributions or a tax subsidy are necessary, with
the benefits being either flat-rate or at least limited in the differentials they establish
between different recipients.
Most countries have favoured earnings-relation, and earnings relation has probably
proved to be the most effective way of guaranteeing adequacy - the best exemplar is
Sweden. The UK moved substantially in that direction in the pension plan of 1975,
though more recently there has been some retrenchment (1).
Second, insurance of this kind may be funded or solidaristic. Funded schemes are
based in a principle of saving - the benefits which a person receives are directly based
in the contributions which that person has paid in. A solidaristic or 'pay as you go'
scheme is one in which pensions are paid for directly out the contributions received at
the time; the continuation of the arrangment rests on the commitment of each generation
to pay for the pensions of the preceding generation. Although most occupational and
mutual aid schemes rely on funding, it is unusual for a national scheme to do so;
dynamisation, or allowance for inflation, is easier in the case of solidaristic pensions than
of others, because adjustments to benefits can be paid for by adjustments to
contributions.
The third dimension is between pensions which are publicly provided and those
which are provided on an occupational or commercial basis. Although there is some
scope for commercial schemes in areas other than old age - most notably for health
insurance - it is difficult for such schemes to insure against unemployment, single
parenthood. The problem is partly one of moral hazard (people can behave in ways
which increase their liability of losing their incomes in this way) and partly a reflection
of the length of the contribution period.
After insurance, the standard fall-back position is likely to be a means-tested benefit.
Sweden is distinguished by a non-contributory minimum pension; in other cases, a
minimum for pensioners is a residual benefit dependent on alternative sources of
income. A widespread acceptance of the legitimacy of dependency in old age means that
the terms on which old people receive benefits are less restrictive than others. However,
the level of supplementary benefits varies. The figures from the Luxembourg Income
Study seem to show that pensions in Sweden and West Germany are more successful in
improving income than those in Britain or the United States, although the British system
does reach many people at a relatively low level of benefit. Superficially, the systems
which are used are very similar. All have a core scheme run by the state (though that in
Germany is not universal); all, with the exception of Sweden, are financed through the
contributions of workers and employers rather than taxation (though the UK and France
also have an exchequer contribution); all of the systems can be supplemented by
occuptional schemes. The US and Germany have earnings-related benefits (in the case
of the US subject to a means test), whereas Sweden and Britain have a basic flat-rate
benefit supplemented by a further earnings-related addition. If one wishes to explain the
apparent differences in the successes of the different schemes, it probably rests not in
the mechanisms which are used to supply pensions, but in factors like the political and
economic history of the systems, the levels at which they are set (and so the level of
public expenditure), and the extent to which people have been able to participate in the
labour market. Disappointingly, there is no existing mechanism of distribution which
will automatically guarantee adequate benefits for the elderly population.
Disabled people. Unless disabled people are to receive the same benefits as everyone
else, and on the same terms - which might include requirements to be available to work benefits of this kind have to be subject to a test of need, because one cannot otherwise
define people as 'disabled'. Of necessity, the assessment which is made is going to
involve an element of judgment; it is possible to have a scheme for disabled people which
limits the scope for administrative or expert discretion (the UK Industrial Injuries
Scheme gives points for different parts of the anatomy lost), or benefits based on a
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particular kind of judgement (like ability to work), but only at the expense of sensitivity
to individual need or the type of disability.
The level of definition which is needed depends on the purpose of the benefit.
Benefits for disabled peple have been founded on a range of principles beseides financial
need - including, for example, insurance, desert (e.g. war pensions), compensation for
harm, and rehabilitation (2). Historically, the most important of these have been
insurance and compensation. The central problem with insurance based benefits is that
people who become disabled are not necessarily able to insure themselves through
contributions or a work record. Those who have been able to do so can receive some
kind of sickness or invalidity benefit, but those who have not - like people with
disabilities from childhood, or those with incomplete work records - have to receive
some kind of non-contributory benefit.
Systems of compensation for disability have provided a major alternative, most
notably in the context of industrial injuries, or through the courts. The central limitation
of such schemes has been the problem of attributing a cause to different kinds of
disability. Most mental handicap, for example, has no attributable organic reason; but
there have been controversies as to what extent vaccinations or avoidable birth defects
might cause mental handicap. The legal system, in such cases, offers a hard and difficult
road, because of the problem of satsfactorily establishing causation. The deformations
caused by thalidomide, which were pursued in different courts, are now clearly and
universally identified, but the process of establishing compsensation took many years.
(The thalidomide scandal was also to play a major role internationally in highlighting the
problems of disabled people. (3))
The main alternative, developed in New Zealand, was the establishment of a no-fault
system of compensation for disability (4). The intention of this was to avoid the
problems of establishing causation, concentrating solely on the level of impairment. The
scheme has been less imitated than might be imagined - Sweden has introduced a similar
scheme, but in the UK it applies only to those who are the victims of criminal injuries.
(The Pearson Commission, which considered the prospects of introducing a similar
scheme in the UK, rejected the idea on the basis that it wished to maintain personal
liability for compensation (5). Lord Pearson defended the principle on the grounds that
New Zealand was a smaller country than the UK and that besides victims enjoyed having
their day in court.) There are problems with such a scheme; there are inequities between
those who have become disabled as the result of some identifiable event or accident, and
those who have become progressively disabled through long-term sickness - like
bronchitis - who are not eligible for compensation.
The development of non-contributory benefits has seemed to be the only equitable
method of compensating people for disability without making invidious distinctions
between groups. The problem has been that such benefits are liable to be expensive,
because so many people are disabled; the initial generosity of Attendance Allowance
(introduced in the UK in 1970) was not repeated in later benefits, like Mobility Allowance
or Severe Disablement Allowance, introduced after economic crises, which have been
denied to elderly disabled people - who constitute the majority of disabled people.
The Disability Alliance argues for a universal Disability Allowance for all disabled
people. The advantages of this are it will treat people more equitably, according to need
rather than the cause of their disability; it should offer a basic minimum; and it will be
simpler than the present system. The disadvantages are that it would be very costly if
it was to be at all adequate; that there would be considerable resistance, as many
disabled people, like war pensioners, have privileges they would not want to see eroded
by a more rational system; that it will still require a test of need, with the accompanying
problems of definition, barriers to access, and stigma; and that it will separate out the
'deserving poor'.
Unemployment. Unemployment is a complex set of issues rather than a single issue in
itself, and people whose unemployment is casual, frictional, seasonal, short-term or
structural have different needs. Beveridge's analysis of unemployment, which was
introduced in chapter 5, may be unsatisfactory as a definition of the problem - because
it mixes analysis of causation, presenting problems, and different patterns of work - but
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it offers a useful starting point for understanding the organisation of benefits.
Beveridge's own scheme was principally concerned with casual, seasonal and short-term
'frictional' unemployment; for the rest, he had assumed full employment. The
'assumption' of full employment in his report meant, he wrote, 'that if there is mass
unemployment, Social Security by income maintenance does not meet the needs;
unemployment benefit is adequate treatment only for short interval unemployment'. (6).
Many benefits are concerned with social protection, rather than with unemployment as
a cause of long-term poverty.
The system of benefits for unemployment this produced was geared to short periods
of unemployment. Within the detailed provisions of the National Insurance scheme,
casual unemployment was accounted for by the calculation of unemployment benefits
on a daily basis (a quirk of social insurance in the UK which has only recently been
changed), and coverage for seasonal unemployment depended on the number of
contributions made in a period between 9 and 21 months beforehand rather than
immediately before the period of unemployment - the relevant period has since been
extended to up to 33 months. (There was an administrative rationale behind this, but the
point is really rather too obscure to be worth pursuing in detail here.) Most important,
entitlement to Unemployment Benefit was time-limited, which meant that people who
were unemployed for long periods of time ceased to be eligible for Unemployment
Benefit, and then had to rely on means-tested benefits. In practice, this has meant that
there are fewer long-term unemployed women than men, because women whose benefit
entitlement is exhausted cannot claim and cease to be officially unemployed. In recent
years, the numbers of people dependent on Unemployment Benefit while unemployed
have been limited in comparison with those who receive Income Support, or those who
are not entitlted.
Despite the very different provenance of social security in other countries, there are
some notable patterns in provision for unemployed people. In Sweden or Denmark,
where unemployment insurance is administered through the trades unions, insurance
based benefits tend to be generous in comparison with the UK or US, where it falls to the
state (though it would be dangerous to generalise - the same cannot be said for Israel).
Even there, there is some variation, because much depends on the terms of the fund from
which the benefit is administered. Unemployed benefits have to be tested by some kind
of work criterion - if not, then people who had withdrawn from the labour market, or
who opted to work part time, could claim. Insurance based benefits effectively impose
a test of a prior work record - this is, after all, how insurance is defined. Perhaps less
predictably, for those who qualify most schemes are time limited, which means not that
all benefits subsequently stop (as they may in the US) but rather that the rate of benefit
may be reduced (as in Denmark) or transferred to another benefit (as in France,
Germany and the UK). Effectively, then, virtually all systems of support for
unemployment are stratified in two or more tiers.
Residual benefits have been important for those who fail to meet the requirements
of an insurance programme, either because they lack an adequate contribution record
or because their entitlement to insurance is exhausted. In conditions of mass
unemployment - conditions which negate Beveridge's assumptions - both problems are
likely to arise, because initial access to the labour market is affected along with re-entry.
However, the level at which such benefits are provided is likely to be low, partly because
they are residual, and partly because of moral judgments about unemployment or a belief
that incentives to work may be undermined. There is no evidence to show that more
generous unemployment benefits are likely to foster unemployment; on the contrary,
countries with higher benefits (like Sweden and Austria) have been more resistant to
unemployment, while those with more restrictive policies (like the UK and the US) have
done relatively badly. This probably says more about the political agenda than it does
about economic forces; the countries with more generous benefits also tend to be those
committed to policies for full employment (7).
Single parents. People become single parents through a variety of circumstances, and
their benefit entitlements are likely to be different. The first case to consider is that of
unmarried mothers. A number of circumstances are variable: whether the mother has
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a work record; whether the mother is able to work while responsible for a child; and
whether there is financial support from the child's father.
The second main set of circumstances is divorce. The dimensions of the argument are
similar to those of an unmarried mother - the relationship of the divorced parent to the
labour market, and the extent to which the divorced parent is supported by the exspouse. It might be possible besides to consider a spouse's work record in place of the
responsible parent's. Beveridge thought that divorce was not an insurable risk, on the
basis of moral hazard - people could control whether they became divorced or not; the
reasoning behind this seems defective, because even if it were true it suggests a different
standard is being applied to those who have self-inflicted sickness or injury. It is true,
too, that large numbers of people divorce; but then, large numbers of people become
pensioners. The main distinction seems to be that divorce is disapproved of socially;
effectively, a moral element seems to have intruded in the scheme. This seems, again, to
be reflected fairly universally in different social security schemes.
Third, there is the position of survivors - widows and widowers. The issue of the
claimant's relationship to the labour market remains; the spouse is (evidently) not able
to offer regular maintenance, though it is possible to make provision through private
schemes. Unlike the circumstances of divorced parents, widowhood is considered an
insurable risk, and it is generally dealt with through insurance based benefits. The
adequacy of these benefits depends, like pensions, on a number of factors, including
protection against inflation and whether the benefits are earnings-related.
The main kinds of benefits introduced for single parents tend to be either universal,
or means-tested. On paper, the UK seems to have a core of universal benefits - an
allowance for each child supplemented by a special addition for single parents - but this
is not sufficient in practice to make a significant difference to the circumstances of single
parents, and in many cases, because it is directly deducted from the value of other
benefits, it will yield no net value to single parents who claim. The French and Swedish
systems appear to be more generous; the universal family allowances are supplemented
by means-tested additions for single parent families, though in the case of France the
means-tested provisions are also subject to availability for work after the child reaches
the age of three. In the US and, in practice, the UK, the main form of benefit for single
parents is means-tested and residual.
Although single parents may receive benefits of different kinds, it is a necessary
feature of any benefit which is designated as being intended for single parents that there
must be a cohabitation rule. The difference between a single parent family and a two
parent family is the absence of the other partner. If single parent benefits are not to be
paid to everyone, there has to be a rule disqualifying couples. The problem can be
avoided, in principle, by treating women and men within households independently for
the purposes of benefit, but this has other implications: it would mean that all spouses
who were not working would be entitled to benefit, and that the special income needs
of single parents were not recognised. The attempt to introduce non-means tested
benefits for single parents, then, is probably unlikely to overcome the main
disadvantages of benefits for this group. It is necessary to maintain a cohabitation rule,
and it is very uncertain whether a benefit which picks out a stigmatised group can avoid
being stigmatised itself.
Probably the most important difference in the rules between countries concerns the
position of single parents in relation to the labour market. In the US, the rules for AFDC
attempted, at one stage, to offer single mothers incentives to work (through the WIN
programme); WIN had negative sanctions for mothers with chldren over six, and
subsequent changes have pushed single mothers into 'workfare' on similarly punitive
terms. The history of workfare has not, Brown comments, been particularly successful,
which makes its extension hard to fathom; workfare offers low status jobs, few positive
incentives, limited subsequent prospect of employment and creates potential problems
in child care (8). The atmosphere is punitive. In Germany and France, single parents are
expected to be available for work once their children are over the age of three, and there
are relatively high rates of participation in the labour force (9). By contrast, the United
Kingdom's residual scheme, which accepts that single parents with dependent children
should not have to be available for work, seems almost liberal.
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Provision for low earners The problems of ensuring an adequate income for those in
work go well beyond the scope of income maintenance; they have implications for the
economic structure, and can probably be more effectively tackled through wage rates and
regulation of industry. There is a strong case to argue that most provision or low earners
is, or should be, largely unnecessary. A minimum wage should remove any necessity for
special support of the incomes of employees through the benefit system. In conjunction
with universal family benefits, a minimum wage provides a minimum level of income
adjusted for family size. It is the dominant pattern in the European Community, with
only two countries (Britain and Ireland) not having one. A minimum wage would not
relieve all cases of working poverty, because there may be those who are self-employed
(often, in practice, those in agriculture). This means that relief programmes for selfemployed people might be represented as a form of social security (as they have been in
Greece and Italy).
In UK government reviewed the prospects for a minimum wage in 1969, but rejected
it for two (or possibly three) main reasons. The first was that it was feared that
increased wages would reduce the demand for labour, and thereby increase
unemployment (though there are reasons to doubt this in a Keynesian analyis). The
second was that most of the beneficiaries would not be those who were poorest, but
woman earning a second wage for a household (an argument which can be seen to have
aggravated the trend towards the feminisation of poverty). The third reason, which was
not explicit, was probably that the public sector would be one of the employers
principally affected by general minimum wage legislation, and the government was not
prepared to pay increased wages (10).
The main alternative is the introduction of benefits geared specifically to those on
low incomes. In France, despite the existence of a minimum wage, there is also a meanstested supplement to family incomes, the supplément du revenu familial, for families with
more than two children. In principle, the same effect could be achieved by relating
minimum wage levels to the level of the universal family allowance (the allocation
familiale). The existence of the supplement indicates an unwillingness either to increase
the minimum wage or the family allowance to the level necessary.
The option selected in the UK was Family Income Supplement, introduced in 1971.
It was based loosely on Friedman's proposals for a Negative Income Tax (a related plan
in the US, for a Family Assistance Plan, died at about the same time) (11). FIS was based
on a bizarre calculation in which people received 50% of the difference between their
income and a set level. There were a number of problems with this approach. The
calculation gave the unfortunate impression that the government was deliberately giving
working families less than it thought they needed. It was capable of giving money to
families on higher incomes it was refusing to families on lower incomes. It relied on
statement from employers which they might be reluctant to give (12). And in
combination with the tax system - because people on very low incomes in the UK are still
liable to tax - it created a major poverty trap, with those whose incomes increased losing
after the expiry of benefit a substantial amount, often more than the increase in earnings.
FIS was replaced in 1988 by Family Credit. Many of the problems were the same. It
avoided the problem of giving people less than a set level by replacing the calculation
with a different formula by which a maximum benefit is reduced as earnings increased it comes to much the same thing - but suffered from a new problem: claimants could no
longer determine at what point they were likely to become eligible for benefit.
It is difficult to say to what extent this kind of complication is a necessary part of
provision for low wages; there are few precedents, and those which there are scarcely
unambiguous. When the Nixon government was considering the introduction of the
Family Assistance Plan in the US, they went back to 1795, to the Speenhamland system
in England, for some kind of comparison (13). The problems of administration, takeup,
and the poverty trap seem overwhelming; administration through employers, which was
proposed for Family Credit, gives employers a substantial incentive to cut wages.
The main alternative, in theory, is the introduction of a social dividend scheme. By
ensuring a basic income unrelated to the world of work, the issue of low earnings would
become irrelevant to the subject of poverty. But this has not been practised anywhere,
and it remains an option only in theory.
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Provision for emergencies Provision for emergencies looks very different from other
kinds of benefit. It is in the nature of emergency relief that it has to be immediately
available, and that it should not rely on an extensive set of conditions which have to be
verified. Financial relief is not necessarily the most appropriate response in an
emergency - both because it suggests that people should be able to make their own
arrangements with the money, and because it assumes that the money can buy the kind
of help which is necessary (which is not necessarily true after, for example, a town has
been flooded). The kinds of cases in which people are most likely to need urgent
payments are cases where they have been cut off from other resources - for example,
some cases of fire, domestic violence, summary eviction, or robbery - although, in
practice, the 'urgent needs payments' which used to exist in the UK were often used
where people were short of resources simply because of the inadequacy of the basic rate
of benefits, and the system of 'crisis loans' which has replaced them is subject to the same
criticism.
Emergency relief is probably the contingency which provides the strongest case for
a personalised response. In many countries, including France, Germany and Sweden,
because discretionary benefits are related to casework, the issue of additional provision
for destitution does not arise; the main objection to this kind of provision is not that it
does not exist, but that too often it is applied inappropriately to people whose poverty
is of a more constant, less personal kind.
Benefits as social protection
Although the categories above include people who are likely to become poor, they
equally provide for many who are neither poor nor seem likely to become so. Benefits
have many functions besides the relief of poverty. When this is related to principal
categories of recipient, the most important seem to be benefits for sickness; survivors;
and family benefits. These are not major categories in the consideration of poor relief,
and in comparison with the previous sections I shall consider them only briefly.
Benefits for sickness. Benefits for sickness fall principally into the category of protection
of earnings; they cover the circumstances where a person undergoes a temporary
interruption in the capacity to earn. This should reduce the risks of poverty, though in
practice its effects are limited; where people have a substantial household income, shortterm sickness benefit offers some protection but is unlikely to be sufficient to be crucial,
and where they do not, the protection is only partial because jobs are not necessarily
secure.
Sickness benefit has other important functions, however. Beveridge recognised that
sickness and unemployment benefits could not exist in isolation from each other. If a
person became unemployed in a system where there was a sickness benefit but no
unemployment benefit, that person would have to present as sick in order to receive a
basic minimum income. Alternatively, if a person became sick in a system with no
benefits to cover for it, that person might have to present as unemployed. If sickness
benefits have a role in income maintenance, it is not least that for low paid workers in
particular they bridge the periods of sickness and make continuity of employment
possible. (By contrast, sick pay at the employer's expense creates an incentive for
employers to discharge sick workers).
Survivors: widows and orphans. Survivors benefits have much less to do with poverty, or
even earnings replacement, than with social protection; they are generally insurancebased, sometimes earnings-related (particularly in private schemes). Since it often
refers to older people, who may have accumulated resources, the distributive
implications are very similar to those of pensions.
Family benefits. Benefits for families with children are often represented as a
counterbalance to poverty, but this is questionable. Although there may be some poor
families, families do not necessarily represent a major category among people who are
poor (if only because the parents tend to be of working age). The families with the
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greatest problems are those in which the woman in the family is unable to work because
of child care responsiblities; this usually refers to families with young children. Large
famiies may have difficulties where this means that the woman's earning capacity is
interrupted for a long period of time, and one of the most common justifications for
family benefits as a means of relieving poverty is that they compensate people with large
families for their extra expenses and reduced incomes.
The principal justification for the institution of family benefits is solidarity, rather
than the relief of poverty. The argument from solidarity is that children are the concern,
not only of the family into which they are born, but of the whole society, in which they
are raised and to which they will subsequently be expected to contribute. But this does
not necessarily imply that redistribution will be progressive; it is horizontal, going from
households without children to those with, and many of those who are poor do not have
children. Moreover, more money tends to be given to larger and older families, when the
central problem is much more likely to be the position of the woman in the labour
market, which is most affected by having very young children. It is questionable, as a
result, whether family benefits can be generally seen as having a major impact on
poverty.
Provision for contingencies as poor relief
Even if all the contingencies considered here are covered within a social security system,
there may still be gaps, which have to be filled by some safety-net provision if they are
to be filled at all. It can be difficult to envisage the kinds of circumstances in which
people would not be covered, but the experience of most social security systems is that
even when the evident contingencies are provided for, there will be people whose
circumstances are sufficiently unusual not to be covered adequately. Often, their
situation is complex: what happens, for example, to the disabled child of a twice-divorced
parent, the self-employed person on a low income who cannot afford to retire, the widow
who is intermittently employed because of the demands of caring for an elderly relative,
or the migrant worker who becomes a single parent? By the time Supplementary Benefit,
the basic safety-net benefit in the UK, was abolished, it had accumulated more than
sixteen thousand paragraphs of rules, trying to cover a huge range of different
contingencies. One of the objections to a 'basic income' scheme is that, despite its
considerable appeal, it cannot hope to deal with the complexities of real people's lives;
it is in the nature of general schemes that there will be exceptions. The most effective
schemes administratively tend to be those which generate fewest exceptions, but no
system is immune.
There are three main strategies which are available to cover the circumstances of
people who are poor. First, it is possible to increase the value of benefits and reduce the
qualifications for entitlement so that even if people have special circumstances which are
missed, they are unlikely to be poor as a result. Sweden achieves this in the case of most
old people, though not in its benefits system overall. A second option is to continue to
multiply the number of different types of benefit, or at least of categories of people
entitled, so that virtually every conceivable case is minimally covered which one would
wish to have covered; there are many countries with a proliferation of different benefits,
but if this strategy has succeeded in eliminating poverty for a group I do not know where
it has happened. Third, it is possible to provide a general safety net in addition to other
provision. Unlike the other strategies, this approach requires a commitment specifically
to the relief of poverty. The importance of a residual benefit of this type depends on the
relative adequacy and coverage of other benefits.
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Chapter 12
Social security systems and the relief of poverty
There is a strong case to argue that 'poverty' should not be the central concern of social
security policy; claims for social protection, rights to welfare or the reduction of
disadvantage are no less important than the relief of poverty, and to a large extent they
can be taken to deal with poverty indirectly. If this is right, it seems unreasonable to
judge policies on the basis only of the extent to which they succeed in alleviating the
circumstances of the poorest. The problems of the poor remain an important test,
because the persistence of poverty implies a negation of the other aims of welfare in
respect of those people who remain poor; but the danger of focussing too closely on the
poor is that one may lose sight of other objectives in the process.
In reviewing how successful a system is in relieving poverty, there are two main
criteria which might be applied. One is coverage - the extent to which the benefits cover
the range of contingencies in which people are likely to be poor. Second, there is
adequacy - the level of benefits which are provided.
Coverage. It could be argued that in cases where coverage is restricted - for example
where, as in the US, public assistance is not available to a wide range of people - the
effective minimum is nothing, which implies that the system is necessarily inadequate.
The comprehensiveness of a system depends crucially not on how many people are
covered by the main form of benefit, but by how many people are picked up by the
alternative provisions. The weakness of provision in the US, for example, reflects as
much the absence of an adequate system of social assistance as it does the patchy and
inconsistent coverage offered by the insurance benefits. In Germany, basic insurance
cover extends only to a limited proportion of the population - about 85% of those in the
West (1). Many of those not included, however, are those whose incomes are above
certain limits, who are expected to make alternative arrangements. It can be argued that
this does indeed undermine the comprehensiveness of the system, because by excluding
the better-off it undermines any concept of welfare as a right of citizenship or expression
of solidarity; but if the test is to be the relief of poverty, then this kind of selection does
not intrinsically threaten the scope of the social security system.
There is a difference between comprehensiveness on paper and in practice. Even
where entitlement to benefit is established, many of those who are entitled do not, for
one reason or another, receive the benefits they should. Atkinson argues that the
preoccupation of the literature with takeup is in many ways a mis-identification of the
problem, because one cannot assume that all of those entitled are those whose poverty
the benefit was intended to relieve, or conversely that all of those for whom the benefit
is intended are actually entitled. (2)
The Luxembourg Income Study enables one to identify the extent to which those on
the lowest incomes are receiving transfer payments to a sufficient extent to bring them
above 50% of median income, in most of the countries I have considered (France,
unfortunately, is not yet included). This is not, I have suggested, equivalent to 'poverty',
but one can at least establish that how many of the people on the lowest incomes are
being reached by social security benefits. Table 12.1 shows the results. It shows, fairly
clearly, that the US is notably unsuccessful in bringing people above the level used as a
measure; this does not necessarily demonstrate that the US is unsuccessful in addressing
the problems of poverty (though there is plenty of other evidence to suggest that this is
indeed the case), but it does show very clearly that the comprehensiveness and
redistributive effects of the social security system are seriously deficient. Within the
figures, it emerges that provision for pensioners - an area in which the US has federal
provision through Social Security - is comparable in its effects to many of the other
countries; it is for the non-pensioners that problems are most evident. Sweden has
clearly the most effective system. Germany, interestingly, has a system which seems to
be more comprehensive and adequate than the system in the UK, despite the less than
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universal remit of social insurance and what seems to be a less favourable ideological
climate.
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Table 12.1: The effect of transfers in reducing the numbers of
people in 'poverty'
Percentage of persons who are 'poor':

Sweden

United
Kingdom

Israel

United
States

West
Germany

Total

Elderly
families

Single
parent
families

Two
parent
families

Other

Pre-trans
fer

41

98

55

21

31

Post-tran
sfer

5

-

9

5

7

%
reduction

88

100

88

77

77

Pre-trans
fer

28

79

56

18

13

Post-tran
sfer

9

18

29

7

4

%
reduction

69

77

48

63

68

Pre-trans
fer

29

57

53

26

14

Post-tran
sfer

15

24

19

15

6

%
reduction

50

58

78

43

62

Pre-trans
fer

27

72

59

16

15

Post-tran
sfer

17

21

52

13

10

%
reduction

38

72

12

19

36

Pre-trans
fer

28

80

35

13

20

Post-tran
sfer

6

9

18

4

5

%
reduction

79

88

47

70

73

Source: from T Smeeding, M O'Higgin, L Rainwater (eds), Poverty, inequality and income
distribution in comparative perspective, New York: Harvester Wheatsheaf, p 67
Adequacy. Traditionally, adequacy has been assessed in terms of a 'poverty line' - that
is, a regular income. The LIS uses its measure of income to identify not only how many
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people fall below a certain level of income, but by what extent. Table 12.2 shows the
reduction in the 'poverty gap' (so-called) for those who remain. The discrepancies which
emerge from a consideration of coverage alone are striking. Although the Swedish
system appears to have the greatest effect in reducing the numbers of people who are
below the 50% level of income, those who are left have a low relative income. By
contrast, the UK and Israeli systems seem to do well in reducing the gaps. The authors
note that both systems 'are characterised by universal transfer systems that offer high
coverage but fairly low benefit rates' (3). It is not clear from the figures, though, that they
will bear this interpretation; where large numbers of people fall just below the level of
income selected as a reference point, the average 'poverty gap' can be expected to fall
substantially.
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Table 12.2: The effect of income transfers on the 'poverty gap'
The 'poverty gap' among persons remaining at a level 50%
below the median income after transfers:

Sweden

United
Kingdom

Israel

United
States

West
Germany

Total

Elderly
families

Single
parent
families

Two
parent
families

Other

%
remaining

5

-

9

5

7

Gap
between
income
and 50%
level

40

45

33

28

43

%
remaining

9

18

29

7

4

Gap
between
income
and 50%
level

16

11

18

11

24

%
remaining

15

24

19

15

6

Gap
between
income
and 50%
level

16

13

14

20

13

Pre-transf
er

17

21

52

13

10

%
remaining

40

29

43

33

51

Gap
between
income
and 50%
level

6

9

18

4

5

Gap
between
income
and 50%
level

31

29

31

23

48

Source: from T Smeeding, M O'Higgins, L Rainwater, op cit, pp 67, 70.
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There are reasons to be cautious about this kind of approach. Though low income is
a good indicator of poverty, it is not equivalent; it may mislead both in terms of command
over resources and over the extent to which a person's needs are actually met. It seems
clear that many of the kinds of problem associated with poverty - problems like
homelessness, poor environments, a lack of security, or lack of positional goods - are not
necesarily taken into account by this analysis. At best, the figures provide indicators of
poverty in different countries.
The determinants of effective poor relief
In Chapter 9, I outlined the systems of a number of countries in very broad theoretical
terms. On the face of the matter, one might expect countries with more comprehensive
coverage to perform better than countries with pluralistic aspirations; this is largely
borne out. Then one might expect egalitarian policies to be more generous to those with
least than institutional ones, and institutional policies to offer more than residual. The
case of Germany is the clearest exception, for it seems to do better in helping people on
low incomes, despite its residual ethic, than the UK. This can be explained in several
ways. One option is to seek to challenge the figures or the construction put upon them,
which it is not difficult to do; the UK does close 'poverty gaps' further. A second is to
challenge the way in which the countries have been represented - which would be wholly
reasonable, for in none of the countries do policies fit the simple characterisation I made
of them. A third option is search for other factors which may influence the results, of
which there are only too many. Wilensky finds that the main determinants of
expenditure on social security are the age of the system, the percentage of the population
over the age of 65, and national income per capita (4).
This casts some doubt on whether the ideology of a govenment makes much
difference to the level of social security payments. Wilensky thinks it does not. Against
this, Barnes and Srivenkataramana point out, by reworking Wilensky's figures, that the
amount a country spends on social security is inversely proportional to its distance from
Vienna. This, they suggest, shows evidence of cultural diffusion - countries draw ideas
and practices from their neighbours - which, in turn, suggests that ideology does play a
part (5).
The kind of 'ideology' which is being considered, though, is far more complex than a
simple distinction between 'left' and 'right' might identify. Much of what I have written
should call into question the existence of a simple association between 'residual' and
'institutional' models with patterns of provision of differing adequacy. The level of
resources which is committed relies, in so far as it depends on ideological influences, on
a much more complex set of influences than a division between 'residual' and
'institutional' models; ideas like social protection, solidarity or a commitment to family
support may cut across the divide. The economic context, and political interpretations
of it, limit what is considered feasible or even desirable. Organisational arrangements,
themselves owing much to historical developments within countries, play a major part;
the influence of federalism in the US, or the involvement of the labour movement in
Sweden or Israel, are examples. And the problems of poverty are understood differently
in different countries: 'poverty' is a socially constructed concept, which has been taken
to refer not only to a lack of resources but also to issues like inequality, social exclusion,
problems within families and social exclusion. Responses to poverty are conceived
within a different contexts, for different purposes; unsurprisingly, policies differ.
By the same token, there is no reason to suppose that left wing and right wing
policies, because they are linked with these differing views, should be more or less likely
to provide poor relief at a level sufficient to mitigate the problems of poverty. Many of
the associations are based not in irrefutable truths about the way in which social security
operates, but in a historical and political framework. The principles which distinguish
'right' and 'left' - issues like the interpretation of freedom, the role of the state, and the
workings of the economy - are all of considerable importance to social security, but they
are not the only principles which apply. Other conflicting principles, like values of
solidarity, work, family, or country, are liable to intrude, and they do not necessarily fall
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within the 'left-right' divide. In the development of pensions policies in the UK, the
uncertainty of the parties as to what weight to put on progressive redistribution, social
protection, financial constraints, and poor relief have led to a jockeying of different,
sometimes contradictory policies which cannot be simply explained in terms of 'left' or
'right' wing (6). In France, the emphasis on the family has cut across the divide. In Italy,
the Communist party have opposed expanding unemployment benefits on the basis that
increase in productive employment is a greater priority. And in Belgium, a proposal by
the christian democrats for a basic minimum benefit was opposed by socialists on the
basis that the money would only benefit 'drunkards, whores and nuns' (7).
Comparing social security systems
The similarities between countries are in some ways more striking than their differences.
Most developed countries have a similar set of problems to deal with - notably
retirement and the dependency of older people, support for people who are long-term
sick or disabled, unemployment, and in general the inadequate incomes of people
excluded from the labour market or marginal to it. They draw on a common range of
responses, partly as a result of imitation, and partly as a result of common pressures;
although there are exceptions to every generalisation, most developed countries have the
basic framework of an insurance system (the main exception is Australia), a
supplementary framework of means-tested benefits to fill in the gaps (though the US still
has notable deficiencies in its coverage), and a potential range of other non-contributory
benefits for special needs groups. The similarities between policies have supported a
view of modern industrial states as 'converging' (8).
It should be possible, on this basis, to offer some insights into social security systems
and their effectiveness in dealing with poverty. Insurance benefits work well in a wide
range of conditions, but they leave gaps which have to be filled by other benefits: for
example, research in Britain, France and Germany found, in each case, that insurance
payments failed to protect people suffering from long periods of unemployment (9).
Universal benefits, an important part of provision for families in France, have major
advantages, but the relief of poverty is not foremost among them. On the other hand,
there is evidence that some common beliefs are misleading. Despite the claims made for
universal benefits, there is no basis on which to believe that they become more generous
because they represent an institutional ideal. The British experience seems to suggest
that means-tested benefits suffer from intrinsic disadvantages; the cross-national
comparison with France and Germany calls this into question, as well as casting doubt
on the supposed advantages of insurance-based benefits. (The Australian system, though
it does not show that all of the problems can be avoided, also seems to challenge some
of the propositions which are made. (10))
There are grounds for caution about such conclusions. Generalisations about the
level and coverage of benefits can be seriously misleading. It is hardly possible to
consider the relative strengths and weaknesses of a maternity benefit without
considering the impact of maternity benefits in context. Maternity benefits are only part
of a package of support available to mothers, which might include maternity pay, medical
care, and benefits for the child. The role of maternity benefits depends on their role as
income replacement, and their duration, their relationship to other benefits (like
unemployment and sickness benefits) and their adequacy in relation to wages has to be
considered. The issue of wage replacement points to further issues which need to be
considered - the wages which are being replace, the role of women in the labour market,
and the options which women have after childbirth.
The problems of comparison become significant whenever it is intended to adopt a
measure from one country and apply it to another. The ideological gloss put on different
kinds of policy cannot be expected to travel without alteration, because the
interpretation of such policies depends on the context in which the benefits are set.
Family benefits in the UK are strongly advocated by the 'left', most notably by the Child
Poverty Action Group. In much of Europe, family benefits are the concern of the christian
parties of the right. Conversely, loans are identified as a 'right-wing' policy in Britain
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because they have been used by a right wing government to limit the availability of
benefits to claimants with pressing needs and because benefits are inadequate to permit
payment without hardship. Loans in the Netherlands, by contrast, have sprung out of
mutual aid societies - the nearest in Britain is the principle of the 'credit union' - which
has more of a left-wing flavour, even if their practice tends to be conservative (11).
If one was to begin the formation of policy with a blank sheet, it might be possible to
describe the policy in idealised terms - the kinds of ringing phrase, like 'welfare state',
'solidarity7 or the 'social market system', with which I introduced social security
systems. But in real life, one is rarely if ever privileged to begin anew. The kinds of
policy which are introduced are usually specific, introduced into a system in which other
benefits exist, and - most important - into a well established social and economic context.
An understanding of the way in which different kinds of benefit work depends on a set
of parameters which are liable to change. Benefits do not operate in isolation, but within
a system of other benefits, in the context of different kinds of welfare provision, within
different economic and social settings. The most effective comparisons, then, depend on
consideration of the overall pattern of provision in different countries. This is
intrinsically difficult to do. Different administrative systems, different patterns of
consumer response, the nuances of difference in eligibility and the purposes of benefit,
make comparison difficult. More seriously, the social and economic conditions in which
the systems operate are so different that generalisations about different patterns of
benefit cannot easily be extended from one country to another. A range of factors need
to be treated as parameters for the purposes of making comparison possible. The
efficiency of the administration, access to communications, or the existence of alternative
services or sources of income might all affect the way in which a social security system
operates within any particular country.
Social security in practice
Whatever the appearance of a social security scheme on paper, the process of
implementing the scheme is liable to lead to complications, and potentially even to
change its character. The scheme must be administered, and administration takes time,
manpower and resources. It must be received, which generally means that it must be
claimed (though there is no obvious reason why the onus of initiating a claim must fall
on the claimant), and there are a number of obstacles to overcome in order for claims to
be made.
From the point of view of the claimant, the kinds of factors which affect their
behaviour were referred to in the context of means-testing, though they extend no less
to other types of benefit. Claimants have to identify whether or not a claim can and
should be made; whether it is worth claiming; and then must undergo the process. The
first step implies that claimants have to know about the benefit, and have some idea that
they might be entitled. In some cases, this will be related to the structure of the benefits;
the more complex a system is, the less likely that the claimant will know about particular
benefits, and the more important appropriate signposting becomes. Equally, the more
complex an individual benefit is, the less chance claimants have of working out whether
or not they are entitled. How people feel about benefits is no less important at this stage;
if people do not think they are the sort to whom a benefit applies, they will not learn
about it. The next step, whether a benefit is worth claiming implies a calculation of costs
against benefits. The value of a benefit relates primarily to the amount of money it yields
and its duration. The costs include the direct costs of going through the claiming process
(like travel and time), overcoming fear of landlords or employers where declarations
have to be made, and the social costs of stigmatisation. Third, to complete a claim the
claimant has to pass a number of obstacles, including access to offices, filling forms,
undergoing assessments (like income tests or medical examinations) and if necessary
(and possible) appealing.
The importance of the administrative process stems from the central requirement
that benefits, in order to relieve poverty, have actually to be delivered. There is not in
most systems only one type of benefit to deliver to one type of claimant, through one type
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of process. Rather, there are several different kinds of benefit for which the conditions
differ. It is not difficult to say, for example, that non-contributory benefits should be easy
to administer, because there are few preconditions to check, and that maintaining a
record of contribution conditions should lead to benefits being delivered more rapidly
than would be the case for means testing, because the process of recording contributions
is cumulative over time, whereas the process of means-testing demands a fresh
assessment of the status quo. But this is not necessarily the case, because there are also
conditions attached to non-means-tested benefits, which have no less to be assessed.
The kinds of factors which distinguish the effectiveness with which a benefit can be
administered are both internal and external. Internal factors include, first, the
complexity of the benefit - like the number of steps required, the clarity of the rules, the
length of the procedure required to process the benefit, and the scope for error. Second,
they include the terms on which people qualify, and the extent to which the benefit deals
with an identifiable and stable client group. Some conditions are relatively easy to
identify, like childhood and old age - they are also incidentally the most stable; some
require a test or assessment, like disability; some may be ambiguous, like certain
patterns of unemployment. It is also important to know to what extent there is an
infrastructure of complementary agencies (like doctors) able to make assessments,
which can substantially affect the operation of benefits for sickess, disability, housing.
Third, there is the extent to which the benefit works to defined rules. As a broad
proposition, rule-based systems should be easier to administer than those which rely on
the exercise of judgment; they have also the advantage of relative consistency. But
simpler systems are also easier to administer than more complex ones; the situation in
the UK was that the rule-based system for single payments became so complex that
administrators effectively began treating the scheme as discretionary in any case,
because of their ignorance of the rules (12).
External factors are more wide-ranging; they include, for example, the number of
claims, and the number of cases which require special treatment (though this could also
be seen as a reflection on the benefit's rules). Decisions on discretionary benefits should
in principle be capable of being delivered within hours, but the larger the number of
claims, the less feasible this becomes. This implies that the operation of a system may
depend not just on on the kind of methods which the system operate, but also the
pressures on it - factors which are conditioned by the size and makeup of population
covered, and the economic background. Ultimately, the operation of a benefit - and so
its practicality - depends on the social and economic context.
Information about the practical aspects of social security in different countries varies
considerably in quality and quantity. Some, notably Britain and the United States, have
been looked at critically in some detail; some, like France, have hardly been touched on
(13); and for others, like Israel, although there may be such evidence, the problems of
language make critical commentary difficult to find. Even once the issues are identified,
it is difficult to put them into perspective. There may be some administrative problems,
but do they vitiate the scheme's effects overall? On paper, for example, social security
in Sweden seems easily the most effective of the various systems. But Gould suggests
there are a number of problems in receiving benefits; the political concern with
dependency and self-improvement is associated with a number of barriers to claiming.
Claimants do not receive assistance as of right: the model on which benefits are given is
'therapeutic', which justifies an insistence on the presence of claimants and spouses.
They are subject to personal assessment and interrogation about their circumstances
(14). What it is not clear from this account is how important the administrative
problems are in relation to what the system achieves.
One important attempt made to overcome the difficulties is in the study by Mitton,
Wilmott and Wilmott of Britain, France and Germany (15). This covered three samples,
each including about three thousand people, and it provided insights that would have
been difficult to establish from an examination of social security systems alone - for
example, that large families in France were likely to be poorly off despite apparently
generous benefits because of their weak relationship to the labour market (16). The
qualitative elements of the study serve to place information about the different schemes
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in a social and administrative context, which a purely statistical exercise cannot hope to
do.
Effective poor relief
The tests of coverage and adequacy can be applied in many ways: one of the simplest, for
a policy-maker, is to consider who is left out within preent provision, and amongst those
who are included to consider who receives the least support from the available range of
services. But this approach can, if applied repeatedly, produce undesirable results in
itself, because a complex system devoted to covering contingencies as they arise is all too
likely to leave further gaps. Inevitably, there has to be some residual provision for those
who are not catered for in other ways; and this provision is likely itself to be complex,
difficult to administer and stigmatised.
The problem stems from the attempt to consider benefits in isolation. Benefits have
to be seen as part of a system. In the first place, benefits are necessarily interrelated: one
cannot distinguish the impact of housing benefit or food stamps wholly from that of
general income support. There may be alternatives: if there is no sickness benefit, people
may have to claim unemployment benefits instead - or vice versa. Secondly, the benefits
interact with other measures - like the provision of health care, employment or housing.
Family benefits in conjunction with minimum wages have effects in maintaining
household income which neither measure has in itself. In practice, it is usually the
portfolio which matters, not the structure of individual benefits. The focus on certain
benefits as 'residual' or 'institutional' in themselves fails to identify what role they play
in relation to other benefits. Child Benefit may be an 'institutional' benefit, but it is not
equivalent to institutional provision for children, because it is limited in its scope and its
effects. Unemployment insurance cannot be considered without other provisions for
unemployed people.
To the extent that benefits extend coverage and increase the adequacy of resources,
they can be considered to be effective in relieving poverty. But if one is examining the
relative performance of different benefits - like unemployment insurance and income
support - in achieving the same ends, one cannot achieve greater effectiveness by opting
for one benefit in preference to the other. (It is more efficient to select a benefit that
targets a client group more selectively, but that is not the same thing. Efficiency implies
a minimum of waste; effectiveness, the maximum achievement of goals.) Rather, one has
to consider how the benefits work together.
It follows that if policy-makers wish to introduce an institutional system of poor
relief, rather than a residual one, they must consider means by which the whole range
of benefits might act on an institutional basis - which implies a comprehensive range of
benefits backed up by the necessary safety net provision. This, I think, is what Titmuss
was driving at when he wrote:
'the real challenge resides in the question: what particular infrastructure of
universalist services is needed in order to provide a framework of values and
opportunity bases within and around which can be developed acceptable selective
services provided, as social rights, on criteria of the needs of specific categories,
groups and territorial areas ... ?' (17)
Effective poor relief - or the development of any effective welfare system - requires the
development of a structured scheme in which the coverage is fully comprehensive, and
the effect of different provisions, either in combination or as alternatives, is to increase
the command over resources of those who are poorest to the greatest extent possible.
There are many ways in which this might be achieved. In practice, it seems most
effectively to have been achieved in Sweden, in a very different way, and then only for
one group (pensioners); it relies on social insurance, solidaristic financial arrangements,
an orientation to the workplace, a substantial element of progressive redistribution,
backed by residual provision. It is difficult to see how this could be duplicated
successfully in another country without having very similar economic and social
arrangements in place. In principle, it might also be achieved by an extensive basic
income or social dividend scheme, although the criticisms I have made of such schemes
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suggest that at least two other elements would be required - a progressive system of
financing, and some kind of supplementary safety net provision to provide for the
inevitable complexities of people's lives.
Reforming systems takes time, and partial moves towards a different kind of system
will not necessarily yield partial improvements in poor relief. It is unlikely that an
expansion of the range of benefits would reduce either coverage or adequacy directly.
But an expansion of the range which takes insufficient account of the context in which
benefits are introduced can increase the complexity of a system overall, which can affect
takeup; and it can create overlaps between benefits, which cause confusion and limit the
marginal value of residual benefits. A non-contributory benefit which is inadequate - like
One-Parent Benefit - could still reduce entitlement to means-tested supplements, and the
value of those benefits. At the same time, it changes the direction of resources, and the
pattern of future claims of resources - increases in benefits for all old people necessarily
cost far more than increases only for old people on low incomes. Worse, the limitation
it implies on residual benefits can limit their coverage, their scope, and their capacity to
meet need. 'Second-best' solutions are not always preferable to an original position.
In the short term, then, probably the best way to relieve poverty is to concentrate not
on the reform of systems but rather on the benefits which currently relieve poverty most
effectively. In most cases, these benefits are residual, means-tested benefits, like Income
Support or Sozialhilfe. Some people fear that, if this approach was extended indefinitely,
it would lead to a residual system by default; but there is no reason to suppose that it will
be extended indefinitely, and it is abundantly clear that the alternative strategy of trying
to develop universal benefits incrementally does not deliver resources to poor people
rapidly enough. In the long term, the expansion of coverage and increasing commitment
of resources should make it possible to consider structural reform; but there is a long
road to travel, and people who are poor now need help now.
The development of poor relief is not an 'answer' to the problem. Poverty is not one
problem, and there is not one solution to it. But relief is a more limited, and more
modest, aim. It is far from being impracticable; most developed countries have been
doing it for some people, if not for most, for much of the last century. But poor people
remain who are not reached by the existing systems, or who are helped only
inadequately. By reviewing the aims and methods through which poor relief is
undertaken, it should be possible to extend provision for them.
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